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Fran Maineri bushwhacks up Cape Horn Mountain in Groveton, New Hampshire. The 
experience involves “getting whacked in the head with tree branches,” the photographer 
says. GORDON DUBOIS
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The Long Way Home
Mr. Fletcher
Every time I jog up a street or down a trail, I imagine my track coach Lamont Fletcher yelling across the cinder track of Princeton High 
School, “Lower your arms!” 
He’s reminding me to use my arms so they help—not to swing them high 
in wide circles across to the other side of my body just because I feel tired. 
That was in 1974. Mr. Fletcher was a 30-something kindergarten teacher 
who coached the high school girls’ track and field team. I was 15 that spring 
and was running the mile. Title IX had allowed my friends and me to run on 
the boys’ cross-country team in the fall and the boys’ winter track team. Now 
it was spring, and we had our own team. 
I had no idea what I might be capable of. Mr. Fletcher and my friends on 
the team, especially one tough runner named Kathy Woodbridge, pushed me 
to run until my legs felt like gum and my lungs burned. Running competi-
tively felt very grown-up. I became obsessed with getting better. Mr. Fletcher 
was instilling toughness you must learn if you want to be an athlete. That 
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kind of push-through-it attitude transcends the track and seeps into daily 
life. Mr. Fletcher’s track team is the reason I’m editing this journal because I 
doubt I would have tried backpacking long distances without what he taught 
me about running.
He was the first Black adult I knew well, the first to help me move beyond 
racist attitudes I’d absorbed from my ancestors down through my grand-
parents, who at that time were still using derogatory terms to refer to Blacks. 
I knew from early childhood that skin color was not an indicator of anything, 
that it should not matter, and yet that it had caused wars and division and 
suffering. But at age 15 I still didn’t know that I could be the change our 
teachers told us must occur. I was descended from middle- and lower-class 
whites from Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Their entrenched racism, which I 
believe my parents were working to change in themselves, could not evapo-
rate overnight.
In our town, people of all races worked, shopped, and went to school 
together, but we did not live together. Princeton’s Black neighborhood clus-
tered around Witherspoon Street in an eighteen-block area near my high 
school. I lived about a mile from there in the Riverside Drive neighborhood, a 
1950s subdivision that was nearly totally white. My mother told me once that 
real estate agents maintained something like an under-the-radar segregation 
by showing Black families only certain houses. Our schools had been offi-
cially integrated since 1948. The school board transported Black children to 
all the elementary schools to put us together, and we made some friends early 
on. At least we had that, although I know that it wasn’t a perfect solution.
I didn’t know what I didn’t know back then, as the saying goes. I wanted 
to learn how to be friends with Blacks in my schools but had no idea how 
to extend my hand. I did a terrible job considering why Black peers looked 
at me cautiously. In seventh grade I once thoughtlessly offended three Black 
girls during gym class. Their basketball rolled out of bounds. I was resting on 
the side (more like, trying to get out of playing) and went to grab it for them. 
They asked me to give it back, but because I was in the process of giving it 
back, I immediately went on the defensive and stuck my tongue out. One of 
them followed me as we walked out to the field, told me basically that I had 
a bad attitude, and punched my arm. I deserved it. The girl who punched 
me was one of the best athletes in the school. I was afraid to get to know her. 
Lamont Fletcher, second from left in the back row, with the Princeton High School girls’ 
track team, 1974. I’m to his left with arms crossed. PRINCETON HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOK PHOTO
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On the high school track team a few years later, Mr. Fletcher taught me 
through his absolute joy in life, and his belief that I could win the mile run 
every time, that the world is a small place. In the yearbook picture of our 
team from that spring, we’re huddled by the track in our practice sweats. I’ve 
got my arms crossed self-consciously in that way teens stand when they’ve 
only just realized that they can do something hard. Mr. Fletcher is standing 
behind me and another girl, grinning, trying to get us to lighten up. 
Mr. Fletcher had grown up in Princeton. He said in an interview a few 
years ago for Kathryn Watterson’s book I Hear My People Singing: Voices of 
African American Princeton (Princeton University Press, 2017) that he lacked 
professional role models growing up in the 1950s. “There were a few Black 
teachers in schools, but very few,” he said. “There are fewer now in Princeton 
regional schools.” He was one of them.
He taught me and all the track girls how to run hard, persevere, and laugh. 
He trusted us; one summer day, my mom and I babysat his kids. He also 
illustrated when we should stop joking around and get to work. And he told 
me things I didn’t want to hear. Like the day I ran in the state final for the 
mile run. They called it the Meet of Champions. Mr. Fletcher was frustrated 
that the meet’s rules relegated the coaches up into the bleachers, so I was alone 
with the nine other runners at the start. I felt completely alone. I was not sure, 
somehow, that I belonged there. The starting gun fired. I was moving. Just 
kind of moving and trying to stay close to the legs in front of me. I ran five 
seconds slower than my best mile and came in seventh out of ten. The whole 
thing felt like a weird dream. 
I put on my sweats and climbed up the back stairs to the high bleachers 
and found Mr. Fletcher. He was shaking his head. He said something like he 
could tell the second the gun went off that I didn’t think I belonged there and 
wasn’t running my best. I disagreed vehemently. Eventually I realized that 
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Quechee Gorge
Nebulas rise at me,
rain washes down.
The ice thrust routed
this downward channel.
“DANGER”: Water rises fast,
when dam lets loose.











to a sword of cloud.
Stone embraces me.
Valley of the Shadow.
Here, at the bottom,






Francis Blessington’s latest book is Poems from Underground (Deerbrook Editions, 
2017). He teaches English at Northeastern University.
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The Story of Scar Ridge
A trailless tangle in the southern White Mountains 
Steven D. Smith
For peakbaggers pursuing the list of New England’s Hundred Highest summits, climbing trailless Scar Ridge, in the southern White 
Mountains, is a rite of passage. Dark, massive, and densely wooded, its north-
west face raked with glistening slides, “the Scar” looms ominously across the 
valley from the Lincoln Woods Visitor Center.
Perusing Scar Ridge hike reports on newenglandtrailconditions.com, one 
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Scar Ridge’s glistening slides, visible from miles away, nestle ominously between the 
Osceolas and Loon Mountain. ABIGAIL COYLE/APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN CLUB
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. . . climbing over monster sections of blowdowns . . . 3 pounds of spruce and fir 
needles down my back . . . lots of cuts, bruises, and scratches . . . and so forth.
A lucky few find the going easier: This peak gets a bad rap . . . not that bad 
a hike at all. But it’s safe to say that for most, it’s an adventure for sure.
Early Appalachian Mountain Club Ascents
Long before the era of peakbagging and internet trip reports, this 3,774-foot1 
mountain—the high point of a long, multi-peak ridge linking Mount Osceola 
with Loon Mountain—beckoned to AMC explorers.
Probably the first recorded ascent was in 1871, by Warren Upham, who 
collected rock specimens from the top of the northwest slides while working 
for Charles H. Hitchcock’s New Hampshire Geological Survey. Six years later, 
Upham, a founding member of AMC, wrote of the mountain in “Unnamed 
Mountains between Mt. Hancock and Scar Ridge” (Appalachia, vol. 1, no. 1):
Scarred on the south side by a landslide of a few years ago, it is not less con-
spicuously marked on the north side by precipitous ledges that occur near the 
head of a deep ravine. Perhaps these are the marks of great slides that occurred 
centuries ago. Otherwise, this mountain is covered with a dense growth of 
spruce and fir.
Upham recalled that on his collecting trip in 1871, his hammer flew off 
its handle and “went off, bounding merrily down, tick, knock, whack, clink, 
to the bottom, hundreds of feet below. It was not searched for, but a liberal 
reward will be cheerfully paid to the finder.” 
In 1877, the south-side slide mentioned by Upham drew the attention of 
two other AMC trampers: Frank Wigglesworth (F. W.) Clarke and Gaetano 
Lanza. In “An Ascent of Scar Ridge” (Appalachia, vol. 1, no. 4), Clarke and 
Lanza noted “a large mountain conspicuously marked with a scar” seen while 
traveling up the Pemigewasset River valley. The locals seemed to know noth-
ing about it. The darkly wooded peak was known only by the “ubiquitous 
appellation” of Black Mountain. 
1 This elevation of Scar Ridge’s west knob, long considered the highest point, comes from 
the U.S. Geological Survey 7½-minute Mount Osceola quadrangle. But using data from the 
recent lidar survey, AMC cartographer Larry Garland calculated a higher elevation on the east 
knob: 3,780 feet. 
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Quite naturally, a mountain so conspicuous and so little known excited our 
curiosity. We felt that it ought to be looked after and attended to, or, in other 
words, climbed, measured, described, and brought properly under respectable 
Appalachian control.
F. W. Clarke (1847–1931) was a renowned chemist and geologist who was 
known as the “Father of Geochemistry.” In the 1870s he was a professor at the 
University of Cincinnati; he later served four decades as the chief chemist of 
the U.S. Geological Survey. During summers between 1874 and 1877, Clarke, 
often accompanied by Charles R. 
Cross, recorded nearly 700 baro-
metric measurements of elevations 
for summits, cols, hotels, bridges, 
and other locations across the White 
Mountains. His findings were pub-
lished in Appalachia, vol. 2, no. 2. 
Much of the time he was based at 
Sanborn’s Hotel in West Campton. 
One of his last objectives was the 
intriguing slide-scarred mountain 
that loomed to the north. 
Gaetano Lanza (1848–1928), son 
of an Italian count, was a noted 
engineer who was on the faculty of 
MIT for nearly 40 years, serving as 
professor of theoretical and applied 
mechanics. His 900-page textbook, 
Applied Mechanics, was published in 1885 and went through at least nine edi-
tions. Lanza was an avid mountain explorer. In addition to the Scar Ridge 
account, he penned Appalachia reports about climbs of Mounts Kinsman 
and Garfield.
On the morning of August 11, 1877, Clarke and Lanza set off from San-
born’s Hotel by horse and carriage. They were equipped with “mercurial 
barometer and tripod, aneroid and thermometer, compass, pedometer, and 
lunch-bag, bound upon a journey of investigation and discovery.” They rode 
ten miles north up the Pemigewasset valley stage road to Woodstock, then 
five more miles north and east along Eastman Brook into the remote area 
known as Thornton Gore. This hill farm community was in existence from 
Geochemist Frank Wigglesworth Clarke 
became obsessed with the ridge in 1877. 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
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1804 to 1900 and peaked in the mid-1800s. The Gore encompassed 2,600 
acres and included 22 hill farm sites with nearly half the land cleared for 
crops, orchards, or pasture.2 
From the valley’s open fields, the two explorers could see the surround-
ing mountains. For some distance the shape-shifting foothills obscured their 
objective, and when the explorers did catch sight of it, a south-thrusting 
spur ridge concealed the slide. The summit appeared lower than expected. 
Around 11 o’clock they reached Merrill’s, the last occupied homestead in the 
valley. Before continuing on foot, they queried Mr. Merrill3 about the slide’s 
location. His sons had been to the slide, but their directions were vague: A 
logging road led toward the mountain, and a brook flowed down from the 
slide.
Clarke and Lanza followed the Thornton Gore road a half-mile farther to 
an abandoned farmhouse,4 where the elevation was measured at 1,423 feet. 
They found the logging road and followed it into a cut-over area. Here they 
located a brook and traced it through flat and featureless terrain, uncertain of 
their course. Then the slope steepened, and the brook began tumbling over 
small cascades. Suddenly, a mile and two-thirds from the last farmhouse, they 
came to “a heap of gravel and stones, fringed with fallen timber.” They had 
reached the foot of the slide. The elevation was computed at 2,255 feet. 
A more clearly marked slide could hardly be imagined .  .  . Above, as far as 
we could see (but we were far below the portion visible from the valley), it 
presented the appearance of a cleanly cut gully, perhaps fifty meters wide, fol-
lowing the sinuous course of the brook . . . Around bend after bend, and curve 
after curve, we followed up the gravelly bed of the slide.
2 For a summary of the history of Thornton Gore, visit whitemountainhistory.org/Thornton 
_Gore.html.
3 Edmund Merrill and his family, including sons Hiram and Augustus, were living there at the 
time. In 1880 the farm included 216 acres, of which 95 acres were cleared. It produced wheat, 
corn, potatoes, buckwheat, hay, butter, and maple sugar. The site was first settled by Edmund’s 
father, Daniel, in 1815. The farmstead was abandoned by the early 1890s. The foundations of 
two connected dwellings remain at the site, along with bricks from a blacksmith hearth. (The 
source for this is a registration form for the National Register of Historic Places, filled out by 
Justine B. Gengras in 1988.) 
4 This was the D. M. McDermid farmstead, first occupied around 1830 and abandoned by 
1860. In the 1930s the site was used for the Tripoli Camp of the Civilian Conservation Corps. 
In recent years it has been a well-used car camping location. 
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The pair of explorers trudged upward for a mile at a “tolerably steep” 
grade, with only one detour out of the brook bed to bypass a cascade with 
overhanging walls. Finally, they reached the steeper part of the slide. 
We found ourselves at the foot of a steep, rocky incline, sloping at an angle of 
about thirty degrees, and with a vertical height of perhaps two hundred metres 
. . . Upward we toiled over smooth and slippery sheets of gneiss,5 which some-
times overlapped like shingles upon a steep roof, and were washed completely 
bare of soil.
As they climbed, views opened southward to Plymouth, Mount Cardigan, 
and distant Mount Kearsarge. Higher up, the slide narrowed, and from its tip 
they scrambled through a belt of brushy, mossy evergreen woods and stood 
atop the eastern summit knob6 of the mountain.
We found ourselves upon the highest point of a long, narrow ridge, heavily 
wooded, and falling off steeply upon both sides. Only faint glimpses of views 
were to be had between the trees, but we saw enough to realize that if the sum-
mit should be cleared it would command an admirable outlook over the valley 
of the East Branch, with a fine sweep to the south and west also.
Thunderstorms were threatening, so they stayed on the summit only long 
enough to take barometric readings, calculating an elevation of 3,824 feet. 
They estimated the distance from the Merrill homestead at three and a half 
miles “with no real difficulties on the way.”
The descent was “rapid and uneventful,” and they began their homeward 
ride from Thornton Gore at 6 o’clock in the evening. They were soon lashed 
by a strong thunderstorm and rode the last five miles to Campton in dark-
ness, trusting to the navigational savvy of their horse.
Naturally, Clarke and Lanza claimed naming rights to the peak:
Of course, having climbed and measured the mountain, we felt bound to give 
it a name. Accordingly, we propose for it the descriptive title of Scar Ridge. It 
is a long narrow ridge, and it has numerous scars in addition to the great slide. 
5 According to the Bedrock geologic map of New Hampshire by J. B. Lyons et al. (U.S. Geological 
Survey Data, Series 215, 1997, the bedrock on the slide is Mount Osceola granite.
6 There are two summit knobs on Scar Ridge of approximately the same elevation.
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As seen from Lafayette it appears as a ridge deeply scarred. From almost every 
point of view the name befits the character of the mountain. 
In 1881, the name Scar Ridge appeared on the second issue of cartogra-
pher (and founding AMC Treasurer) Henry F. Walling’s map of the White 
Mountains. The map was originally published to accompany vol. 1, no. 3 of 
Appalachia in June 1877. Warren Upham drew the contour lines.
After being mostly forgotten by hikers for nearly a century, Scar Ridge 
rose back to prominence in AMC circles in 1968 when the New England 
Hundred Highest list was created by members of the AMC Four Thousand 
Footer Club. Writing in Appalachia (vol. 37, no. 1), founding club mem-
ber Albert S. Robertson suggested that climbers ascend the west knob of the 
mountain from Little East Pond: “Thence the going is quite easy if you slab 
from E. to W. on the S. side of the mountain, climbing high up and around 
to the ridge, utilizing old lumber roads. The high point is hard to locate but 
seems to be at a spot on the broad summit plateau where there is a tree on a 
rock with, directly underneath, the remains of an old lean-to.” 
My Early Scar Ridge Bushwhacks
My own acquaintance with Scar Ridge dates back to 1987, when I teamed 
up with Mike Dickerman for a springtime traverse using the recommended 
route from Little East Pond to the main summit. The going was not easy! 
We continued across the several peaks to the east, including two on the New 
Hampshire Hundred Highest list: Middle Scar Ridge and East Scar Ridge. A 
few years later I made a second traverse, this one on snowshoes with an AMC 
New Hampshire Chapter group, starting and ending on the Kancamagus 
Highway. Another AMC winter trip was turned back by bottomless powder 
and fading daylight.
On a fourth visit, though we did not reach the summit, two friends and I 
ascended the prominent, 1950s-vintage slide above Mack Brook, one drainage 
west of the slide climbed by Clarke and Lanza, and dropped down to the top 
of the northwest slides for an expansive view over the Pemigewasset Wilder-
ness. All these treks were enlivened by extended tussles with dense scrub and 
vexing blowdown.
The mountain was also the site of the first hiker rescue I took part in, an 
overnight endeavor in January 2004. A trio of descending bushwhackers, 
attempting to avoid dense spruce they had pushed through on the ascent, 
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ended up in the lower bed of the Scar’s northwest slides. One of the group 
caught a crampon, tumbled down a frozen cascade, and suffered multiple leg 
fractures. Our litter crew emerged from the woods at 9:30 the next morning.7 
Rediscovering Scar Ridge
My interest in Scar Ridge revived recently when I began researching the land-
slide history of the Sandwich Range and Osceola–Scar Ridge group of moun-
tains. This southern tier of peaks is marked by some of the most prominent 
slides in the Whites. The seminal work on White Mountain landslides is the 
1958 Duke University dissertation submitted by Edward Flaccus, Landslides 
and Their Revegetation in the White Mountains of New Hampshire. An excerpt 
from this work, “White Mountain Landslides,” was published in Appalachia 
(December 1958, pages 175–191). 
7 “Leg Fractures on Descent from Scar Ridge,” by Mohamed Ellozy, Accidents Editor, Appala-
chia, 55 no. 2 (Winter/Spring 2005): 129–130.
A small sign and canister holding a register mark the wooded west summit of Scar Ridge. 
STEVEN D. SMITH
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In recent years I have visited slides many times in the southern Whites. 
On one such trip, I returned to the Mack Brook slide. On several others I 
climbed partway up the two northwest Scar Ridge slides (which are occasion-
ally visited by adventurous backcountry skiers and ice climbers). My field 
research would not be complete without a pilgrimage to the slide ascended by 
Clarke and Lanza, the very one that gave Scar Ridge its name. 
I studied recent Google Earth images, which revealed that vegetation has 
mostly reclaimed the old slide. One sizable patch of bare ledge remains. I 
glimpsed it from a deep snow platform on the north side of Mount Tecum-
seh. I scouted it from Little East Pond on a chilly November day in 2018, but 
a spooky expanse of blowdown lurking beneath neck-high spruce turned me 
back. Better to wait for the warmer, longer days of summer.
On a sunny morning in August 2019, I steered my Subaru Forester up 
Tripoli Road from I-93 to the East Pond trailhead, covering in fifteen minutes 
what it had likely taken Clarke and Lanza an hour or more to travel in their 
horse and buggy. Their route on the Thornton Gore road was located on the 
slope above and to the north of Tripoli Road.8 
Much had transpired in Thornton Gore during the decades after Clarke 
and Lanza made their climb: the abandonment of the hill farms and their 
purchase by the New Hampshire Land Company, intensive logging by the 
Woodstock Lumber Company using the Woodstock & Thornton Gore Rail-
road (1909–1914), acquisition of the land by the U.S. Forest Service for the 
creation of the new White Mountain National Forest in 1915, and the con-
struction of Tripoli Road by the Civilian Conservation Corps in the 1930s. 
The area is now almost completely wooded.
After a short walk up the East Pond Trail, I turned left onto the Little 
East Pond Trail, following a branch of the logging railroad bed northwest for 
0.7 mile. I saw several artifacts along the trail, most notably the piping from 
a gravity-fed water system that supplied a logging camp and a remnant piece 
of rail. (All historic artifacts in the WMNF are protected by law and should 
not be disturbed or removed.) 
I left the trail at 2,200 feet, skirted below a WMNF logging cut, and 
crossed Little East Pond Brook. Just above here the brook splits into two 
branches. The northeast branch empties from shallow, secluded Little East 
8 The route of the Thornton Gore road on the north side of Tripoli Road can be followed for 
two miles by experienced bushwhackers. It leads past numerous stone walls and the founda-
tions, cellar holes, and wells of several farmsteads.
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Pond, whose shore provides a wild view of the shaggy peaks of Scar Ridge. 
I began shadowing the northwest branch, which flows down from the old 
slide. From here, I would follow the footsteps of Clarke and Lanza to the top 
of Scar Ridge. This was about the point where they encountered the pile of 
gravel, rocks, and mangled trees that marked the bottom of the slide. 
I did not expect to find easy going up the slide track. After 142 years of 
storms and blowdowns, the brook bed was no longer the open highway that 
Clarke and Lanza strolled up. A few hundred feet of weaving over and under 
fallen tree trunks, with slippery rocks underfoot, convinced me to take to 
the woods beside the brook, which were mostly bushwhacker-friendly at this 
lower elevation. For a short distance I followed what appeared to be an old 
sled road from the Woodstock & Thornton Gore Railroad. A weedy clearing 
had the look of a logging camp, but a quick search revealed no artifacts.
I returned to the slide track where possible, but it remained clogged with tree 
trunks and debris much of the way. As expected, the woods alongside took a turn 
for the worse in an extensive area of tall spruce with young trees and old blow-
down beneath. For a short distance I walked a well-beaten moose path. In places 
it was as clear as a hiking trail, but no sane tramper would push a path through 
this savage tangle. All too soon the moose hoof-way veered eastward across the 
brook. Back to the slide track I went, concluding that ducking blowdowns was 
easier than wrestling through the adjacent throngs of clinging conifers.
For a few stretches the bone-dry, rock-strewn slide track opened up invit-
ingly, and eventually the dense woods relented for easier passage along the 
edges. A stand of tall, stately spruce beckoned for a snack and water break. 
Higher up, I gave a wide berth to a spot where Google Earth had revealed a 
massive blowdown blocking the slide track. What would Clarke and Lanza, 
scientific men both, have thought of such technology, or of the GPS unit that 
was dutifully recording my squiggly meanderings?
The forest was fern-filled and friendly along the approach to the remnant 
bare rock slab of the slide, at an elevation of 3,150 feet. The bottom of the 
ledge was fringed with fragile moss, so, mindful of bushwhacking Leave No 
Trace principles, I detoured around through the woods. I emerged near the 
top of this water-stained sheet of bedrock, which was smooth but dry and 
grippy. A patch of white granite called for a long lunch break in the summer 
sun. The southward vista took in the nearby sprawl of Mount Tecumseh and 
distant peaks such as Kearsarge, Lovewell, Crotched, and the Pack Monad-
nocks. No wonder that when it was a fresh gash in the forest, this slide was a 
notable landmark from many points to the south.
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The slab marks the bottom of the main part of the slide, where the pitch 
steepens. As Clarke and Lanza noted, “Here the real climbing began. . . . We 
began to realize that the mountain was a mountain, after all. . . .” The open 
rock provided me with clear climbing for 100 feet of elevation. Clarke and 
Lanza preferred the climbing on what was then a “bare, rocky slide” to the 
shattered rock on the more famous South Slide of Mount Tripyramid: “The 
broad sheets of gneiss we found here are far more satisfactory for climbing 
purposes than the loose stones and gravel at Waterville.”
Above the open rock I found the slide track mostly cloaked in a mael-
strom of vegetation, with an occasional patch of bare ledge. The plant life 
corresponded to the successional changes described in the Edward Flaccus 
dissertation on landslide revegetation. This being an old slide, the “pioneer” 
trees such as pin cherry and quaking aspen were long gone. Mountain ash, 
mountain holly, heart-leaf birch, and meadowsweet fringed the lower open 
patches. The upper slide was closed in by red spruce and balsam fir, the trees 
that dominate slopes above 3,000 feet. 
Occasionally, slabs open up a view. STEVEN D. SMITH
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The course of the slide could be followed even through the densest copses 
of conifers. Some of the ledges sequestered amid the trees bore rich carpets of 
sphagnum moss, giving the forest an almost prehistoric feel. These I refrained 
from stepping on, as in some places “leaving only footprints” is leaving too 
much. At about 3,550 feet I scrambled up two patches of loose shale-like 
scree: treacherous footing, but open enough for long views to the south. I 
was now high enough, as were Clarke and Lanza in 1877, to peer westward 
over a whale-backed southern spur of the mountain. Ahead, the slope looked 
appallingly steep and thick.
At 3,600 feet I passed the uppermost vestige of the slide. From here to 
the top, Scar Ridge lived up to its reputation, presenting a 30-degree slope 
crammed with suffocating masses of prickly balsams. “Jail cell woods,” some 
bushwhackers call it. Clarke and Lanza made no big deal of the scramble 
above the slide “through a few intervening rods of mossy evergreen woods 
and underbrush.” Are the woods thicker today, or were those two made of 
sterner stuff?
Loose rock, or scree, makes for treacherous footing but opens long views to the south. 
STEVEN D. SMITH
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I emerged on the eastern summit knob late in the afternoon, nearly two 
hours after leaving the open rock slab just 600 feet below. Clasped to a fallen 
tree was an older style Hundred Highest canister, made of white polyvinyl 
chloride and bearing the name and elevation of the mountain in green letters.
In 1977, the legendary peakbagger Gene Daniell (who served many years 
as both chair of the AMC Four Thousand Footer Committee and co-editor of 
the AMC White Mountain Guide) took “bushwhacker’s license” and anointed 
this fairly sharp knob—the one climbed by Clarke and Lanza—as the “offi-
cial” summit of Scar Ridge. Until then the flatter, less distinct west knob 
(marked with the summit elevation on the USGS map) had been the objec-
tive for Hundred Highest peakbaggers. Daniell9 noted that “purists” might 
want to also visit the west knob, 0.3 mile away, but either the east or the west 
knob would count toward the Hundred Highest list. In recent years the west 
knob has once again become accepted as the “official” summit. The eastern 
bump is rarely visited nowadays, save by those traversing all the Scar Ridge 
peaks.
Clarke and Lanza were perhaps only the second party to ascend Scar 
Ridge, so they found no summit register at the top. But the placing of “Sum-
mit Cylinders,” in which AMC trampers registered their names, dates back to 
the late 1800s. Some three dozen of the early Summit Cylinders are preserved 
in the AMC Archives.10 
After a futile attempt to open the old canister, I descended through dense 
woods and blowdown to a small col, then climbed through a pleasantly open 
fir forest on the slope of the west knob. In 2017, the high winds of the “Hal-
loween Storm” wreaked havoc with the trees on the south side of the Scar 
Ridge summit. I located the bright orange canister suspended high on a 
standing tree at the edge of the astounding blowdown. Underneath was a 
carved wooden sign, “SCAR.”
The notebook inside the canister dated back to 2007. After I perused the 
contents, noting several familiar names, it was time to descend from the Scar. 
At 4:30 in the afternoon, returning via the time-consuming Clarke-Lanza 
route was out of the question. My way home would be by the current “stan-
dard” route used by Hundred Highest peakbaggers in summer: a bushwhack 
9 Gene Daniell died on December 11, 2019. See tributes to him in the Summer/Fall 2020 issue 
(In Memoriam) and Winter/Spring 2021 (Letters).
10 See “The Register Cylinders of the Club,” by Raymond M. Dow Adams, Appalachia, 11 no. 1 
(June 1905): 40–47.
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west across the ridge to the top of the Loon Mountain ski slopes, using a 
bootleg backcountry ski trail for the last section, then a long plodding descent 
along ski trails and service roads.
I had not traversed the route via Loon before but found the woods reason-
ably open much of the way. Unlike many of the increasingly popular Hun-
dred Highest peaks, Scar Ridge, at this point, had no continuous, defined 
“herd path.” Careful navigation was required to avoid “falling off” the ridge 
to the north or straying into the nightmarish blowdown to the south. 
The evening views were stunning from the Walking Boss trail atop the 
North Peak of Loon, sweeping across the Franconia Range, the Bonds, and 
the Presidentials. Here my journey made a radical departure from the trek of 
Clarke and Lanza. Whereas they might have used mirrors to signal from the 
summit, I had a rarely used flip phone in my pack. I called my wife, just two 
miles away in Lincoln, and asked her to pick me up near dusk at the Loon 
Mountain base area and take me back to my car on Tripoli Road.
An hour-plus descent of the ski mountain completed my Scar Ridge tra-
verse. I was honored to have followed the footsteps of those two stalwart 
AMC explorers. Though our experiences were markedly different, I heartily 
agreed with their conclusion: “On the whole, we could regard our trip as 
decidedly satisfactory.”
Steven D. Smith edits the Appalachian Mountain Club’s White Mountain Guide 
and is proprietor of The Mountain Wanderer, a bookstore in Lincoln, New Hamp-
shire, where he lives.
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Amelia’s Detour
with thanks to Dave Anderson, Patty Fernandez, and Carl Safina
 She’s called Amelia, this albatross 
they’ve fitted with a transmitter
  to help them track her foraging, far 
from the speck of land where her chick 
 grows fast, perpetually hungry. 
 From these tropical waters—
  azure, dazzling, unfruitful— 
 Amelia and her mate feed their chick
by starving themselves. Flying fish,
 fish eggs; none of it enough, 
  until, carved lighter and lighter, 
she feels one day—mid-foray—a shift; 
 hears in her blood a whisper 
  out of many lives, many ends,
to say her death will gain the chick nothing. 
 Then, poised on an eight-foot wingspan 
  she turns, flies hard, straight north 
a thousand miles. The trackers’ maps
  let us arrive with her at cold water 
 green with oxygen and plankton; 
 waves roiling with squid. At last, 
she spears survival with her beak, swallows
  again, again, filling into herself.
 Nearly a week before she beelines south—
no way to know if her mate’s been tending
 the store—but yes, their chick lives, 
rushes Amelia open-mawed for a share
 from her detour. He lives, and will need 
  more. Minutes later, aloft again, 
she’s studying the ocean swells for signs. 
Polly Brown 
Polly Brown, of the Boston-area Every Other Thursday Poets, has two chapbooks, 
Blue Heron Stone and Each Thing Torn from Any of Us. She has written about war and 
peace at the University of Massachusetts Boston’s Joiner Institute and has organized 
plein air poetry events on her Massachusetts hillside.
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Off-Trail at Home 
Bushwhacking around Mount Cardigan
Sandy Stott
The Cardigan ridge draws Sandy Stott back again and again. SANDY STOTT
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Outset
July’s stuffy, windless nights and the promise of days unscripted in New 
Hampshire’s Shem Valley made sleep hard to come by when I was 11. Lying 
on top of my sleeping bag on the thin mattress, I watched the twelve-paned 
window for sign of first light. A slight graying meant I could get up, slip on 
my shorts and T-shirt and tiptoe, sneakers in hand, down the dark stairs to the 
silent kitchen. My brother and parents slept on in the other little bedrooms of 
this old, unplumbed saltbox. Milk from the icebox (real ice in there) splashed 
over cereal would do, and, as I ate, I watched a motionless drape of fog above 
the field of remnant cider apple trees, which poked above it. 
Trout lived in the dark pools of the nearby Fowler River, and I had found 
a quick fondness for trailing bait into those pools and sometimes pulling 
trout out. My father had taught me the rudiments of fishing. We were worm-
dunkers, and so, absent all the complex art-consideration of fly choice and 
casting styles, my fishing had two real elements: bait the hook in a way that 
didn’t make the worm easy to steal, and drift your bait down into a pool from 
above and let it meander where the current took it. In short, my impaled 
worm must look like an unfortunate washed into the river. Its misfortune 
should look like a trout’s lucky day. I’d also learned that all of this deception 
was better worked before the sun rose to shine truth’s light into a pool. Rod 
in hand, worm can in the other, feet already soaked from the dewy grass, I set 
out alone for the river. And so, out into this 5 a.m. gray stillness.
At 11, even in a drowsy hour, we are all impatience. The half-mile to the 
river, first up the woods road going to forest, and then down the gypsy trail 
our family had created to some of the river’s best pools, took more minutes 
than I liked. But soon I reached the river-world with its fish and the always-
sound of water pouring from one pool down into the next. Once my worm 
was sacrificed and plying its pale lure in the dark pool, everything slowed. 
Then I, a boy whose mind jigged like a bug in flight, wondered about the 
water flowing by, going away. Why does it never run out? Where does it come 
from? I wondered, and I’d look upstream into this new valley at the constant 
sheeting arrival of more water. Over time, I began to trace those waters back 
up toward where they came from.
Off-Trail at Home 
Bushwhacking around Mount Cardigan
Sandy Stott
The Cardigan ridge draws Sandy Stott back again and again. SANDY STOTT
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Life in the Shem ’Shed
My boyhood fishing habit, which soon waned, acquired a twin, who lives on 
still—I began climbing the woods roads, trails, and ridges that wriggled this 
way and that in the Shem Valley. On days when I wasn’t conscripted as chief 
brush dragger in my father’s effort to reclaim the bony fields around our house, 
I could set out up valley by turning right at the end of our dirt driveway.
To my right, the land sloped up a mile or so to Oregon Mountain’s ledgy 
ridgeline, the northern arm holding the Shem. To my left, three miles beyond 
the Fowler, the Skyland Ridge described the Shem’s southern arm. And dead 
ahead lay Firescrew Mountain and Mount Cardigan, the two-domed ridge 
that defined home. Over time scribed by my feet, I learned that this ridge 
really does set this valley apart. It has its own coyote pack, turkey flocks, 
and solitary animals, its own history pocked by cellar holes, its own water-
shed drained by three brooks, Clark, Bailey, and Davis. Their waters become 
finally the Fowler, which I met first, and which wants only to escape and get 
on with its run home to the sea.











The Shem Valley is the remote area in midstate New Hampshire where the Fowler River 
and its associated streams branch out. Above them, the ridges of Oregon Mountain and 
Cardigan Mountain rise. Marks show where Sandy Stott encountered a coyote and a 
bear during his wanderings. ABIGAIL COYLE/APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN CLUB
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Although it was clear that, over time, I would follow the river out into the 
sea of the everyday world, it also became sure that, like some anadromous 
fish, I would return. I would come back to this valley, would wake there on 
any number of mornings, walk to the end of the driveway and turn up the 
dirt road running up into the hills. In short, wherever else I lived, I would 
keep coming home.
What’s a Trail?
Early on, my foot habit made me familiar with the two ridges and twin 
mountain and all their trails. I stopped counting climbs of Cardigan and 
Firescrew somewhere after 100, and the Oregon and Skyland ridgelines knew 
my sneakers and boots at least that well. Still, I came from a trail-abiding 
family; whenever we set out, we followed agreed-upon routes, dotted lines on 
the map. Until we didn’t.
One day in my late teens, we looked up from Cream Hill, which rose a 
few hundred feet behind our house, to the open ledges of the Oregon Ridge. 
The Elwell Trail ran along that ridge, but reaching the Elwell in our usual 
fashion meant going up or down the valley’s dirt road a mile or so and reach-
ing a trail that climbed another mile-plus to the ridge. “We could just go 
straight up from here,” one of us said.
The next day, we were back—with a couple of hatchets and a small buck-
saw. We set out through the mosquito-rich woods, bound for the ridge. Soon 
we’d crossed through thick brush and then over a jumbled stone wall and 
entered well-spaced hardwoods that had been there for a long time. We nosed 
this way and that, pausing often, looking for natural features—little ridges 
and vales, stony ledges—that said, “This way; this is the way.”
Slowly, we followed the land’s suggestions, made that way. Every so often, 
we’d blaze a tree; when branches made the way brushy, we’d trim them with 
the saw. We crossed two seasonal streams that fed left and down into the brook 
that finally reached the Fowler at the edge of our land. Then, we reached the 
knee of a ridge whose beech and maple trees ran up to the dark promise of 
spruce and hemlocks. The ledges began with the conifers.
Narrow swaths of woods striped the ledges, but most of the walking now 
was open. We bundled a few cairns together, mostly for the pleasure of piling 
stones; we admired the blueberry bushes, already planning return in season. 
Then, a wall of thick pines reared again, and we paused to find where we 
might fight our way through. 
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Such a pause, I would learn, lies at the heart of bushwhacking: which 
scratchy non-path should I try? is its active question. Hat off, glasses on, pro-
file thinned—you hope—you plunge in, hoping too that a new set of open 
ledges lies nearby.
Beyond what turned out to be a brushy swale, we could see that the ridge 
jumped up 30 to 80 feet. In places, cliffs overhung the dark, mossy forest floor. 
We searched the cliff-line for a weakness, and a few hundred yards up swale, 
we found a crack angling up. Thin trees grew from it, and we used them like 
ladder rungs to haul up, and then out onto a flat, south-facing ledge. 
There, a few feet ahead, lay the lightly used track of the Elwell Trail. If 
then you turned left, upridge, a quarter-mile of climbing would bring you 
to the first of the expansive Oregon ledges. Here, a thousand feet above the 
valley floor, a 300-degree viewshed ran from Mount Moosilauke in the north, 
east, and south around to the Skyland Ridge, and to Cardigan itself in the 
west. At various points of mid-sweep, the Franconias, Presidentials, Water-
villes, Sandwiches, Chocorua, and then a jumble of southern vassal hills 
shaped the horizon. “Be here; look far” seemed the ridge’s suggestion. I took it.
There and Here
At age 22, I was more than a little lost in the nondescript woods of postcollege 
wondering. Given an absence of postgraduate plans and a vague inclination 
to write, I’d persuaded my parents to let me winter in the old saltbox near the 
unplowed road’s end. Each day as winter deepened, I figured out another way 
not to write. Most days that meant time wandering on snowshoes, and most 
of that wandering took me beneath and along the Oregon Ridge.
The snowshoes, discovered in the barn, were strung with a diamond pat-
tern of gut and, with their foot-long tails, measured out to around four feet. 
Decaying leather harnesses aside, they were in great shape, and I rapidly 
learned that they bore me above that winter’s deep snowpack splendidly. I 
could, I soon understood, go almost anywhere in this season of deep access. 
Yes, the going was slow, “slowshoes” I took to calling them, and the bind-
ings broke often (I took to carrying fishing line and nylon cord for midday 
repairs), but in winter the whole forest seemed a possible trail.
One day I was nosing along the base of the cliff-line that defines the upper 
ridge. I was reading the cliff for ascent lines that might be scrambled and not-
ing spots where snow had sloughed to the base in piles taller than me. A ten-
foot tall triangle of snow several feet from the cliff’s bottom caught my eye, 
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and, as I neared, I could see that it rested on two slabs of rock that, once upon 
a deep time, had slid to the cliff’s base. Oddly, in the midst of what might 
be deemed a three-foot-tall doorway, I saw a hole in the snow. I shoed over, 
leaned in to look, and a scent rising from the hole wrinkled my nose; musky 
air, though not unpleasant, and the closer I leaned, the thicker the smell. I 
looked in. Faint light had made its way through the snow, and I thought I saw 
fur. Which made me sit back.
I knew bears favored this ridge, especially the mature beech forest at its 
base. Their claw marks were easy to spot on the smooth, elephantine trunks 
they’d shinnied up to get to the beech nuts. And—waddle here waddle there—
we’d run into each other (or come near) before the snows had arrived. But this 
few-foot gap was way inside whatever circles of self a bear and I might draw 
to control overlap. We were winter-kin, I thought as I sat back on the tails of 
my snowshoes and sniffed the sour-scented air. I felt no inclination—I’m sure 
this isn’t a surprise—to reach into the hole and touch the bear. But I did feel 
sleepy and leaned back against a beech rising next to the slabs.
When I awoke some minutes later, for a whiff of time, I felt I lived here.
The author stopped counting his climbs of Cardigan Mountain after 100. PAULA CHAMPAGNE
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Voices
I’ve written about this moment before in my editor’s note for this journal in 
1998; I return in part because it resonates still. 
Late afternoon on an August day that’s featured a windless warmth, I stuff 
my larger pack with overnight gear and set out uproad. The climb of the 
Cream Hill road warms me more, but a rainless month has dried most of the 
mosquitoes from the air, and I am at ease as I turn off-road and climb through 
the yet-to-be-mown grass atop the hill. Then, I step between two trees and 
over the rubble wall, and I’m away.
The Oregon Ridge rises before me, and I must cross a few logging tracks 
from a recent cutting of the lower slopes; an older cutting just below the 
first ledges is already vanishing in the brushy regrowth. The ledges, slower to 
change, are much as they have been for these 40 years, and I pass their various 
outlooks and points of wonder without pause; so too the final ridge rampart. 
Then it’s up to the 300-degree view ledge, where I dump my pack and nose 
about for the night’s spot. Which turns out to be a mossy flat astride the 
Elwell Trail just before it reenters the woods on its way west. Big Agnes pops 
into shape in under a minute, making me laugh, as ever, at her small stature 
and outsized name. Pack stowed, offering in hand, I amble over to the rock 
knuckle we always sit on and settle there.
What’s on offer? The answer’s complicated, though its container of time 
is simple. I’m here for the night, to watch its character-stars shift across the 
sky, to wonder at the occasional burn of thought across my mind, yes. But 
mostly I’m here to offer thanks for what I see and what it holds. Our part of 
the Shem Valley creases the land below. I can see the open field atop Cream 
Hill, the spot where the dirt road crosses the Fowler and skirts a lower field; 
I can see the wink of tin roof from the new house. Everything I see is clothed 
in story, shaggy with memory. Over my right shoulder, Firescrew and Car-
digan look down valley too. The other offering? A dollop, two really—one 
for me and one for this ridge—of amber bourbon. A swallow of one, a ledge 
splash of the other, a general bending in thanks. It is as close to prayer as I 
can get.
From such a porch the sky seems near. I’ve fashioned a sitting place 
facing east, cushioned it with my sleeping bag and settled in for the night’s 
narrative. Though it’s a moonless night, enough starlight gathers to keep the 
mountains to the left and ahead in silhouette. Night lights wink in the vis-
ible vales; they dwindle over time. Sometimes I lie back and look up, and the 
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star-swirled sky canopy bends to the edge of vision. From time to time, I talk 
to myself of family picnics on this ledge, blueberries gathered, animals real 
and imagined. Ridge stories, valley stories, mountain stories, all foot-found, 
foot-won.
Sometime in the early morning hours, I go to my tent, slide into my bag 
and make the slight shift to sleep, one dream world to another. 
The howl goes right through hearing to some center I didn’t know 
I had. Each hair—thousands of them—bolts up before I can move. The 
silence that follows is so alive I want to run from it, but I am still enbagged, 
and now fumbling for the zipper. Which is, of course, stuck.
This next howl eloooongates. Were I anything other than meat in a bag, 
I’d attend to the tremolo that floats out the length of the valley, that finally 
triggers an answer. Actually, answers. But I am stirred to frenzy, trying to get 
out of my casing, trying to get my feet free (runners!) and my hands (battlers!) 
AAARROOOOOOOOOO . . . OOO . . . OO . . . O . . . answering yelps 
bang around the ridges and valley below.
I am—let’s get serious here—150 pounds of muscle and motivation, and 
this howl, even as it has ancient roots, has to be coyote. Impressive animal 
for sure, but even this eastern version tops out around 50 pounds, and all 
this coyote yowling isn’t a summons saying, “I got a week’s worth of meat up 
here.” Instead, it’s got to be the canid version of “WTF.”
And now that I’m out of my bag and running atop the boxcars of my 
hitched train of thought, I feel better, curious even, enough so to slide down 
the tent zipper and peer out. 
Nothing doing. Dream? Morning-mare? Then, from 100 yards or so west, 
a final howl.
Each New Day a New Way
Over the decades, my beyond-the-valley life grew in annual rings of teach-
ing and writing. It didn’t take long for the Shem Valley’s ridges and vales to 
inform that world too. I sited my editorial seat for this journal on the Oregon 
Ridge throughout the 1990s, and much of my teaching trailed another woods 
wanderer, who liked to, as he put it, go “cross lots.” Which is another way of 
saying off-trail. In the midst of his signature work, and in the midst of my 
many teachings of it, I often paused for some time over a passage that offered 
apt expression for what it is to be off-trail in my Shem Valley.
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Henry David Thoreau has just emerged from sheltering during a sudden 
thunderstorm with a family of Irish laborers. Throughout the storm he has 
tried, unsuccessfully, to persuade them to adopt his ideas about how to live an 
original life, which adds up to another form of “off-trail.” 
Chastened, perhaps a little down at his failure (he has, after all, written 
Walden for “poor students,” as answer to “the mass of men [who] lead lives of 
quiet desperation”), he leaves their shack; this moment of doubt and answer 
follows:
As I was leaving the Irishman’s roof after the rain, bending my steps again to 
the pond, in my haste to catch pickerel, wading in retired meadows, in sloughs 
and bogholes, in forlorn and savage places, appeared for an instant trivial to 
me, who had been sent to school and college; but as I ran down the hill toward 
the reddening west, with the rainbow over my shoulder, and some faint tin-
kling sounds borne to my ear through the cleansed air, from I know not what 
quarter, my Good Genius seemed to say—Go fish and hunt far and wide day 
by day,—farther and wider,—and rest thee by many brooks and hearth-sides 
without misgiving . . . Rise free from care before the dawn, and seek adven-
tures. Let noon find thee by other lakes, and the night overtake thee every 
where at home.* 
These few stories, selected from a deck of hundreds, suggest how 
the slant of this ridge became the family way along the north side of the 
Shem Valley. Each foray up or down asks its own route-finding; each is its 
own ’whack. Being off-trail below and along this ridge has, over these many 
decades, become my way of being “every where at home.”
Sandy Stott lives and writes in Brunswick, Maine. He edits this journal’s Accidents 
section and was its editor-in-chief during the 1990s.
* Thoreau wrote this in “Baker Farm,” a chapter in Walden.
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*The final checkpoint on the trail up the mountain is named after the flowering heather-like 
shrub, the sayat-sayat (Leptospermum recurvum), ubiquitous on the upper slopes. 
Sayat-Sayat Checkpoint* 
Kinabalu National Park, Borneo
Sayat-Sayat, final checkpoint on the trail 
to Low’s Peak, highest place in the park—
13,435 feet above sea level.
A cold wind blows down black slabs of biotite 
granite. Where footsteps of pilgrims have worn 
a terra-cotta path, a white rope is fixed.
The blasé ranger huddles in his hut, fiddles 
with his iPhone, checks the climbers one 
by one, staggering toward the summit; 
then backtracking, stumbling down 
to Timpohon Gate—at 6,122 feet, 
three-point-four excruciating, 
knee-destroying miles straight down—
a thousand steep, deep stairsteps away. 
While up here the adaptable endemic 
mountain squirrel skitters under the heather, 
searching for orts of energy bars, and, at star-set, 
the mountain black-eye sings his sunrise song.
11 March 2019  
Marcyn Del Clements
Marcyn Del Clements has been a contributor to Appalachia for almost 30 years. 
In 2019, she traveled to Borneo to explore Kinabalu National Park. While in Borneo, 
she also journeyed to the independent kingdom of Brunei, to a wilderness camp deep 
in a protected forest.
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Preparing
A wrong turn, a dangerous river, and an absent partner 
Rachel Curtis
White Mountain stream crossings like this one create big challenges for hikers. S. L. LIVINGSTON
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This morning, as I wake, the light is already creeping around the edges of the motel curtains. My alarm still has 30 minutes to sleep 
before it will ring at 5:30. I have chosen one of the longest days of the year to 
hike Owl’s Head Mountain, my second to last hike of the New Hampshire 
4,000-footers I climbed at least half of them with my partner Scott over the 
past seven years, but he’s not climbing this one with me today. He can’t. His 
hiking days are over. Soon he won’t be able to sit up on his own anymore. 
A few years back, when Scott finished summiting all 48 of the mountains, 
I was already well past the halfway point and figured it would be fun to finish 
them too. Scott said he would happily retrace his steps to accompany me on 
many of my remaining mountains, with a few exceptions. Owl’s Head was 
one. It was neither interesting nor enjoyable enough for him to do it twice. 
All the bad press made me put off Owl’s Head till nearly the end. It is now 
one of only two hikes I have left to finish all 48. My last hike will be the North 
and South Kinsman Mountains. They boast a ridge walk and views hikers 
gush about. 
Now, Scott would do anything to hike this slog with me, but he simply 
can’t. Three years ago, he was diagnosed with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 
(ALS). He had to stop hiking last fall. These days a half-mile stroll is more 
challenging for him than this hike ever was. 
Scott is dying. Some days his dying seems much too fast. Other days it 
feels excruciatingly slow. Ninety percent of ALS patients die three to five 
years from the date of diagnosis. He was diagnosed early so had two good 
years when he chose to live large. He explored our country’s national parks, 
hiking all the most beautiful peaks, checking things off his bucket list as he 
crisscrossed the country in a van he had transformed into a camper. I joined 
him whenever I could. He took care of me, served as my front man, scouting 
out local libraries—and the occasional ski area—with Wi-Fi where I could 
work remotely. And I played hooky every chance I got. 
In a few weeks, he will give up walking, resigning himself to sitting—in a 
wheelchair, a recliner that rises up to eject him, a bed—for the rest of his life. 
Soon after that he will replace the bed we have shared, the place of our great-
est comfort, connection, and intimacy, with a bed built for one that comes 
with a remote control. It raises, bends, and folds in ways that Scott used to 
be able to do himself. And in the middle of all of that, a Hoyer Lift will be 
Preparing
A wrong turn, a dangerous river, and an absent partner 
Rachel Curtis
White Mountain stream crossings like this one create big challenges for hikers. S. L. LIVINGSTON
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introduced into our household, giving us time to get used to this contraption 
that reminds me of a stork carrying a baby in a blanket from its beak. Soon, 
we will use it to scoop Scott up in a sling to lift and transfer him from bed 
to wheelchair, wheelchair to toilet, toilet to shower when he can no longer 
facilitate any of that for himself. 
When we can bear to talk about the specifics, we guess he will die in the 
next six to twelve months. I am losing the person who knows me the best and 
loves me the most. He is my friend, my lover, my guide and companion in 
interpreting life’s events. He is the person who can lead me to myself, wrestle 
me from myself, and invite me beyond myself. When I lie curled up against 
him my thoughts, my breath, my need to know slow down and whatever 
needs to surface—the truth beyond the noise—does. His physical presence 
helps me find the deepest, clearest, truest part of myself. Every time. To me, 
it feels like magic.
Now, as I lie in bed alone, waiting for my alarm to catch up with me, I am 
reminded that sleep has become unpredictable. It’s no longer something I can 
count on. Sleep has often been a state in which I sort things out, make sense 
of them, waking to clarity. Yet now, awake in the middle of the night, I think 
maybe there is too much to process some nights. It can’t all happen in my 
sleep. I sometimes stop tossing and turning, lie on my back, limbs stretched 
long, surrendering to the reality that the issue is not my physical comfort. It’s 
something more psychic. It seems I need to be awake for some of the process-
ing, more fully aware of it, rather than just waking up with it done and me 
none the wiser. I need to get wiser. I’m running out of time.
This morning, sleeping in the shadows of the early morning light, in the 
bed across the room from me is Jemma, my hiking companion. She is the 
daughter of my best friend in college, 30 years my junior. At this time last 
year, she was somewhere in Virginia, making her way north on the Appala-
chian Trail, a thru-hiker headed to Maine. Jemma loves the outdoors and 
playing in it as much as I do. In a few minutes when she wakes, while I am 
in the bathroom, she will open the motel room window, inviting in the cool 
morning air, wanting to feel it in anticipation of stepping out into it.
When Jemma and I hit the trail, it’s still early, so we have it to ourselves. 
The first three miles are a stroll down a wooded boulevard. Owl’s Head is 
characterized as an out-and-back eighteen-mile traipse through the woods 
with multiple stream crossings punctuated by a midpoint, two-mile, 1,500-
foot vertical gain over rocks, some prone to slide around under your feet. The 
wooded summit offers none of the views that are hikers’ usual reward. Aside 
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from the ascent, it is not hard; it is just long. Having Jemma with her quick 
steps, easy conversation, and unbridled enthusiasm as my companion will 
make it seem shorter. 
We’re hiking in June after a depressingly wet spring and rain earlier in the 
week. We expect the trail to be wet and the streams to be high. We’ve brought 
water shoes to change into for the stream crossings and I have reread the tips 
on crossing streams that Scott sent me via email. I smiled when I opened the 
link. I wanted to be offended that he thought I needed to be reminded of how 
to stay safe. Scott’s kids nicknamed him Safety Officer Scott 15 years ago when 
he was their church youth group leader, homage to the care he takes with 
children. Even now, when he can’t hike with me and has so many struggles of 
his own, he is still taking care of me. I read the reminders with the awareness 
that he won’t be with me on the trail now or ever again, and I have to learn 
how to take care of myself. 
Jemma and I hit mile three in the hike. We are looking for the turnoff to 
our next trail. It is elusive. We finally realize that when we started the hike, we 
misread the arrows of a sign and walked down the east side of the river whose 
banks we’re now standing on rather than the west side. In our excitement and 
chatter we missed a big, hard-to-miss bridge over the Pemigewasset River that 
was less than 100 yards away from the sign where we’d turned. I suddenly long 
for Scott’s preternatural sense of direction, realizing that Jemma is as spatially 
and directionally challenged as I am. We have a map that clearly indicates 
what side of the river we should have hiked along and yet, three miles in, we 
are on the wrong side. I can’t even call it a rookie mistake. Most rookies would 
have caught it.
After considering our options, we decide to cross the river. We begin scout-
ing up and down the edge of the wide river for the easiest place to cross. The 
view from the riverbank is deceptive. The river appears lazy and shallow on its 
edges, shrouding the volume and speed of the water in the middle. Along the 
path we choose there are places where we can hop from rock to rock, using 
While Jemma and I are planning our crossing of the 
Pemi, Scott is at home, starting his day, navigating what 
has become the unfamiliar wilderness of his body.
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our hiking poles to make us stable four-legged creatures. And then there is 
the heart of the river where the water runs fast and high. I have changed into 
my water shoes for the crossing, slinging my hiking boots around my neck, 
my socks jammed deep into the toes in hopes of keeping them dry. Jemma 
has decided to cross wearing her new, low hikers—the shoes she’s hiking in—
wanting to test how quickly they dry. It strikes me as a risky proposition three 
miles into an eighteen-mile hike, but then again, she’s not wading into a river 
with boots hanging off her neck. 
While Jemma and I are planning our crossing of the Pemi, Scott is at 
home, starting his day, navigating what has become the unfamiliar wilderness 
of his body. My friend Susan is his companion. She left her family overnight 
and drove an hour to our apartment so I could leave Scott in good hands 
while I hike. I can see their morning unfolding. With his still-somewhat-
functional left hand and arm he struggles to pull shorts on over boxers, a 
plan we concocted to ensure he could dress the most private parts of himself. 
Susan helps him put on a T-shirt, socks, sneakers, and his braces—one for his 
right leg, others for each shoulder. They enjoy breakfast sandwiches of eggs, 
sausage, and cheese on English muffins that Susan makes. With effort, Scott 
is able to feed himself, weary at the end. Susan brushes his teeth, washes his 
face, and combs his hair. 
As Jemma and I pick our way across the river, Scott’s river-crossing 
tips run through my head: Face upstream as you cross, avoid areas where 
the position of rocks underwater makes the water run with greater force and 
volume, and don’t cross in water higher than your waist. As I look down from 
my perch on top of a rock, dry above the rushing water that surrounds me, 
assessing my next move, I am reminded that the rule about it being safe to 
cross in water waist high is one many deem too risky. From where I stand, 
I have no idea how deep the water is. What is clear is how fast it is moving. 
With apprehension running through my veins, I realize that the key to a safe 
river crossing is not to get psyched out by all the water rushing around me. 
Its volume and speed remind me that in any contest of me versus nature, I 
am bound to lose. 
I employ the water-crossing variation on a trick Scott taught me when 
driving on the left side of the road in a foreign country. He told me to keep 
my eyes on the white line down the middle of the road up ahead to help 
me stay in the middle of the lane. It’s the same technique I employed when 
we hiked in Nepal and I had to cross long, swaying suspension bridges that 
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hang across wide rivers with enough rushing water to generate power. Here 
it translates into keeping my eyes on the next rock, letting the rushing water 
between it and me recede into the background rather than flood my head 
with worry. The water comes and goes but the rock is more steady, elemental. 
It reminds me of trying to focus on my breath when I meditate, letting the 
thoughts in my head float by, resisting the urge to grab onto them, trusting 
that the breath that courses through me is the thing to follow to find the truth 
beyond the noise.
Watching my hiking poles vibrate fiercely against the force of the flowing 
water as I set them in the river threatens to distract me from my focal point, 
as I wonder how quickly we could be swept downstream. There is a moment 
in the river crossing when Jemma has no choice but to step deeply down into 
the water to a lower rock. She’s bracing her steps with her poles when one of 
them shakes loose and she tumbles into the river. She falls face-first into the 
cold spring water, taking in a mouthful. 
In the seconds it takes her to upright herself and signal to me that she 
is OK, it hits me that I am hiking with the daughter of one of my dearest 
friends—someone I held as a newborn. I think of Jemma’s mother, who she 
talks with every day on her way to and fro. And I think of her mother and me 
as college students, rowing in a shell up the Connecticut River, running along 
country roads—our common sense often shrouded by our desire to challenge 
ourselves. Jemma is her mother’s daughter, and although she has the experi-
ence of months on the AT, the fact that she did it with a shredded ACL and 
had stretches where she averaged more than 30 miles a day rings in my head. 
I realize I have to be the voice of reason. No one who knows me would 
likely describe me as the voice of reason on matters of physical challenge 
and  stamina. This is a role reversal. Scott, my personal safety officer, has 
always been the voice of reason when we hike. He would be dumbfounded 
at how we missed the trail we were supposed to be on and the circumstance 
we have gotten ourselves in. It would never have happened if he was with 
Scott, my personal safety officer, has always been the 
voice of reason when we hike. He would be dumbfounded 
at how we missed the trail we were supposed to be on and 
the circumstance we have gotten ourselves in.
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me. And if, by a bizarre twist of fate he was with me and it had happened, 
he probably would have insisted on us retracing our steps on dry ground. I 
would definitely have fought him on it, trying to convince him of a straight 
shot across the river. He would not have been moved. 
As I watch Jemma struggle to regain her footing, gasping for air, I feel this 
clear sense of responsibility for our safety. I feel a pang of longing for Scott 
and his sense of direction. Jemma, wet nearly from head to toe, stands up and 
reclaims her hiking pole before it has the chance to rush downstream with the 
current. She smiles the hopeful, slightly battered smile of someone trying to 
reassure her hiking buddy that all is well after falling into a cold river. We are 
nearing the far bank of the river. I scan for the easiest place to scramble up the 
riverbank, knowing we need to get Jemma warm and dry as quickly as pos-
sible. In crossing the river, we have run the risk of being swept downstream in 
cold water and tempted hypothermia. 
As we make our way up the steep slide of the riverbank, safe after what 
was the unplanned, unnecessary, trickiest part of the hike, I picture Scott 
and Susan heading out on a walk. They are walking behind the enormous 
apartment building we now live in, a place we would never have chosen 
before Scott’s diagnosis. It sits at the end of a divided highway on the edge of 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, on a site that once housed a hip nightclub. We 
were wooed by the accessible unit at the very back of the building that boasts 
a wheel-in shower, wide doorways, a balcony built for two, and a bank of 
windows that look out on conservation land we never knew was there. Deer 
periodically prance by our windows, and we count rabbits by the dozen on 
our ten-minute walk to the train station. Finding this home was such grace.
As Susan and Scott walk, his shortened steps—a hack against the loss 
of various muscles that motor his legs and anchor his knees—set the pace. 
I imagine Susan standing close to him, trying not to hover but wanting to 
be close enough so he can grab her to steady himself if need be. They rest at 
one of the benches, the ones we used to barely notice that we now rely on 
for respite. 
After Jemma munches on an energy bar, balls up the wrapper and shoves 
it in the pocket of her pack, she declares herself warming up and her new hik-
ing shoes surprisingly quick to start to dry out. It’s a short bushwhack to the 
trail. As we step onto the trail, we discuss which way to head down the path, 
chastened by our early mistake. I am deeply aware of the river now to our 
east and am listening for the sound of an upcoming stream to our west, the 
one I confirmed when we unfolded our map, soggy and fraying at the seams 
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from Jemma’s dunk in the river. I step forward, ahead of Jemma. I am on the 
lookout for the trail crossing up ahead. This is something I need to practice, 
finding my way in the woods without Scott. 
The rest of the hike is filled with stories of Jemma’s AT adventures, oohing 
and aahing over nature’s delights, snacks, lots of mud, and a few wet feet as 
we navigate the much smaller stream crossings. We find the not-well-marked 
turnoff to the summit with ease. Someone has accessorized a rock by the 
turnoff with mirrored sunglasses, which makes it hard to miss the cool dude 
inviting us along. When we summit, we sit on a fallen tree in the woods eat-
ing our avocado on a long-ago toasted bagel, chatting with a guy who put off 
Owl’s Head until he’d hiked the other 47. I don’t envy him his final summit: 
wooded and viewless. 
Jemma and I tread gently down the slide of loose rocks with water running 
through them, chastened by our earlier misstep, and we hit the flat section 
with momentum. We end the hike crossing that big, hard-to-miss bridge 
across the Pemi that had been so elusive nine hours before. We marvel at 
how we missed it and can laugh about our river crossing now that it is firmly 
behind us and all has ended well. We have found our way to the summit of 
Owl’s Head and back to our car in the parking lot. And in the process Jemma 
and I have become friends in our own right, no longer simply connected 
through her mom. We will hike together again. Thrilled to find cold water 
and a bathroom, we splash water on our faces, fill up our water bottles and 
head home happy, both refreshed and weary, and pleased by our accomplish-
ment. On this hike I found my way, inexpertly to be sure, but along the eigh-
teen miles of trail and wetness I was reminded of all I know and am capable 
of even without Scott’s trusty guidance I so depend on.
In the coming weeks, back at home, Scott and I welcome, with heart- 
broken, weary resignation the ubiquitous wheelchair, the lift, and the new 
twin bed, its made-for-one size a nod to the space required for all the other 
equipment. Our landscape shifts again, the terrain becoming increasingly 
challenging. In the three years Scott has lived with ALS, he has led himself 
through it and guided us both with the same sure-footedness he had when we 
hiked. But now, simply being here is getting harder for him. 
We regularly retreat to his new, cramped bed or gently settle him into the 
big bed in our guest room where I now sleep. We cuddle as we try to wrap our 
heads and hearts around the latest loss or decision. I am generally the cuddler 
these days, taking up the role Scott assumed for years, trying to hold him 
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through it all. Sometimes sleep offers a respite. Other times we lie together, 
entwined, trying to be fully conscious, as much as anyone could be, of what 
is unfolding in front of us.
When I struggle to be fully present, wanting to run ahead or away, I 
remember how Jemma and I missed the bridge across the Pemi river and our 
risky crossing. We could have avoided it with a little more attention in the 
moment. And when I fail to be present in the tumble of moments, I comfort 
myself with the memory that even without conscious awareness and after 
stepping off the path and into harm’s way, Jemma and I made it to the sum-
mit and back. It will be OK. I will be OK.
The losses are piling up, and the decisions Scott needs to make are grow-
ing more existential and unbearable. The current dilemma is whether to get 
a feeding tube or to roll the dice and see if he dies of malnourishment before 
his respiratory system is paralyzed and he dies because he cannot take a simple 
breath. At times I watch Scott get overwhelmed, feeling pressure to figure 
things out about his care or his mortality. They are things no one should ever 
be expected to sort through but which he does because he wants to die with 
the same consciousness and authenticity he’s always brought to living.
The decision of how to die is a scary river crossing of its own. There will 
be no celebration at a summit or satisfying sense of accomplishment. He will 
ultimately be swept away in the current. What sustains me in this darkness is 
the idea that when Scott makes his final crossing it will be into lightness, and 
the views with be magnificent. 
Before I have to live without Scott, I have the chance to help him find his 
way, returning the favor of all the ways he has cared for me. Standing beside 
him and guiding him as he needs help is more demanding than any hike, and 
there is no greater privilege. It is what will prepare me to find my way when 
he is gone.
Rachel Curtis finished hiking the New Hampshire 4,000-footers in 2020. She lives 
in Arlington, Massachusetts. Her partner Scott Hamilton died in 2019.
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From Letters to Thoreau
May 29, 2020
Jerusalem
Others will have names for the places-within-places,
A cove, a stand of silver birches among the pines,
Even spots that the eye misses but the naked
Skin feels, a swimmer’s, evening, as he winds
Out into deep water and back again, the sky
Holding summer’s last light, huge tilt of Orion,
Once only the late commuter train, yellow lights,
The windows, flashing and playing across the surface,
The swimmer’s wake flashing back gold, it is night,
Pitch black, dead quiet, when he makes his way back to shore,
There is his towel hanging from a branch, his dry things,
He peels off his trunks, stands naked in the cool air,
He has a name for this place too, this evening
He will come back to, someday, he doesn’t know when.
Ben Corvo
Ben Corvo lives, studies, and writes in Jerusalem but has been making pilgrimages 
to Walden Pond for 35 years. His work has appeared in Rockvale Review, Magma, and 
Salmagundi. His “Letter to Thoreau” is part of an ongoing series of epistolary poems 
written during the coronavirus pandemic.
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The Mount Marshall 
Marathon
Four decades later, walking back up a streambed
Lisa Ballard
The author’s friend Helena Oechsner follows Herbert Brook on a trailless trek in New 
York’s Adirondacks. LISA BALLARD
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The first time I climbed Mount Marshall, in 1977, I was part of a group of local Lake Placid teenagers. I don’t remember much of the 
climb, except my soggy feet and scratched-up body. Marshall is one of the 
twenty peaks among the Adirondack Mountains’ 4,000-footers that is trail-
less. Climbing it was . . . miserable.
In the 1970s, only about 500 people had ever succeeded in summiting 
all 46 Adirondack mountains over 4,000 feet. Though much lower than the 
highest points in the Rockies or the Alps, the Adirondack High Peaks are big 
in vertical gain, and some of the peaks are truly remote, including Mount 
Marshall, which sits at the southwestern end of the MacIntyre Range. Our 
tenacious troupe covered a blur of miles and mudholes to get to the base of 
the mountain, then bushwhacked up a streambed to ultimately reach the 
treed summit. The only reward would be adding my name to the hiker’s 
log inside a small metal canister bolted to a boulder, but even that promise 
proved futile. When we found the canister, a mouse had turned the yellowed 
paper into confetti. That night, when we finally returned to the trailhead, I 
swore off ever hiking another trailless peak.
“There’s a reason they’re trailless,” I’ve told anyone who suggested bush-
whacking in the Adirondacks in all the years since then. 
In August 1918—another pandemic year—Bob Marshall, age 17, 
along with his brother George and a local guide, Herbert Clark, bushwhacked 
up Whiteface Mountain, a 4,000-footer in the Adirondack Mountains. The 
adventure triggered their desire to climb all of the Adirondacks’ 46 peaks 
measuring more than 4,000 feet high. The Marshall boys, who lived in New 
York City and spent summers in the High Peaks region, reached their goal in 
seven years. In June 1925, with Clark, they became the first three “Adirondack 
Forty-Sixers.” 
Influenced by his Adirondack quest, Bob Marshall earned his master’s 
degree in forestry at Harvard University and then a doctoral degree in plant 
physiology at Johns Hopkins University. During the 1930s, he spent four 
years as chief of forestry for the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs and then two 
years as director of recreation management for the U.S. Forest Service. At 
USFS Marshall advocated loudly to preserve primitive areas within federal 
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forests. His passion for wild places led him to found The Wilderness Society 
in 1935. Unfortunately, he never saw one of the significant fruits of his con-
servation labors. He died unexpectedly in 1939, a quarter-century before the 
passage of the Wilderness Act. 
Marshall’s influence continues today. Although the Wilderness Act initially 
protected 9 million acres of federal land, by 2019 that amount had increased 
to 803 designated wilderness areas covering 111.3 million acres, thanks to this 
pivotal piece of legislation. Interestingly, Congress modeled the Wilderness 
Act after the covenants of New York State’s Adirondack Park. Forty-six per-
cent of the public land in the park (1.2 million acres) is designated wilder-
ness, including the High Peaks Wilderness where Bob Marshall’s namesake 
4,000-footer, Mount Marshall (4,360 feet), is located.
Mount Marshall previously was called Mount Clinton after former New 
York Governor DeWitt Clinton, and then Mount Clark after Bob Marshall’s 
friend and mountain guide Herbert Clark. The New York state legislature 
approved the name change to Mount Marshall after Bob Marshall’s death. 
To me, Mount Marshall was the worst of the five trailless peaks I 
had climbed. Ever since hiking Mount Marshall in the 1970s, my hiking boots 
had stayed happily on the Adirondacks’ marked footpaths. Until last summer.
Helena Oechsner, a friend who was born in the Czech Republic but now 
lives in Lake Placid, was pursuing her Forty-Sixer badge. She had five peaks 
left, including Mount Marshall, and she wanted someone to go with her up 
that dreaded peak. I politely declined, relating my experience with the moun-
tain four decades earlier.
“I’m sure there’s a herd path,” Helena said. “All of the trailless peaks have 
obvious routes now.”
The memories of my first foray on Marshall had obviously dulled with 
time because, a few days later, I agreed to go, which presented the next chal-
lenge. Which way? I couldn’t remember the route I had followed as teenager. 
I recalled only a streambed that we’d waded and my disappointment in the 
lack of a view at the summit.
A quick internet search* revealed two main approaches to Mount Mar-
shall as a day hike, one from Adirondack Loj near Lake Placid and the other 
from Upper Works trailhead near Tahawus. After examining our topographic 
maps and reading every possible write-up and hiker’s forum on the hike, we 
settled on Adirondack Loj as our starting point. It would be a little longer, 
eighteen miles round-trip compared with thirteen miles round-trip from 
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Upper Works, according to the few reports we could find online and what 
we measured on our maps. However, Adirondack Loj was a twenty-minute 
drive from Lake Placid, versus a two-hour drive to Upper Works, on what 
would be a long day regardless of where we started. What’s more, the 
approach from Adirondack Loj included one of my favorite stretches of trail 
in Adirondack Park, through Avalanche Pass and along both Avalanche Lake 
and Lake Colden.
A few more days passed. The more I thought about hiking up Mount 
Marshall, the more I had my doubts about going. The scars from my first 
foray to that mountain had healed, but the overall mileage worried me. At 
age 59, fifteen miles was my self-imposed limit for a day hike no matter where 
I was in the world. Longer than that, and I opted for an overnighter. Eighteen 
miles was well over my maximum, but camping was not an option. Helena, a 
doctor, had a demanding work schedule with only a few days off per month. 
The only day we were both free to climb Mount Marshall, August 30, was my 
last day in the Adirondacks until next summer.
“It’s pretty flat until we reach the base of the mountain,” rationalized Helena 
when I mentioned my mileage concerns during a phone call the evening 
before our hike. The weather looked iffy. I wanted to bail but couldn’t bring 
myself to do it. Truth is, I longed for the exercise, the chance to hike with my 
friend and a final escape into my home mountains before heading back to my 
other home, in Montana, but still . . .
I’ve hiked a lot, but I didn’t kid myself about the mileage. Even though 
most of the vertical gain would be during the last two miles up the mountain 
itself, eighteen miles was still eighteen miles, and the section around Ava-
lanche Lake and Lake Colden included the traverse of a demanding talus field. 
Then my sense of adventure (and maybe a little ego) kicked in. “Don’t be a 
weenie,” prodded my inner voice. I filled my CamelBak and readied my pack.
We pulled into the trailhead parking lot at Adirondack Loj at 6:30 a.m. 
the next morning. Helena’s 17-year-old son, Max, was with us. Max was 
* Lisa Ballard researched this hike at adirondackhub.com/hiking/mount-marshall and 
pureadirondacks.com/blogs/Adirondack-hiking/mount-marshall. Learn about the Adiron-
dack Forty-Sixers Club and its magazine, PEEKS, at adk46er.org. Visit the Adirondack Moun-
tain Club at adk.org. See also Pippa Biddle’s piece for AMC Outdoors on finishing the 46ers at 
outdoors.org/adirondack46. For maps, Ballard recommends the High Peaks Adirondack 
Trail Map from the Adirondack Mountain Club or the National Geographic Trails Illustrated 
Map, Adirondack Park, Lake Placid/High Peaks, New York.
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the same age as Bob Marshall when Marshall began hiking up Adirondack 
4,000-footers, a coincidence that amused us as we tromped down the Van 
Hoevenberg Trail through the predawn gloom.
Fog hung heavily around us in the aftermath of a three-day deluge, but the 
rain had stopped, and this time, I had state-of-the-art Lowa Gore-Tex hiking 
boots on my feet. Forty years ago, I hiked up Mount Marshall in old running 
shoes. At least I would have dry feet this time.
About four miles into the route, we entered Avalanche Pass. Water drib-
bled down the mossy walls of this deep, winding slot canyon. The expertly 
placed stones on the path looked like tiny islands. We carefully stepped from 
one to the next across the flooded floor of the pass.
When we arrived at the edge of Avalanche Lake on the far side of the nar-
row ravine, the scene looked like a black-and-white photo. The sky pressed 
low and heavy over the water. The gray wall of Mount Colden disappeared 
below the surface on our left, and a shadowy shoreline held in the expanse 
of ink to our right. The flat blackness stretched eerily to the horizon then 
seemed to drain off the edge of the earth.
We skirted the right side of the lake, a boulder field tamed by a series of 
boardwalks and ladders, including the “Hitch-Up Matildas,” the name of the 
footbridges affixed to the otherwise impassable rock walls at the far end of 
the lake. Local lore claims a guide led two sisters along this route in the late 
1800s. As the water level rose and their ankle-length skirts began to get wet, 
one sister said to the other, “Hitch up, Matilda!” The expression stuck.
At the far end of Avalanche Lake, we came to the junction with a trail to 
Mount Marcy and Mount Colden. The sign said we had come 5.3 miles from 
Adirondack Loj, but my GPS watch said 6 miles. I believed my watch. In my 
experience tracking trails for guidebooks with GPS technology, the tool never 
measured too long and was often short compared with actual mileage, espe-
cially if vertical gain was involved. So far, we had climbed 1,335 feet.
As we passed the Interior Outpost, a ranger station manned by the New 
York State Department of Environmental Conservation, the sun popped 
out for a moment, highlighting a few maple leaves that lay scattered on the 
trail. The leaves glowed red in the sunlight, brightening the moment and 
my mood.
At 7.7 miles, we reached the far end of Lake Colden after navigating the 
cliffy shoreline. Munching on granola bars, Helena, Max, and I watched as 
gusts of wind shooed the clouds from Mount Colden, exposing its bare sum-
mit. The day turned brighter by the moment, but not drier.
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Leaving Lake Colden, we found more water and mud than dry trail. The 
bog bridges became fewer the deeper into the backcountry we trekked and 
were soon little more than decaying logs or bunches of sticks strewn across 
wet spots. We knew we were close to the base of the Mount Marshall. Then, 
A rock chimney offers respite from the mud. LISA BALLARD
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at 8.2 miles and four hours into our trek, we came to a cairn in the woods by 
Herbert Brook, the stream I had bushwhacked up many years ago. A hand-
written sign pointed toward a narrow path.
A path! It wasn’t marked and it was skinny, but it was there. Perhaps it 
went the entire way to the summit. The prospect of getting to the top without 
perforating my skin excited me, though the mileage niggled at my mountain 
sensibilities. If I turned back now, I would be over my fifteen-miles-per-day 
maximum. We had made good time so far, but it had to be another two miles 
to the summit, all uphill. I took a quick inventory. I felt good. My feet were 
dry. I had come this far, and my friend and her son were strong hikers. I kept 
my concerns to myself. It was time to climb!
The trail, what there was of it, followed the brook. Bushes brushed 
against my pants on both sides, and we crossed the stream several times as 
we ascended, following sporadic little cairns that previous hikers had built to 
show the way. A couple of times, the route was tough to follow so we sim-
ply stayed by the brook, though not in the brook, as I had my first time up 
Mount Marshall.
I had to admit, the climb was delightful. The numerous cascades were as 
varied as the plants in the forest. Some flowed like broad veils. Others poured 
down crevices in the rocks. And yet others descended in bold, white steps. 
At one point, we passed the trunk of an old, dead birch tree, so big in girth 
that Max’s hands reached only halfway around it when he hugged it. Sphag-
num moss covered huge swaths of the forest floor, a lush, green carpet that 
the squirrels skittered across as they frantically stashed nuts for the coming 
winter.
“Why isn’t this a real trail?” I mused. “It’s so beautiful! It’s a Forty-Sixer 
secret.”
“This is like a fairy tale,” said Helena, as we came to a clear pool under 
another cascade.
Then, as in many hikes up big mountains, we were ready to reach the 
top. “It doesn’t look like it’s petering out,” said Helena after a while as we 
both eyed the brook. My mind wandered again to the distance we would 
log this day, now more than twenty miles, farther than the eighteen miles 
we had anticipated, which was already beyond my usual tolerance. But so 
far, I felt good, climbing steeply upward, breathing hard, clinging to roots 
in places.
Finally, the brook narrowed, then disappeared at a shallow pool that bled 
across a small plateau in the woods.
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On the map, the top of Herbert Brook appeared to stretch about two-
thirds of the way up the mountain. Above it, the gush of the waterfalls gave 
way to the rush of the wind as the forest changed its cloak from bushy leaves 
to spindly fir. Glancing through the trees, we caught half-views of bald Iro-
quois Peak between us and landmark Algonquin Peak, further along the 
MacIntyre ridgeline.
As we labored upward, foot over foot, and in places hand over hand, two 
men suddenly appeared, descending from the summit. “There’s no view, you 
know,” said one.
“I know,” I whispered quietly to myself, wondering again why I had agreed 
to hike a marathon to the top of a viewless peak. As my thoughts drifted 
back to my downer on this mountain in 1977, Helena suddenly shouted, 
“Horam zdar!” which means “hello to the mountain!” It’s an expression that 
Czech rock climbers exclaim upon reaching a summit after a challenging 
ascent. Helena and Max were just ahead of me on top of a large boulder. 
The sign above them, nailed to a tree, read “Mount Marshall.” My GPS read 
10.6 miles.
I recognized the summit rock immediately. I never thought I would see 
that particular spot again, yet there I was. After a few selfies, we dug into our 
The hikers stayed by the brook, not in the brook. LISA BALLARD
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lunches. As we ate, I noticed a faint trail beyond the rock. During Helena’s 
and my planning, we thought there might be a way to descend Marshall via 
Indian Pass, rather than along Avalanche Lake and Lake Colden, to make a 
loop back to Adirondack Loj. Maybe that was it.
I followed it a short way, then noticed a spur to my left. To my surprise, it 
dropped down to a perch and a view!
My jaw dropped as I ogled one of the most remote, untrammeled panora-
mas in the Northeast. The Santanonis, a nearby cluster of 4,000-footers all 
trailless, towered above a number of minor peaks. It was a spectacular, unex-
pected look at what was likely the same primeval scene that Bob Marshall 
witnessed when he stood at that point a century earlier. There landscape was 
void of civilization as far as the eye could see.
In 1928, Bob Marshall wrote in the Forest Service Bulletin, “The enjoy-
ment of solitude, complete independence, and the beauty of undefiled pan-
oramas is absolutely essential to happiness.” At that moment, peering at acre 
after acre of pristine woodlands and mountains, I felt the joy that Marshall 
described and understood how precious our wilderness areas are, not only to 
the ecosystems they protect, but also to the well-being of the human soul.
The Garmin watch said it all. The excursion to Marshall was complete. LISA BALLARD
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We never did find the route down to Indian Pass, though we didn’t try 
that hard after taking in the glorious view. The tiny path ended just past the 
spur in a tangle of trees. Rather than risk what looked like a nasty bushwhack, 
we decided to go back the way we had come. None of us liked the thought of 
potentially getting lost or potentially adding more miles to our day.
Six hours later, Helena, Max, and I walked into the parking lot at Adiron-
dack Loj. My legs were numb from the mileage, but our backcountry mara-
thon had turned out better than I could have ever imagined. There was a good 
herd path up Mount Marshall and a view, maybe not at the tippy top, but 
close enough. And I went a distance that I never thought I could.
Over 7,000 people have now climbed the 46 peaks in Adirondack Park 
over 4,000 feet. Helena has her badge. Will I finally go after one, too? I’m 
thinking about it now that the trailless peaks in the park seem more hospi-
table to hikers. Regardless, the next time a friend asks me to climb Mount 
Marshall, I’ll say yes.
A longtime member of the Appalachian Mountain Club, Lisa Ballard grew up 
climbing mountains in the Adirondack High Peaks region. She has trekked up peaks 
all over the world, taking photos and writing about her adventures for magazines and 
websites. She lives in Red Lodge, Montana, and Chateaugay Lake, New York. Visit 
her at lisaballardoutdoors.com. 
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The Turkey Cam
A wild bird’s surprise move-in helps people quarantine
Daniel Grossman
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Once upon a time, a turkey laid an egg. In my yard. I don’t know exactly when or why. By the time I noticed in early June 2020, this hen 
had laid an even dozen. I discovered the clutch tightly clustered on a serving-
plate-size patch scratched bare in a flower garden. 
The turkey had probably adopted our yard in mid-May 2020, two months 
into the pandemic. My wife, Sarah, and I were realizing that the virus had 
cinched the world—and us, in suburban Boston—in its grip. 
We’d canceled a hiking vacation in Spain and a cross-country flight to our 
son’s college graduation in Los Angeles. I’d called off a reporting trip to Indo-
nesia. It had become clear that staying safe required sitting tight where we 
were, cosseted within the four corners of a quarter-acre suburban lot six miles 
from downtown. The virus had frayed our ties to everyone we cared about, 
disrupted our connections to the natural world, and blurred our perceptions 
of the seasons. Then, the turkey came into our yard. 
The eggs entered our lives before the turkey did. I spied them in a 
thick lily bed. They were nearly as big as lemons, cream colored and with 
heavy ruddy-brown speckling. We’d never seen eggs like that. Could they 
be from a mallard? A Canada goose? Sarah thought that maybe the nest was 
an elaborate prank and that I might be the perpetrator. A little later we took 
another look and solved the mystery. 
It’s remarkable, considering the sweep of history, that this bird nested in 
a suburban yard. The wild turkey, Meleagris gallopavo, was abundant in Mas-
sachusetts when Europeans invaded in the early seventeenth century. But the 
settlers rapidly razed the forest for farms, destroying the habitat turkeys pre-
fer, diminishing the acorns and chestnuts they like to eat, and making hunt-
ing easier. The birds did not fear humans, making them easy to pick off even 
with crude fowling guns. 
The pre-Columbian turkey population in Massachusetts has been esti-
mated at 39,000. By the mid-nineteenth century the fan-tailed bird was com-
pletely extinct in Massachusetts and in much of the rest of its original range, 
most of the United States east of the Rockies.1 Then, farming on the East Coast 
1 sora.unm.edu/sites/default/files/BirdObserver5.3_Page76-83_The%20Wild%20Turkey%20in 
%20Massachusetts_James%20E.%20Cardoza.pdf
A screenshot from the Turkey Cam caught the moment the eggs started hatching. TURKEY CAM
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declined, in favor of agriculture on land in the Midwest and on the West 
Coast. In time, the Massachusetts forest recovered.
Beginning in the 1930s state game managers began reintroducing turkeys 
in Massachusetts. It took decades to figure out how to do it right. Early 
attempts with farm-raised birds failed. Domesticated varieties weren’t tough 
enough, but reintroducing wild birds succeeded. In recent decades the turkey 
has literally made great strides. The Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and 
Wildlife estimates that the state has a population of more than 30,000 free-
ranging gobblers.2 The agency now even publishes advice on avoiding clashes 
with turkeys. It notes that the birds respond passionately to “shiny objects 
and reflections of themselves”3—a behavior I’ve noticed in my own species. 
Outside Boston, the turkey population has exploded. Only a few years ago 
I’d never even seen a wild turkey. Now I see them frequently, sometimes from 
my kitchen window, strutting across neighbors’ yards. They must be nesting 
somewhere—but in my neighborhood? I’d never seen one here. James Car-
doza, the wildlife manager who led the state’s successful turkey reintroduction 
campaign, wrote in his treatise The Wild Turkey in Massachusetts (Massachu-
setts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife, 2009) that a turkey nest is “usually 
next to a stump or under a tangle of vines or fallen branches . . . often at the 
edge of a field or clearing and is usually not far from water.” Hardly what it 
looks like around my yard, where many houses are wedged into tiny lots and 
the nearest waterbody is half a mile away. 
Their nests might be hidden, but troupes of turkeys now saunter along 
sidewalks. Even in nearby Somerville, one of the most densely populated 
cities in the United States, a turkey nicknamed Mayor Turkatone (tur-kah-
TONE-ee, just like Joseph Curtatone, the city’s actual mayor) took up resi-
dence in the spring of 2020, making frequent appearances documented in an 
Instagram account it allegedly set up.
A few minutes after noticing the eggs, I checked on the nest. I 
discovered who’d laid the big eggs. The hen had returned by then. The gar-
den’s thick vegetation hid her torso. But her slender black neck stuck up like 
periscope above our lilies of the valley. She looked straight at me but didn’t 
move or seem bothered by my presence.
2 mass.gov/service-details/learn-about-turkeys
3 mass.gov/service-details/prevent-conflicts-with-turkeys
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She had a compact head with a pale yellow, curved bill, white eyebrows 
and large, dark eyes. A pastel pink wattle hung loosely below her chin. I didn’t 
name her. She wasn’t cute. But she was, simply, a miracle of nature reproduc-
ing right under our noses. 
I wanted to watch her while I worked at my desk. I had an outdated 
iPhone with a camera and Wi-Fi that worked. I hooked the phone into our 
home wireless network and connected it to a Zoom account I named “Turkey 
Cam.” I strapped the phone to a tripod positioned right above the hen and 
snaked a charging cable to it. After some trial and error positioning the phone 
and troubleshooting with settings, I had a close-up of the bird on my screen. 
And I discovered how fascinating 
watching eggs incubating can be. 
The bird maintained a state of 
unrelenting vigilance, twisting her 
head abruptly at the sound of dis-
tant horn honks and door slams. 
She maintained strict routines. She 
stood up about every 45 minutes and 
shoveled the eggs with her bill. She 
was turning them, for even heating. 
Every afternoon she left the nest for 
an hour. I never saw her eat anything, 
but she must have been filling up on 
food and water. Once, in a fit of sci-
entific curiosity—or maybe a touch 
of devilry—I moved one of the eggs 
a few inches outside the nest while 
she lunched. When she returned, she 
fluffed up her feathers and sat down 
as normal. But then she got up. 
Something was wrong. She looked 
down, nudged the wayward egg back, 
and lowered herself down again.
Watching this sentient being sit 
Zen-like day after day, untroubled by 
our human turmoil, helped to settle 
my nerves during the troubling early 
months of the pandemic. Streaming 
Another screenshot caught the fuzzy brood 
just before they followed their mother off 
to further adventures. TURKEY CAM
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on Zoom had an added benefit: I could let my friends in on the fun. I could 
see who else was watching, creating community that the pandemic had stolen. 
Some friends logged in first thing in the morning and stayed connected till 
sunset. Others dropped by now and again. Sometimes people I didn’t recog-
nize joined. A niece in California shared the link with some university col-
leagues. Now these professors were watching from their desks.
Comments the turkey fan club members sent were revealing in their own 
way. Many remarked how the bird helped them keep their sanity. “This is 
weirdly fascinating and calming,” a friend wrote. Another called the turkey 
a “fabulous juxtaposition to the news coverage and anxiety and heartbreak 
we are feeling.” Somebody said the turkey cam was “infinitely more relaxing 
than any of the other Zoom sessions I’ve been in over the past three months.” 
Housebound people petitioned me to adjust the camera angle. Some wor-
ried when it got hot or rained hard. One woman complained that the father 
wasn’t helping the hen out.
Three weeks after we found the nest, eight of eleven eggs hatched. One 
of them had disappeared early on; two others would never hatch. For several 
hours the gawky hatchlings repeatedly crawled out from under the mother, 
then retreated beneath her feathers. Their brown, mottled heads sat snugly 
against their downy torsos. Their necks were oddly short. Within hours, the 
mother straightened her legs and stalked off. The fuzzy brood bunched jerkily 
around her and followed. 
I saw the troupe once again, a few days later, over a chain link fence behind 
our house. The mom clucked softly, urging her offspring over an obstacle. 
The chicks peeped peevishly. Then, they disappeared behind a house.
I was thrilled and strangely comforted to watch so close up a turn of life’s 
cycles. The stoic turkey had given me strength, and when she left, I felt a hol-
lowness a bit like when my two kids had left home. She’d made me an empty 
nester, again.
Daniel Grossman is a science journalist in Watertown, Massachusetts. He special-
izes in climate change.
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The Book of Miracles
Despite Ursus’s approach 
the fawn remains curled, delicate 
calligraphy attempting to mimic 
crinkleroot and leafduff. 
Like a held breath, the disguise 
falters, and the stream’s clapping 
masks the bear’s shuffled gait.
With three nails, Ursus opens 
the book of miracles and reads 
the fawn’s newly written muscle: 
ink the color of ginseng berries, 
taste like copper wounded with salt. 
The book of miracles, when recited,
sounds like cracked tendon and 
cartilage,
snap of shoulder moving 
out of joint, slurp of marrow. 
Before any of this, the heart, 
sweetest and most joyous of meat, 
is purchased by the mouth 
with singing groans. 
Such holy books aren’t new. 
Ursus himself was resurrected 
by the light that grows each day, 
that causes everything to climb 
upon the back of another
and eat until full. 
What’s left of the fawn 
doesn’t squirm in his belly, 
but as he sleeps, the doe-mother
forages where she left her child:
nipples aching, rivulets of milk 
running down her legs.
Todd Davis
Todd Davis is the author of six collections of poetry, most recently Native Species and 
Winterkill, both published by Michigan State University Press. He has won the Fore-
word INDIES Book of the Year Bronze and Silver Awards, the Gwendolyn Brooks 
Poetry Prize, and the Chautauqua Editors Prize. He teaches environmental studies at 
Pennsylvania State University’s Altoona College. 
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Off the Mountain
Strangers build community around a hiker’s sudden collapse
Donald Kollisch
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One day about eighteen years ago, I was checking my email at Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, where I was working as a fam-
ily doctor. A new doctor had sent a note. He’d heard we shared some clinical 
and research interests, and we decided to have lunch. It started off with pleas-
antries. I asked about his hobbies and was interested to learn that he climbed 
mountains. “Yes, I live in Cambridge,” he said, “but have hiked quite a bit in 
the White Mountains.” 
“Oh,” I asked, “what trails do you like?” Small talk. “Well,” he said, 
“mostly the Presidentials. A few years ago, we were close to the summit of 
Madison when we came upon a hiker who had died and was getting CPR.”
I felt my breath catch, and he scanned my face. “Was that you?” he asked. 
“I thought you looked familiar, but I didn’t immediately put it together. My 
buddy and I are the ones who made the stretcher.”
My eyes watered up. I realized that this doctor was going to be a wonder-
ful and loving new colleague.
It had been a clear and crisp morning on Halloween, four years 
earlier. My hiking partner, Doug Thompson, and I shed layers of clothing as 
we ascended the Air Line Trail up Mount Madison in the White Mountains 
of New Hampshire. Doug led, as he always did. At 66 he was 17 years older 
than I. He was retired. I was his doctor. But Doug was a much more experi-
enced hiker. When I led, I would hike too fast, run out of steam, and need 
frequent rests. He would set a pace that would let me put one foot in front of 
the other, over and over again. 
The trail was exposed with a light cool breeze. We climbed up the excit-
ing—but not frightening—ridge with beautiful views in all directions. We 
could catch glimpses of Mount Madison rising to the southeast and Mount 
Adams to the south. It was late enough in the fall that the summer hiking 
crowds were gone, and we had the trail to ourselves. We reached Madison 
Spring Hut, now closed for the season, before noon. We shed our packs and 
strolled over to Star Lake, a quarter of a mile away, in the saddle between 
Madison and Adams. Star is a shallow alpine pond, a little-known gem. 
Although the alpine flowers had come and gone for the season, the moss and 
ground cover were lovely. My whole body felt grateful for the level ground 
and getting the weight off of my shoulders as we rested and snacked.
Mount Madison’s bare, rocky summit cone, where Doug Thompson died. The 
Appalachian Mountain Club’s Madison Spring Hut stands below. DARRYL GAGNE
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We left our packs at the hut and began the slow climb up the final half-
mile to the summit of Mount Madison. The trail above treeline wound 
between large rocks and larger rocks; after we got a few hundred yards from 
the hut, there was little vegetation on the summit cone. The perpetual wind 
and winter’s cold for seven months each year had left it barren and rugged. 
We hiked slowly; I noticed that Doug’s pace was even slower than I needed 
it to be. Two younger men passed us. Halfway up, Doug—ten feet in front of 
me—suddenly fell forward onto a rock, his trunk taking most of his weight. 
There was no outcry, no stumble, no warning. I ran up to him, turned him 
onto his back, trying to find space between the rocks, and felt for signs of life. 
There were none. He was not bleeding. I felt no heart impulse, no breath, no 
carotid pulse, no radial pulse. 
The body I briefly examined appeared as dead as any of the hundreds 
I’ve seen and tended before. Switching automatically from friend to doctor, 
I began chest compressions and suppressed my panic. It was hard to position 
his body for one-rescuer cardiopulmonary resuscitation. I had to climb over a 
protruding rock when I switched from chest compressions to put my lips on 
his so that I could blow air into his lungs. One of the hikers who had passed 
us heard me shout and left to climb the remaining quarter-mile to the summit 
to get a cell phone signal. His partner helped me rearrange Doug’s body to a 
more functional position. Two more hikers appeared, though I didn’t see them 
approach. The woman of the pair told me that she had been trained in CPR; 
I offered her the chest compression position and continued to give mouth-
to-mouth to Doug. This is the most disturbing part of CPR. When stomach 
contents are regurgitated from all of the mechanical pushing and releasing, it 
can be disgusting. I turned his head to the side for the vomit to drain out of his 
mouth before I wiped his mouth with my shirt and returned to blowing air in. 
Between rescue breaths I introduced myself to my new partner in this 
intimate and intense effort. She responded, “I am Samantha—Sam. From 
Portland. A pharmaceutical rep. I took CPR training at the hospital.” 
“Doug,” I told her as she did compressions, “is a great guy. He loves life 
and loves hiking. He has a wife and two kids, and he loves the mountains.” 
Doug had taken early retirement from a management job with Ford so he 
could hike, weave, bake, and spend time with his wife and two grown chil-
dren. “That’s wonderful,” she said. “The mountains are the best place to be. 
And a place where friendship is intense.” She told me about her own devo-
tion to hiking and health. “Doug sounds like a wonderful man!” She pushed 
on his chest with renewed vigor. After ten minutes a few more people had 
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gathered. This was midday near the summit of a major mountain on a gor-
geous day. This was where people converge, even in the off-season. Some 
offered to spell us, but Sam and I declined. I knew that fifteen minutes with-
out any sign of life was enough. We didn’t have a defibrillator, the only thing 
that might have brought him back. He was dead. “I think that is enough. 
I don’t think that continuing is going to bring him back,” I said. Sam was 
crying and didn’t want to give up yet. “Well,” I said, “let’s keep on trying for 
another ten minutes. If a rescue helicopter can bring a defibrillator, maybe 
we can see a miracle.” Sam smiled; I counted her chest compressions and 
gave two breaths every 30 seconds. A crowd had gathered around us. At some 
point, the fast hiker with the cell phone came back and announced that he 
had connected with the 911 system in Maine. A helicopter from the relatively 
new air ambulance service was on its way. 
The wind was picking up and blowing in gray clouds; a sunny and unsea-
sonably warm midday was quickly changing into a cool and threatening after-
noon. I was ready to give up again. Sam was chilled and tiring, and someone 
took over so that she could put a pair of wind pants over her shorts. When 
she came back, I looked at her and shook my head. She met my eyes, nodded 
once, put her hand on my shoulder. 
I looked at my watch. “Time of death 1:55 p.m.” At least 25 people stood on 
the rocks around us; one man came over and touched Doug’s arm and mine 
in sympathy. There were murmurings about our “valiant effort.” Someone 
said, “You did everything.” A few people quietly left. I was exhausted and sat 
next to Doug. Sam sat next to me holding Doug’s arm. No one spoke for a 
minute or two. The man who had called for help was quietly crying. Then 
someone said that the Dartmouth-Hitchcock Advanced Response Team 
chopper would be there soon, and could, perhaps, take Doug’s body. People 
began to add clothing against the growing chill and wind. When the heli-
copter arrived, it hovered, wavering as it worked to maintain position against 
the gusts. Through hand signals some of our group indicated that Doug had 
died; the copilot signaled that they couldn’t help, and the chopper left. It was 
after 3 p.m., the weather was worsening, and we were alone near the summit 
of Mount Madison with my friend’s body. 
“What now, Don?” a stocky hiker asked. I was Doug’s partner and friend. 
And I was a doctor. They assumed that I was in charge, and they wanted 
direction. But performing CPR had been an automatic act. Our next actions 
required thinking and analysis. I couldn’t do it. I had nothing left. Sam put 
her hand on my arm and raised her eyebrows. 
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“I’m sorry,” I said. “I was in charge before, but not anymore.” 
Someone—I don’t know who—said, “We all need to work together. We 
can do this.” People looked to each other, making eye contact with friends and 
strangers. Then another person said, “We can get him off of the mountain 
down to the hut.” Nods. “We should get him off of the mountain before dark.” 
Someone said he’d make a stretcher of poles and jackets. Another said that 
we’d need twenty people to carry a body. Someone else counted up and said 
that we had more than that gathered around Doug. Four people said  that 
Doug Thompson had retired early to enjoy his family, creative pursuits, and 
mountains. MICHAEL LANZA
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they couldn’t help because they had to head back over the summit in the 
other direction, to take the Howker Ridge Trail to the eastern trailhead. Some 
others said that they had tight schedules and needed to head right down. I 
lost track of the numbers and couldn’t focus.
The fifteen of us remaining began to assemble a stretcher. The others spoke 
with low voices as they tried various combinations of poles, jackets, and tarps. 
People looked through their packs for gear that might help. “Doug is a big 
man,” the tall, thin fellow said; this was Charlie, who would become my col-
league four years later. It was wonderful that to these gallant people, this body 
was still Doug. These people cared for him, had bonded with him during the 
resuscitation. Almost all of them were in their 30s and 40s, a few more men 
than women.
Charlie pulled his jacket over his hiking poles to get the stretcher started. 
Three or four others substituted stronger poles and added their clothing until 
the stretcher was sturdy. Other hikers wrapped Doug’s body in a space blan-
ket and devised a support for his neck. There were no raised voices, no shout-
ing, despite the wind and the separation of people over the rugged terrain. 
The group completed the preparations within ten minutes. Four people took 
the first shift of carrying the stretcher. The others redistributed excess gear. 
The caravan started down the trail. Doug’s stretcher went feet first, with three 
or four people in advance, reaching back to guide the leading bearers around 
tight turns and steep drop-offs. Another three or four flanked the bearers on 
each side, so they could reach in and help support the load as a primary bearer 
had to lean out or let go to find secure footing. Our pace was slow, some-
times only fifteen feet each minute over the rocky terrain. In steep sections 
an additional person would stabilize Doug’s head. Every few minutes one of 
the bearers would quietly say “switch” and four new people would come in to 
take their turn. Sometimes Doug’s body lurched and slipped, and someone 
tightened the straps. 
I followed behind the reserve bearers. Someone was always near me, to 
support me when I stumbled. I stumbled a lot. 
It took a full hour to carry Doug’s stretcher the quarter-mile to the clear-
ing of Madison Spring Hut. Daylight saving time had ended that very day, 
so sunset was now to occur at 4:50 p.m. The caravan got to the hut at 4:15. 
The county sheriff’s helicopter arrived at the hut shortly after we did, but 
the wind had picked up and the pilot couldn’t land. After a number of small 
conferences, someone recommended we leave Doug’s body tucked under the 
hut for a rescue team to retrieve the next day. The group wanted my approval 
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for the plan. “Of course.” They transferred Doug’s body, still wrapped in 
the blanket, to two large boards that rested under the hut, adjacent to a 
propane tank. Then, wordlessly, all of us stood for a minute, looking at this 
resting spot. I hoped that no wild animals would disturb his body through 
the night. 
We then all put on our headlamps against the rising darkness, and at 
5:15  p.m. headed down Valley Way. Sam and her hiking partner—I never 
heard his name nor can I remember his face—took off first; they had a long 
drive back to Maine. I hiked with Charlie’s group of eight. They were staying 
at a cabin owned by Dartmouth College, located near the Appalachia trail-
head. I quickly realized that my headlamp wasn’t working; I had forgotten 
the batteries. So, two of the group walked behind me, their beams providing 
enough light for me as well as them. Valley Way is not a difficult trail and goes 
only 3.8 miles, but it was the hardest hike of my life. My legs were rubber, but 
my minders caught me when I stumbled. All I wanted to do was step off the 
trail, fall asleep, and never wake up. I was replaying all the events of the day 
second by second: the hike up the Air Line Trail, peeling off our shirts in the 
sun, our walk over to Star Lake, the first steps up the Osgood Trail from the 
hut to the summit. 
Analyzing as I walked, I decided that Doug must have had a heart attack 
sometime before his collapse, and an arrhythmia followed, minutes or hours 
later. Probably ventricular tachycardia. When did he have the heart attack? 
Why didn’t he say anything? Was it when he was hiking so slowly? Why 
didn’t I know it was happening? My eyes kept on closing, and at least twice 
I fell asleep while walking, and jerked awake without falling. I was crying. I 
couldn’t face being alive and having to tell Doug’s wife, Cynthia, about his 
death. I tried to figure out what to do when I got to the bottom; I had no 
idea what to do. 
When we got to the bottom, to the trailhead, it was after 8 p.m. and dark. 
My companions insisted that I go with them to the cabin to have some food 
and tea. This was kind-hearted and rational, but I said no. Each one hugged 
me and said Doug had died doing what he loved most, that it would all be all 
right. And I sent them away.
Sitting in the cab of my pickup truck, I turned on my cell phone, which 
miraculously had coverage. I called home. “Hi. Let me speak with Mom.” I 
realized my daughter Anya could tell that something terrible had happened. 
She kept calm. “Mom’s at the hospital.” My wife, Pat, also a family doctor, 
was with a woman in labor. 
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“What happened?” Pat asked when I reached her. “I’m OK,” I said. “But 
Doug has died. He probably had a heart attack. Close to the summit. It has 
taken all this time to bring his body to the Madison Spring Hut and then hike 
down.” She sucked in her breath. “You are OK? But Doug is dead?”
“Yes; his body is still up on the mountain.” Pat is the most competent 
person I know, and could handle the next, terrifying, task. I told her I was 
driving home. I asked if she could find someone to manage the delivery so 
that she could go to Cynthia to tell her what had happened. “Of course,” Pat 
said. She said she was worried about me. “Drive carefully.” 
Before I left, I stopped at the cabin of my new friends, my support team. 
They gave me a sandwich and some hot tea and offered to drive me home. I 
declined, wanting the time alone, to think, to remember. Within the first ten 
minutes on the road, I surprised myself by having an appetite. I didn’t listen 
to music in the car; I was thinking about Doug. He and I had had many talks 
as we hiked, talking about life and death, choice and fate. He had once told 
me that if he could choose, he would die in the mountains. Did he know he 
was dying today, and did he keep on hiking so that his end would be as close 
to the highest peak he could manage? How could I have let Doug die? 
I made it safely home. The rest of the evening and the next few days were 
a blur. I met with Cynthia that evening and again with their son, David, and 
daughter, Jennifer, the next day. David was a hiker, and he interrupted me 
a few times to ask me to describe his father on the trail. I told them about 
hiking the Air Line Trail, and how exhilarating it was to be alone on the 
mountain with the peak rising ahead, and to take off our long-sleeve shirts to 
feel the late autumn sun on our pale arms. I lingered on that part of the story 
because Doug at that time was so vital, so alive. After I told them about our 
Star Lake detour and lunch at the hut, I paused. “This is the hard part; this 
is when he died.” And it was. Cynthia and Jennifer began to cry. Doug died 
all over again in my mind and my arms. In relating the story, I did not tell 
them of the vomit, but I could taste it in my mouth. I took a sip of my tea. 
I took my time telling them about the crowd of remarkable people who had 
helped, without a leader: Doug’s team. David began to cry. Pat and I hugged 
them all when we left. 
I learned that combined search-and-rescue teams had worked together 
the next day recovering Doug’s body from under the hut. They strapped it 
tightly into the stretcher and carried it with teams of six, rotating every 100 
to 200 yards. The extraction took more than four hours and they got to the 
trailhead before nightfall. A hearse from the Bryant Funeral Home in Berlin 
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took Doug’s body to their building for the night. The rescuers, I was told, 
thought that it was a routine carryout, maybe easier than usual. 
There was no immediate memorial ceremony being planned, but I did 
visit with Cynthia and her children again. They had more questions now. 
“What did he say when you stopped for lunch?” “Was he smiling, happy, at 
Star Lake? “Did rigor mortis start?” “Do you have his hiking watch?” They 
wanted to know if Doug had suffered. They marveled, with me, that the other 
hikers had organized so well to bring him down. 
In the next week, my routines at home and work were a welcome distrac-
tion from my obsessive thoughts. Eat breakfast, prepare lunch for Anya, see 
patients, write a grant report. But there was always a tension inside, both guilt 
at having let him die, and gratitude for the help on the mountain. I marveled 
at how the hikers organized without an identified leader.
As the weeks passed, I would have days with only fleeting thoughts of Doug 
and the mountain. Cynthia gave me Doug’s orange anorak, and I began to 
wear it on all hikes; bringing him with me to other mountains was part of 
both remembering him and of not blaming the mountain for his death. My 
nurse friend Susan connected me with a group of winter hikers from the hos-
pital who climb up Mount Moosilauke, in the southwestern end of the White 
Mountains, every New Year’s Day. I met them on the first day of 2000. 
It was cold and clear, and on the long traverse of the gentle shoulder of 
Moosilauke they let me talk about Doug and Mount Madison. The steep final 
ascent to the icy summit cone required us to use microspikes to be secure. 
At the top, my new partners, not I, said, “This hike is in memory of Doug.” 
Cynthia and their son organized a memorial service the following June. 
The state of New Hampshire gave permission for a gathering at the top of 
Mount Washington. Most of the people who attended drove up on the 
Mount Washington Auto Road. I joined David and a few others—including 
Rob Williams, the hiker who had called 911 on Madison and who had written 
a lovely tribute to Doug online—to hike up the Tuckerman Ravine and Lion 
Head Trails. When we met at the trailhead in Pinkham Notch, David showed 
me the cardboard box containing Doug’s ashes in a clear plastic bag. The 
ashes were gray, white, and brown particles, some larger than others, surpris-
ingly heavy—at least five pounds—and David agreed to let me carry them on 
the first part of the ascent, on the Tuckerman Ravine Trail. When the Lion 
Head Trail took off steeply to the right, he said, “Now it’s my turn,” and took 
the box back. I was tired and ready. I wanted the experience to be comfort-
ing, but it was a depressing and difficult hike, reminding me of walking down 
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Madison with the hikers who had so masterfully helped on the summit. Our 
families were waiting for us at the Mount Washington summit, an incongru-
ous set of buildings, including a cafeteria and gift shop. The mood was som-
ber. A few of us said a few words. Then Doug’s daughter Jen threw the ashes 
into the wind, but the swirling 20 mph currents whipped some of it back into 
our faces. I was exhausted and accepted a ride to the bottom. 
I still think about that day on occasion. Mostly, I think about the people 
on the mountain. In medicine, we talk about leadership. But on that moun-
tain, I was paralyzed, incapable of leadership. Instead, those wonderful people 
were compassionate and performed a difficult and complex task. I was sur-
rounded, nurtured, and supported by a community. Sam, Charlie, Rob, the 
others. And then, when I came down, Pat, Cynthia, and my new hiking 
friends. And then—amazingly—Charlie again, four years later. At each step, 
someone else helped, and made the process whole. 
I’ve heard that during disasters self-interest takes over and everyone looks 
after just themselves and their immediate families. Another common story 
about emergencies is that people only coalesce and collaborate when there 
is a strong leader. But the hikers on Mount Madison when my friend died 
behaved selflessly and collaboratively. Without a defined leader, and without 
conflict, they worked together to take care of Doug and of me. Rebecca Solnit 
describes this phenomenon in her 2009 book A Paradise Built in Hell: The 
Extraordinary Communities That Arise in Disaster (Penguin). We are not a self-
ish species, as survivalists would have us believe; we are caring, cooperative, 
and compassionate. 
Doug is still with me. A picture of him is on the mantelpiece of our living 
room; he is hiking across a snowfield, leaning on his ice axe. I still wear his 
anorak whenever I hike. At each summit I picture him, smiling and sweating. 
And every New Year’s Day, when I hike up Mount Moosilauke, I open a small 
bottle of champagne at the saddle to toast hikers we have lost.
Donald Kollisch is a family physician who lives in Hanover, New Hampshire. 
For further reading: Michael Lanza wrote about Doug’s death here: 
https://thebigoutside.com/two-letters-three-fathers-and-a-reminder-of-whats 
-really-important/.
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Ode to my Father, 
Who Worked
Memories of growing up in a land caretaker’s family
Beaumont Sugar
The author climbing a fence on the farm where the family worked as caretakers in the 
1990s. COURTESY OF BEAUMONT SUGAR
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My family lived in a cottage house that was out of the way but still in sight of the stone-walled, many chimneyed manor where the 
family who employed my mother and father lived. As far as the physical goes, 
between our houses was a small apple orchard, a large barn for the horses to 
sleep in at night, a field of thick grasses, and a field of all different squashes. 
Some of those squashes would dry out into rattles in the fall, and we lit 
candles. My family would shake those rattles and dance. 
We were roomed and boarded, and my family received a little stipend, 
too. It provided paper and pencils for completing schoolwork. It clothed my 
brother and my sisters and me. My family wore jeans and sweatpants with 
sneakers and boots—or, more commonly, no shoes at all. My neighbor’s fam-
ily wore khakis or pastel shorts with boat shoes.
Whenever one of my siblings or I encountered a member of the neigh-
boring family, they seemed surprised to see us. My parents’ work ethic and 
understanding of the importance of being punctual imbued them with a kind 
of bootstrap nobility. To a degree, my parents were the kind of people who 
“knew their place.” 
We children were savages. Our pants had holes, so it was our knees that 
were grass-stained, and we had red welts from spider bites and bee stings, and 
we didn’t bother to brush the leaves from our tangled hair, or the golden pol-
len from our noses. I think it spooked people like our neighbors to have to 
admit that we had knees and skin and hair and noses and that we, heathen as 
we lived, were people all the same.
My mother breakfasted their children and mopped, dusted, and swept 
their house. After a couple years, she wouldn’t go over anymore because she 
was tired of getting screamed at. My mother was replaced, and out of loneli-
ness or compassion, my mother invited this new maid over for lunches to 
help her perfect her English via gossip and daytime talk shows. 
My father quit and was fired many times, too, but I think that’s just how 
some people play because he never stopped cutting the grass and replacing the 
salt lick and raking up the leaves, and my family was never thrown out onto 
the street, despite the screaming promising we could be. Could be any time 
at all. Is that what we want?
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My mother was their maid, but my father’s role was less defined. If you visited 
the property, which I’ve heard described as a “gentleman’s farm” more than a few 
times, you might think you’d caught a glimpse of him watering the hydrangeas 
under the east-facing windows of their giant house, but so fundamentally did he 
belong to the dirt and the apple trees and the chickens that you might turn to 
your strolling partner to point him out, only for him to then appear in that view, 
leading the sheep through the gate to the front pasture, or pruning the ornamen-
tal plum tree shading it with its deep purple leaves. You couldn’t really be sure he 
was in any one place at a given time, even if you were speaking with him. He was 
only ever a little more likely to be in whichever place you were observing him. 
After he bathed, my father still smelled like sweat and pinesap, lanolin, 
and moss. Even if you didn’t hear him turning the knob, you would know 
he had entered an inside space because then it smelled like you were outside.
He was prone to errors of communication with our teachers at school, or 
when communicating with people like bankers, but he could talk to animals, 
and they talked to him, too. My father’s skin didn’t believe in nonsense like 
“you vee rays,” and his skin gave itself to the sun. He was tan and handsome. 
He was strong, too. My neighbors invited their hunter friends to shoot 
deer on the grounds. Once someone shot a buck who must have been king 
of the deer, judging by his size, but an arrow in the chest is an arrow in the 
chest, so while this buck fought mightily against death and ran quite a dis-
tance from the site of his assassination, his struggle eventually ended, the way 
they always do. Somewhat uniquely, his struggle ended in the middle of the 
human-made lake about a half-mile from the stone manor. 
My father let me come with him and watch while he dragged it out of 
there. The water made the buck and my father both shine like glass in the 
sun, and I could only tell which tan, bulging, muscular frame belonged to my 
father by squinting, trying to determine which of the two still had the spark 
of life. Once the water was shallow enough for him to stand again, my father 
put his face close to the buck’s face, and he said something to it, but I couldn’t 
hear over the whirring locusts.
My father understood the geometry of beauty, and he understood that, for 
some people, things are most beautiful when they look like they’ve been left 
alone. Some people have a kind of a preoccupation with imagining they’re 
first. A preoccupation with “unspoiled” things. 
My father’s first assignment after being hired by our benefactor was to 
plant spring bulbs. Bundles of daffodils, clutches of crocuses, a basket of 
tulips. “We want it to look natural,” they said.
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He gathered all those bulbs and mixed them together in a canvas sack. He 
walked, tossing handfuls behind him. He planted those flowers where they lay.
They never bought my father a riding mower, so he walked acres and 
acres, singing to that land. He walked the horses from their grazing pasture 
and into their stalls at night. He walked with a leaf blower on his back until 
everywhere was tidy. My father knew his employers wanted the land to look 
“natural” but needed it to be tidy.  
My father knew how to bring something up. He’d delivered lambs and 
watched clusters of jelly become a pondful of croaking frogs. He had a vision. 
With spring bulbs and babies, and winter’s somber readying for renewal, he 
was creating paradise. 
He gave his body to that land. My father knew growing things requires a 
sacrifice.
The ancient Greeks conceived the Arcadian paradise, and the idea 
persisted through the Renaissance and into modern Western culture. People 
had strayed too far from the “golden age,” an imaginary time of forest frolick-
ing and raw milk drinking and hours spent lazily communing with bees in 
a meadow. A time before the land and people were spoiled. A lifestyle some-
times referred to as “soft primitivism,” the addition of “soft” basically trans-
lating to “a primitive lifestyle, but because we can, not because we have to.” 
The cure for this perceived straying from some golden age was intuitive, 
and the nineteenth and twentieth centuries saw the height of the deliberate 
creation of horticultural utopias for those who had the means. They were 
made to appear as natural as possible. Sprawling fields, contoured with thick-
ets of pine and spruce. Human-made lakes so skillfully manicured with cat-
tails and crabapple trees even the geese and cranes thought they were real 
lakes and laid their eggs there. Basketball court–sized vegetable gardens grow-
ing every edible plant possible in a temperate climate. Trees! Tall trees with 
flat leaves and bushy trees with prickles. All kinds of trees all tangled up with 
each other underneath. Old trees and young trees.
These properties were created as escapes for comfortable families when 
they weren’t in Nantucket or Paris or Palm Beach. The world-class collection 
of arboretums, fountains, gardens, and conservatories at Longwood Gardens 
were once a private residence owned by Pierre du Pont. 
If it isn’t the business of those who work the land to question what these 
people were trying to escape from, and it isn’t a worker’s business to wonder 
why these escapes had to be so completely immersive, then it isn’t anyone’s 
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business to consider that the worlds these people needed a soft, idyllic respite 
from was largely the world they themselves had created, as typically those 
with means are lawmakers and influencers and thus have the most say about 
what exactly “the world” is. 
To enhance the illusion of life nestled in some kind of is-it-or-isn’t-it-mag-
ical garden-and-forest paradise, some comfortable families went so far as to 
invest in what was referred to as an “ornamental hermit.” The hermit’s cottage 
home would be out of the way of the main home, and he would be roomed 
and boarded and receive a little stipend. This was a real live person who was 
supposed to give a mystical effect to the land and serve as a medium between 
it and its owners, who described the land using words like property. He would 
The author’s mother in front of the pond the “king of the deer” was pulled from.  
COURTESY OF BEAUMONT SUGAR
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be encouraged to dress like a druid, as if he belonged deep in the land, and 
walk and walk and walk. Members of comfortable families might look out 
their windows and catch a glimpse through the mists. Did he really exist?
The fact of the farm itself proves my father existed and was more 
than a wanderer or a simple farmhand. He was more than a groundskeeper, 
more than a landscaper. He painted the inside and outside of the huge house, 
the cottage house where we stayed, the barn, the fences, the garage, and the 
“playhouse,” which was, truthfully, fully livable for a human being. 
He trimmed privacy hedges around the swimming pool and ornamental 
hedges dotting the property with little focal points. He maintained the rose 
gardens. He mulched and weeded on his knees, he relocated wasps, beetles, 
and bees, he mucked the barn, and he talked the pony out of her heartbreak 
over the horses excluding her in the pasture. The animals followed him when 
he came around, and they all had different names for him. He pruned the fruit 
trees: pear, cherry, and peach. He dug swales protecting swaths of land from 
heavy rain. The year I was born, he planted trees along the long, long driveway, 
maybe twenty of them. He cared for those trees and brought them up right. 
He gave his voice singing his praises and incantations to the land, he gave 
his own breath breathing life into the land. He walked on the land, and where 
he walked, shoots sprung up and everything is greener, and the deer won’t run 
when they smell him because he’s got a name in their language, too. 
The existence of the farm proves the existence of my father. He was not 
part of a team caring for the land. He was the only lover it ever took. The 
whole expanse of it was perfectly represented and exalted in my father, 
alternately lonesome for and raging at the world encroaching on their 
borders, pulsing at the thought of shrugging off that world’s expectations 
and limits. 
My father could affect the shape of a landscape in a few hours. As the years 
stretched, the influence the land had on my father became more and more 
apparent. They were creating each other. 
Annually, my neighbors held court on their Arcadian farm grounds 
and threw what can only be described as a horticultural gala. Anybody they 
saw as somebody was invited. A grand garden party held in the height of sum-
mer, but nothing like any solstice fire I knew. 
Cars belonging to people with names written in the social register lined 
the long, long driveway, shaded by trees. These people wore very nice hats, 
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and smart skirt-suits and khaki pants. They wore pale greens and yellows, 
maybe pale pink, and white. Lots and lots of white. They were mostly tall, 
and their voices carried and were melodic, hypnotizing us children.
These people would come to bask in the otherworldly perfumes of the 
place. To pass through a veil and be dazzled and contented and mystified. 
They would come to escape and enjoy themselves. 
It was never said outright, but we understood we were to stay inside dur-
ing this horticultural gala. We were not children, after all, but imps sired by 
that devil who pulled back the curtain and destroyed the illusion for these 
esteemed guests. We didn’t own the land, we certainly weren’t ornamental, 
and we weren’t there to work ourselves, but to acknowledge our existence was 
to acknowledge our father. 
We imps and the land only knew each other through pain, prayer, and 
play, and so much of the land was in us that if those guests looked at us, they 
would immediately see the land and realize with shocking surety how far 
from it they were, even if they took their shoes off and stood right in the grass.
The second reason they’d come, more important even than enjoying them-
selves, was to celebrate their hosts, and tell them what a good job they’d done 
on the place. They toured the property in parades and fell all over themselves. 
How fragrant! a woman must’ve gasped at the roses, and What incredible atten-
tion to detail! they fawned and swooned, and my father sat in the cottage house. 
Their fawning and their hats were exotic to us, so we imps would hide 
behind bushes and in the hayloft, peering, and listening. Your own little slice 
of heaven! And, I almost want to say “Shakespearean!” And, “Great work! You’ve 
done such great work!” they said to their hosts. Their tongues wagged, lusting 
after this land, and they frightened the sheep and chickens, and their tires put 
ruts in the grass, and my father sat in the cottage house.
Once they had left, delighted at what they had seen and pleased with 
themselves for being delighted, my father would trim away dying lilies which 
had been accidentally stepped on, and spread grass seed where the cars had 
parked, and feed the animals, who had been waiting all night. He would let 
them all know everything was all right.
This is how it was for decades, but little things changed. First, my 
mother left all of us. Then one by one, we impish children left my father. 
Eventually, my neighbors must’ve bored of their paradise, because in prepa-
ration for sale, my father was extracted from the land and put up some-
where else. His new home was close enough to witness the defamation and 
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destruction of his creator, but he didn’t own the land, so as far as the rest 
of the world was concerned, it no longer had anything to do with him. He 
mourned the land alone.
The trees got bigger, but the sheep were culled, then castrated, and those 
acres of meadow, forest, and field were all sliced up and sold, and houses with 
quiet plumbing and good insulation were built on them instead. It means 
more people can enjoy it, I guess. 
My father’s hips were replaced first, and then his knees. His eyes and his 
skin were overtaken by the sunlight, and his hands remain as scarred, gouged, 
and calloused as they ever were. Lyme disease and lung irritation. 
Land doesn’t lay itself down gently and serenely out of any naturally occur-
ring inclination to do so. It can’t be pleaded with, and it won’t be tricked or 
tamed. My father’s imposing frame, his booming growl of a voice, and his 
strong bones amounted to one single pound of flesh.
Beaumont Sugar is an essayist, poet, and painter who has written for Hash Jour-
nal, The Whorticulturalist, Ruminate Magazine, Gasher Journal, Anchorage Press, and 
decomp journal. Their visual art is on Instagram @beaumontsugar, in Tint Journal, 
and at Tidal Artist Haven. Sugar lives in Anchorage, Alaska, with their wife, Penelope, 
and cat, Waffle. 
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The Dark Sky Where 
Orion Sleeps
On a high trail, alone with the night
Ken R. Martin
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A new snow blankets the mountains and a pale aura hovers over the ridgeline. It is late September, a few hours past midnight. The ice 
field and the summit are a long way off.
The lemon beam of headlamp bounces along the trail while the forest 
glows faintly with fox fire. The air is crisp and sharp, and the aspens are jittery 
in the night wind. I settle in at a steady pace and soon the aspen give way to 
fir and ponderosa pine. 
Ahead, the trees fall away in a grassy clearing. The sky opens up, the stars 
bright and steady. Shining from the crown of the pines is Orion the Hunter. 
The night caught Orion napping in the soft boughs; soon he will rise and 
thrust club and shield into the sky. Orion is one of the few constellations that 
looks like its namesake. Bright stars define limbs, while three stars of equal 
magnitude form a distinctive belt. A fainter triad dangles as a sword. 
The wind carries the chill of higher elevations and the bugling of a bull 
elk. The rut is upon them, and the bull is calling his herd. I look in the direc-
tion of the sound. The mountains are purple hulks with a cloak of white, 
massive silhouettes against a starry sky. 
I follow the trail into the night. Beyond the clearing, the forest is numi-
nous with falling starlight. The trees gather the night wind, limbs rubbing in 
rhythms and wailing sounds, eerie and otherworldly. Alone, in the dark in the 
forest, fanciful thoughts become the coin of the realm. I feel like Odysseus 
entering a strange land of lovers or demons. Looking up, Orion guides me 
past the siren songs. 
As the upper treeline approaches, the forest devolves into shrubby brush. 
Battered by severe wind and cold, the only growth is a stunted tangle called 
krummholz, a German word for twisted (krumm) wood (holz). Freed of the 
forest, the sky displays a promenade of winter constellations: Taurus the Bull, 
Auriga the Charioteer, brave Perseus who slew Medusa. The Pleiades (Seven 
Sisters) beckon, a brilliant patch of jewels. Arching across the sky is the Milky 
Way, a river of pale dew upon the black of the firmament. I say silent thanks 
for dark skies and the sense of wonder the darkness brings. 
Reaching a high pass, I listen for the elk. The bull is just above me at 
12,000 feet; he must be silently listening, too. I set off across the tundra, the 
celestial bowl paling, fading to indigo. The trail is gone. The ground is a hard-
scrabble scree with occasional blond tufts of grass. My footsteps crunch as I 
reach the snow. Summits abound, and the sky is above and below. 
The night sky. KEN R. MARTIN
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In the half-light of morning, I make out Skull Point, an ominous clump 
of black rock. Higher up is the spectral wall of Icefield Pass. The summer 
warmth has rounded its edges, whittled its cornices, but the ice field remains, 
a thick stale crust of battle-hardened snow and ice. 
The slope steepens, the sky awakes. The sun paints the peaks in crimson. It 
has been nine miles since I left the trailhead, and my progress is much slower. 
I reach the ice field by midmorning and rest in the shadows, the ice wall hang-
ing overhead like a cool cloud. Above is a ramping upslope that culminates in 
the jagged peak I hoped to climb. 
As I gauge my chances of reaching the peak, a gang of dark clouds boils 
over the edge. The forecast called for clear skies, but the mountains had a 
different plan. Caught in the open before, I will not repeat that mistake. The 
summit will remain for another day, another night. I have what I came for: 
the high tundra, the magic of dark sky, the renewal of dawn, the changing 
light upon the mountains. 
A bruised sky hastens my step as I make for the trailhead. Dwarfed by the 
landscape, I must appear a solitary figure. I have seen no one, but I am not 
lonely. The first raindrops fall. I will arrive tired but refreshed.
Ken R. Martin is a writer and retired attorney who lives in Estes Park, Colorado. 
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The Bird Islands Off Englishtown, Nova Scotia
White foam leaps like bones flung to dogs. The skies
are bright this afternoon, and full of wings.
Rectangular rocks are scattered in the ocean
like boxcars from a primeval train wreck. On the waves
between our boat and a boxcar with a stone anvil on one end,
a guillemot’s white wing patch stops the eye.
There’s violence here. It starts with the argument
between the leaping of the sea and the stubborn
immobility of the rocks. From the sparse
grass on top of them, the air and ocean
are crosshatched with eagles’ lines of sight.
Between those lines, puffins and kittiwakes bank and dart.
A puffin bobs on the surf, a bathtub toy.
As cormorants dry their wings in a comic dance
and seals in rotund rubbery bliss loll on low rocks
or ooze off them, the puffin soars, misjudges— 
an eagle drops—and two black feathers spiral
onto the spitting foam.
Gaunt islands on wild water. On their spray,
the freezing, salty taste of our irrelevance
as humans. In this world, one engine drives
the light, the foraging winds, the waves, the wings.
At night, how feral, how demented the dark
between these rocks and the stars,
the orderly, pedagogically revolving stars.
Stephanie Kraft
Stephanie Kraft is a retired newspaper reporter, now a translator of Polish litera-
ture, who lives in Amherst, Massachusetts. She and her husband, David, a retired 
psychiatrist, have spent vacations for 25 years on Cape Breton and have often visited 
the Bird Islands. Stephanie’s poems have appeared in Christian Century, The Prose 
Poem Project, Dappled Things, Cold Mountain Review, and Sky Island Journal 
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Trail Etiquette 201
A new code for a complicated era
Mike Cherim
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Our natural spaces are limited in size and scope. So, instead of getting away from it all as hikers used to be able to easily do, people 
are forced to share these locations, which leads to some bruised notions about 
how things should be, as well as a blight on the landscape in some spots. 
Some of our nation’s most popular destinations are literally being overrun. 
And, unfortunately, not everyone understands that there are rules and expec-
tations when visiting these places—that there are acceptable as well as unac-
ceptable behaviors. A lot of it is common sense, but as my father once told 
me, “Common sense is uncommon.”
Hikers need to restore civility. Thanks to current events, many fresh minds 
who wouldn’t ordinarily venture forth into our natural spaces seem to be 
turning out in numbers. Some of those who have frequented these places for 
ages don’t like it, but hikers are generally a nice bunch of folks. We have to 
say, “Welcome—but let’s talk about a few things before heading out.”
Etiquette is, by one definition, “the customary code of polite behavior in 
society or among members of a particular profession or group.” Trail etiquette 
takes this to the trails. I speak of hikers, but I’m considering walkers, hikers, 
backpackers, runners, bikers, or anyone partaking in any use authorized by 
the agency governing the land. Trail etiquette encompasses matters of safety 
as well as civility without ever forgetting or forgoing matters of environmen-
tal importance, too. 
Safety First, Then the Environment
The customary code on trails is to not hike alone if you’re hiking with others. 
In other words, if hiking as a group, go in together, stay together, and leave 
together. Even if spread out on a trail out of sight and out of earshot from 
one another, always be sure to stop at every trail junction, every potentially 
confusing section, and every river crossing. These places are where we need to 
be there for each other.
To deal with environmental concerns, follow the seven principles of Leave 
No Trace, which are listed on page 87. Simply by adopting these principles, 
hikers will find themselves more than halfway there in their mastery of trail 
etiquette. Adherence to these principles helps ensure our impact is limited. 
When you encounter a group on the trail, step off the trail and let them pass. But if 
you’re in a group too, negotiate. MIKE CHERIM 
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The first six principles deal with physical or environmental impacts, but by 
“impact,” I am referring to so much more than the physical and environmen-
tal concerns that come naturally to our minds. 
But my main focus is on the seventh principle: Be considerate of other visi-
tors. The seventh principle asks us to be nice.
Consideration may be given easily, at least for anyone with empathy. With 
empathy we stand in another’s shoes and can see, or at least imagine, the situ-
ations that demand some level of consideration. 
1. Music: If it’s not your music, maybe not even the kind of music you 
like, should you be forced to listen to it against your will? With empa-
thy, a negative reply is common sense. So, turn down your music to be 
barely discernible or, better yet, wear earbuds.
2. Dogs: Someone unnaturally fearful of dogs does not react well when 
you say, “He’s friendly.” The only adequate action is keeping your dog 
on a leash (not a long one) or your hand on the animal’s collar or har-
ness. Give plenty of space. 
3. Smoke: It doesn’t matter if it’s tobacco or marijuana smoke; hikers 
shouldn’t have to be subjected to it. To add, smoking may also pose a 
fire risk.
4. Noise: Like music, hikers may not want to partake in the conversa-
tions of others. If there are people about, keep noise levels low. Some 
relish the stark silence. Even if you don’t, empathy again rules the day.
5. Space: Crowding is sometimes unwelcome. It often comes with some 
of the other negatives described earlier. Nowadays, with terms like 
social distancing being part of the world lexicon, space is even more 
valuable than ever.
6. Right-of-way: The person hiking uphill has the right-of-way on trails. 
The primary reason for this is that hikers look down, so naturally the 
descending person has much greater oversight and can react more 
quickly. This rule may be modified in the case of larger groups where 
the larger group should allow the smaller party the right-of-way. But 
more on this later.
7. Litter: The general rule in the mountains is to carry out what you 
carry in. Even if it’s natural and biodegradable, if it’s not from there, it 
can’t stay there. This even includes toilet paper.
8. Minimize: Your presence must stay small. Keeping group sizes 
down, for example, is a huge step in the right direction. Ten people, 
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including leaders—a federal Wilderness mandate—is a good rule-of-
thumb number anywhere you hike.
Following these rules will ensure that the seventh principle is being 
respected and that other visitors are met with consideration. And that so 
are you.
That is trail etiquette. It’s easy. Or at least that was trail etiquette. It was 
easy. Nowadays—meaning post-2020—it’s no longer as simple or as straight-
forward as it once was.
Post-COVID-19
The new coronavirus (SARS-Co-V-2) of 2019 has changed things, requiring 
modification to the rules of the trail. One day, some time ago, if we encoun-
tered another on the trail we’d say, “Hello!” Not so often today. The simple 
and once harmless passing of another was never as big a deal as it is today. 
To some, the fear of dying or killing another is cramping their usual style. To 
others, the fear of being judged is cramping theirs. And of course, there are 
those who simply do not believe the science or do not care.
I don’t point fingers or deny facts. I follow the science. Understanding 
why being concerned about encountering another person on the trail in these 
times  is really important. It’s challenging enough, after all, to find ourselves 
wary of something we cannot see, but choosing to be ignorant about it seems 
a bit too blissful or defiant.
Fomite transfer, meaning the transfer of viral particles from surfaces to 
your hands, then from your hands onto the mucous membranes of your eyes, 
for example, is still possible, but our understanding of this threat has matured 
and is now less of a concern. Scientists now know that the main threat with 
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), at least as of this writing, is that it is 
highly communicable primarily by way of respiratory droplets and even finer 
respiratory aerosols.
Think of this analogy: A sneeze will produce droplets ranging in size from 
actual “chunks” of spittle you can plainly see to a very fine mist that will hang 
in the air for a bit. And aerosols are even smaller. To visualize the aerosols, 
think of what happens when you can see your breath as you exhale in the 
winter. How it swirls and spreads and eventually dissipates, but you can see it 
for as long as the temperature differential remains. These aerosols can float in 
still air for quite some time, unseen. They are responsible for the majority 
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of COVID-19’s spread. Another way to imagine how aerosols linger is to 
remember a time you passed someone who wore too much cologne. The 
smell remains in the air for quite some time. Even in the breezy outdoors we 
understand the threat. We must address or at least understand that danger.
Moving Forward: How to Pass
So, with all of this information, we hikers realize that one of the most chal-
lenging situations we may encounter is that once-innocent act of passing each 
other. We addressed the basic rules, and they are now more important than 
ever thanks to the threat of disease. Some things have changed, though. What 
was once more cut-and-dried is now something that requires actual thought. 
Here are some rules of thumb: 
• If you’re going up and are passing someone else who is also going up, 
you need to speak up, clear your throat, or somehow communicate 
your presence. The rest should happen naturally. If it doesn’t, then say 
something. Ask if you may pass. Pick a point to pass where distancing 
can be maintained or don your mask. If you’re waiting for this pass-
ing point to appear, be patient and maintain some distance (well more 
than six feet) from the other party in front of you.
• If you’re going up and encountering a descender, hopefully that hiker 
will have already seen you and begun stepping aside. Just a year and a 
half ago, it used to be common for an ascending party who wanted to 
take a break to give way to the people coming down, despite the “rules.” 
“No, you go,” they’d offer. Nowadays, the first consideration is how we 
can easily keep distance from each other. Everyone must go into this 
caring about each other’s well-being, for starters, and then balancing the 
logistics of moving away. It is more important than ever to acknowledge 
the rules but also to start negotiations of sorts. Ask questions like, 
“Who can get off-trail while also remaining on durable surfaces?” This is 
key now that we can no longer safely pass as closely as we once could. 
• If they aren’t yielding to you, however, you may have to take steps on 
your own or ask for a little space. Coordinate and compromise. If they 
don’t give you the right-of-way, it’s because they don’t know, forgot, or 
simply don’t care. Some of this you can change through simple com-
munication. Because we now live with COVID-19, try to be even more 
cooperative in these efforts to distance.
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• If you’re going down, give ascending hikers the right-of-way if at all 
possible. If you’re paying attention you will see them well in advance. 
Many ascending hikers will voluntarily yield so as to break briefly, but 
let this choice be theirs. The COVID-19 complication in this case is 
that space is now needed, so being proactive and considerate is more 
important than ever.
• If you’re going down and want to pass another descender (trail runners 
face this challenge all the time), do the same thing you’d do if you were 
going up and passing another ascender. Try to be patient with the other 
people. Patience and consideration will make it easier to respect the 
environment by helping us limit our impact.
• Finally, consider groups. Here, the rules may be upended. Large groups 
should yield to individuals, taking upon themselves more responsibility 
for these elements of trail etiquette. That said, in the COVID-19 era, 
Leave No Trace
Mike Cherim summarizes the principles of Leave No Trace, the program of the 
Center for Outdoor Ethics.
• Plan ahead and prepare. In a 
nutshell, this principle ensures 
that you don’t break the next 
one by having to do something 
unplanned or unexpected.
• Travel and camp on durable sur-
faces. Stick to trails, “rock-hop” 
from rock to rock or root to root, 
and camp where allowed. Stay off 
the mosses, lichens, and soft soils.
• Dispose of waste properly. Learn 
how to do your business in the 
woods, how to bury your feces, 
how to disperse your urine and 
toothpaste, and how to pack out 
the rest.
• Leave what you find. Preserve 
natural and historic treasures for 
others to enjoy. In other words, 
take only photos, leave only foot-
prints (barely).
• Minimize campfire impacts. 
Have fires only when appropri-
ate, only where allowed, and 
only if you are ready to fully 
manage them from ignition to 
extinguishment.
• Respect wildlife. Do not feed, 
chase, or bother any animals you 
may encounter, and manage your 
food and food wastes properly to 
mitigate conflicts with the wild.
• Be considerate of other visitors. 
Be nice. This is the important one 
in the context of trail etiquette.
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getting a larger group off-trail far enough to allow for an individual to 
pass with sufficient space can be very challenging. In such cases, the 
individual compromising may be the most logistically sound option. If 
it is possible to get the larger group off-trail, do be sure to stick to one 
side or the other. Don’t create a gauntlet.
Whether going up or down, this whole business of moving aside is hard. 
Many trails are inherently tight to begin with. The fact is, sometimes getting 
off-trail is very difficult because of environmental concerns. This can be the 
case in the winter, but less so. The delicate surfaces we protected during the 
growing season are safely frozen, buried under several feet of snow. This can 
make things easier on one hand, but getting off the packed winter trail can be 
dangerous what with spruce traps and other trailside threats. To step off-trail 
and disappear from view is actually possible.
These situations aside, the toughest negotiation will be with the person who 
is indifferent to you or your concerns. Whether they believe or don’t believe, 
care or don’t care, it doesn’t matter; the responsibility for your safety in such 
cases is going to fall on your shoulders. If you take this seriously and choose 
to act in a way that minimizes risk to yourself and others, there will be times 
when this action will be yours and yours alone. But don’t fret. Although some 
minds cannot and will not be changed, your actions will still benefit everyone.
I would never tell anyone to stay home. Hiking and enjoying natural 
spaces are needs for many people, and research has proven that getting out 
there helps our mental and physical well-being. Trying to deny these spaces 
to others would be selfish. Since we really do need to share, people must treat 
each other with kindness, respect, empathy, and consideration. We must con-
sider the environment and our impact on it at all times. With these actions, 
humanity moves forward.
Mike Cherim of North Conway, New Hampshire, is a professional mountain guide 
and volunteer wilderness first responder. He has hiked every trail in the White Moun-
tains of New Hampshire and completed the Long Trail. He has climbed Mount 
Rainier, Mount Hood, Mount Fuji, in the Dolomites, and more. Visit him at 
redlineguiding.com. 
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Along the Goodpaster River, Near Big Delta, Alaska 
All summer, my father and I raced up and down the river 
hauling building materials for my cabin—
first up the glacial Tanana, then left on the Goody.
Imparting another life lesson,
my father made me saw every cut by hand.
“Make you appreciate it more,” he said.
One trip, coming around a river bend,
a moose calf swept in the rapids
tumbles head over hooves,
her dumbstruck mother waiting on the other side.
My father brings our flat-bottom boat in close.
I put my arm around her neck,
hold her head above water, 
our faces pressed together.
My father steers to shore where I jump out 
and heave her up the steep bank.
Without thanks she runs to her mother,
they vanish in a tangle of willow.
John Smelcer 
Throughout the summer of 1987, poet John Smelcer and his father hauled construc-
tion materials up the Goodpaster River, a clear-water tributary of the Tanana River, 
to build the author’s first cabin.
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Expectations
Bad joints encounter good advice
Elissa Ely
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I explained it to the dog: In a single season, she had grown too old for the mountains. Noticing the backpack by the door had led to her 
usual expectations—trotting up switchbacks, disappearing off-trail, dispos-
ing of discarded banana peels on summits (she is an ecological being). This is 
life as she’s loved it for almost a decade.
But her joints won’t keep up with her expectations anymore. That night, 
while her other owner was slowly walking her, I threw my backpack into the 
trunk. It was a forfeiture of contract—a crime that needed to occur in the dark.
She slept heavily as I tiptoed past her bed the next morning, and the drive 
to Mount Jackson—one of the lowest and easiest of the White Mountain 
4,000-footers—was lonely. I had forgotten to unclip her water bowl from the 
backpack’s shoulder straps, and when I crossed the road at Crawford Depot, 
heading toward the trailhead, it tapped on my back like a reproachful finger.
If you are used to hiking in the company of a bounding dog, hiking solo 
is like hiking with half a body. Trudging past the cutoffs for Elephant Head 
and Bugle Cliff, I was lonely for the two of us. These were brief side trips we 
would have taken together, and chances were excellent that she would have 
found something edible.
A little over a mile along, where the trail splits with Mount Webster, I 
heard voices and slowed down. I didn’t want human companionship. I 
wanted my banana peel hunter.
“There’s another person behind us,” one high voice said to the other. “I 
think it’s a lady.”
From a distance, two people ahead looked the same height. Coming 
closer, they separated into a petite woman under what seemed a long-worn, 
well-squashed hat and a boy. He pawed the dirt with his sneakers while she 
hailed me, and I had the feeling he knew a long conversation was coming.
Over the first friendly minutes, she shared most of her résumé. She 
had recently turned 73 and was introducing her grandson to some of the 
4,000-footers. They had tackled the Tripyramids a few days earlier and 
were cooling off with a simpler trail today. “I’m done with slides,” she said. 
Her lifestyle had begun with a medical directive. In her 40s, recovering 
from cancer, her doctor suggested short walks for strength. Since then, on 
her own, she had hiked the Appalachian Trail twice and all White Moun-
tain 4,000-footers from each direction in each season. Injuries were minimal, 
A hiker enjoys Mount Webster, a slightly smaller mountain that awaits the author and 
her dog in their new routine. DIANE CARBONE
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though toward the end of the Appalachian Trail she did tear some shoulder 
cartilage. It hurt, but she had no time to wait for a repair in Maine. Tylenol 
was fine. 
We had fallen into step, as strangers do, and were on a slight scramble 




She repeated the word as if it were a verdict, and I decided not to ask 
whether I was guilty or innocent.
Gray jays circled the summit—trained, ruthless. Dropping her pack, she 
fished out a raisin from some pocket. “Here,” she said to her grandson. “You’re 
not supposed to feed ’em, but everyone should do it once.” 
She fished around in another pocket for her phone and took a photo as 
the bird dove onto his trembling palm. For an instant, she looked like one 
of those grandmothers waving behind the gate while her child finishes his 
first roller coaster ride. In this case, of course, she could have built the roller 
coaster.
Peaks across the way that had been in view a few minutes earlier were 
disappearing. 
“Rain clouds,” she said. “Better not stay long. Then, for no particular 
reason, she added something that changed my life. “I’m about to downsize 
these hikes,” she said. “It’s the joints.” She said she’d just ordered a copy of 
52 With a View (Ken MacGray’s New Hampshire’s 52 with a View: A Hiker’s 
Guide, self-published, 2020). “The new edition has a section on COVID-19. 
You should get it.” 
Of course, I had heard about this mountain list with the rhyming title. 
The 52 with a View list was devised by the band of retirees called the Over the 
Hill Hikers, who trekked once a week up lower New Hampshire elevations. 
I had never thought to investigate. “52 with a View,” I said, writing it on my 
palm. It was good advice. I knew someone with bad joints.
Everything was in cloud now, including us. I gave them a few minutes’ 
lead, because no one wants to be a stalker. Backtracking down the spot we 
had just scrambled up, she reversed herself to face the rocks, and stepping off, 
offered a final piece of advice. “It’s easier to go this way,” she yelled. “But you 
don’t know where the heck you are.”
Then she disappeared. I sensed not a whiff of them the rest of the way 
down, yet she had illuminated the path forward. 
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The dog looked forlorn at the door, unconsoled by biscuits she pretended 
she hadn’t been eating all day. But I knew how to make her happy.
The book has arrived. Pages have been turned down at the corners. Our 
contract together is reissued, and neither of us is too old for the mountains 
anymore. As I explained it to the dog: it only takes a chance encounter to be 
reborn.
Elissa Ely is a writer and community psychiatrist who lives in Belmont, Massachusetts.
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The Edge
A young mother and her dog face up to a ledge
Amanda K. Jaros
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As I strapped on her saddlebags, my black Lab, Gaia, flattened her ears back and gave me the droopy-eyed look of someone who had 
been wronged by the world. She seemed reluctant to get moving this morn-
ing after a rainy night in the tent. My thigh muscles hurt from the previous 
day’s climb up Slide Mountain, so I understood her pain, but I knew once we 
were walking, we’d loosen up.
“You’re fine,” I told her. “Your pack isn’t that heavy. I’m carrying every-
thing.” I checked over the campsite one last time and we walked to the trail. 
We were a day’s hike from the car, and a few years from the last time atop 
a mountain. I’d escaped home two days before, leaving my husband, Rob, 
with our 18-month-old son, Cedar. This was the first time I had been away 
from Cedar for more than a day or two. It was also my first time backpacking 
since before I was pregnant. This long-awaited getaway from the mundanity 
of motherhood filled me with exhilaration. And having by my side the pup 
who’d trekked through the Pacific Northwest, gone on myriad day hikes and 
weekend trips, and been my best friend for six years made it all the better. 
Today, deep in New York’s Catskill Mountains, we faced eight and a half 
miles up and over Cornell Mountain, then Wittenberg, to a campsite on the 
far side. 
The rain from the night before had left behind a fog that clung to every-
thing. The air felt thick and damp. I overheated as we ascended Cornell and 
when a breeze blew the fog away, I breathed deep the cooler air. The trees 
became more squat as we gained elevation, and the scent of wet pine wafted 
past. At times, I took off Gaia’s pack, hauling it up the rocky slope to make it 
easier for her on the steep slabs and tall boulders. 
My thoughts drifted. What was Cedar doing right now? Was Rob mak-
ing sure he napped at the right time? What would they do all day? Then I 
stopped myself. Cedar was well cared for. I had to let go. This was my time. 
Time to focus on my steps, my dog, the world around me. Since becoming a 
mother, the only heavy backpack I’d donned was the framed Kelty into which 
the baby fit safely. That blue baby carrier had made day hikes around home 
possible. But I hadn’t been able to get away to climb mountains, spend nights 
in a tent in remote locations, or walk for days. That had created in me a new 
kind of emptiness.
My days of early motherhood filled up with challenges, some large, but 
usually an onslaught of small, persistent struggles. Most evenings, I’d sit 
Amanda K. Jaros with her hiking companion, Gaia. AMANDA K. JAROS
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Cedar in front of his bin of Matchbox cars or his baby bookshelf while I 
busied myself preparing dinner. By the time the broccoli was sautéing and 
the tofu was browning and the pasta water was boiling hard, Cedar’s favorite 
car would have disappeared under the couch or he’d lose sight of Snuggly 
under the pile of books and he’d begin his dinnertime wailing. He wouldn’t 
be soothed by my assurances from across the room. As he bellowed, my stress 
level rose to match the rising temperature in the kitchen. 
“Every time,” I’d grumble to myself, “every damn time I cook dinner, he 
cries.” All I’d dreamed about for months was having a break from this routine 
motherhood had brought me. Now I was here, thinking of my baby.
Walking in the woods I actually had the space to reflect on all this. No 
one was interrupting my thoughts or distracting my attention. As I listened 
to the birds chattering and chipmunks skittering away, I remembered what 
backpacking did for me. In addition to the inspiring views and the beautiful 
forest life, when I hiked alone, I could pay attention to myself, something I’d 
had little chance to do in the past eighteen months.
With Gaia panting heavily at my heels, we reached the tree-covered sum-
mit of Cornell Mountain. Past that, the path descended gently for a few hun-
dred feet, then arrived at a feature unlike anything I’d ever seen on a hiking 
trail before. 
We walked out onto an open, twenty-foot-high rock ledge. The giant mass 
we stood on had an open fracture down its middle, which formed a nearly 
vertical, V-shaped crack, narrow at top, widening toward the bottom. About 
halfway down there was a tiny outcrop with enough space to stand, then 
another drop. The lower half had more fissures and flat spots and places to 
gain footing, but the incline was just as steep. This huge crack between the 
rocks, which was closer to a technical climbing situation than a hiking trail, 
was the route. And there seemed no way that Gaia would be able to do it.
I took off both of our packs and searched for another option. A more 
gradual, or at least dirt-covered, route must exist where Gaia could get trac-
tion to ease herself down. But there was nothing. On all sides there was a 
drop-off. After a pleasant morning walk, we’d come to the brink, the edge of 
the mountain.
Gaia had shadowed me closely all the previous day, rather than racing 
back and forth through the forest as she did on day hikes and past backpack-
ing trips. As soon as we stopped walking, she hadn’t waited for me to take 
off her pack but pawed at the dirt, then plopped down and was asleep within 
minutes. It was almost as if she was just not up for this hike but was making 
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the best of it for old times’ sake. Even in her young, bouncy years, this slab 
would have posed an impossible feat. 
I learned later that this rock wall was called the Cornell Crack, and there 
were many stories of dogs being unable to maneuver it. It was simply too 
steep. There were plenty of reasons to turn back, not the least of which was 
that my heart fluttered at the idea of navigating this thing myself, let alone 
figuring out how to get my 90-pound dog down it. Farther on, Wittenberg 
and Panther Mountains might hold more tough rock walls like this. If we 
kept going, I might be putting Gaia into more risky situations.
It made sense to retreat and spend the day on Slide. Here was the perfect 
opportunity to relax atop a mountain without the pressures of everyday life. 
And even though I was trying not to, I missed my baby anyway. Putting him 
out of my mind seemed almost as impossible as Gaia descending this ledge. We 
could camp in the col again, or spend the day hiking back to the car. I sat on the 
ledge and pulled out a few of Gaia’s treats, which she munched enthusiastically. 
I thought about other trails I’d trekked, other risks we’d faced. Gaia 
had hiked with me for extended months at a time, she’d forded rivers and 
walked up mountains, she’d traversed narrow cliffside paths and icy snow-
fields, and she’d done it all bravely and obediently, and in most cases, joyfully. 
The determined, insistent part of me that thrives on challenge roused. I had 
to find a way. We’d never turned back before.
And we wouldn’t now. I could not go home having failed to complete this 
hike. Rob wouldn’t care how far I’d walked, nor would the baby, but I would. 
Allowing this trail to defeat me would mean more than just a trip cut short. It 
would mean I’d lost track of who I was. And I’d never forget it. 
“We’ve got to do this thing, puppy,” I said. “I know you can.” I put more 
bone-shaped snacks in front of her. I rubbed her head and tried to remain 
calm. She’d see me go down, then she’d follow. Somehow.
I grabbed the shoulder strap of my pack, leaned far over the edge to get 
it as low as possible, and let it fall. It hit the halfway ledge and bounced, 
toppling over and smashing onto the ground below. The two water bottles 
popped out of the side pockets and disappeared into the trees. I then did the 
same with Gaia’s saddlebags, which slid down the rock and tumbled a little 
when they hit bottom. 
Gaia watched as I did this, rising to her feet and walking back and forth. 
If ever a dog had a look of anticipation, it now overtook her furry face. She 
knew we had to go down there, and I knew she was worried about how she 
was going to do it. 
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“OK, Gaia,” I said. The packs were down. Now we had to go too. “We can 
do this.” I chucked my trekking poles ahead of me, then eased myself into the 
cleft of the crack. There was just enough of an angle that my boots could grip 
the sides. I held the top of the ledge and lowered myself backward. My boots 
stuck and I was able to reach the halfway ledge without incident. 
Gaia whimpered; her head hung low. I squatted to lower my center of 
gravity and scooted down the last ten feet. Gravity pulled me fast and I leaped 
off the rock and onto the level ground. It wasn’t that bad; I’d done it. But then 
I looked back up at Gaia. 
“Come on, girl. Come on. You can do it.” She paced and cried in distress. 
I coaxed her. She wouldn’t budge. I ordered her. She bent down and tried to 
put her front feet over the edge. Then immediately backed up and cried some 
more. I stood helpless below my trapped dog.
For what seemed like hours I called, she whined, and we both became more 
and more scared. I climbed back up to the halfway outcrop where my head 
was just below her feet. I petted and encouraged her from there. She wanted to 
obey me, she wanted to follow the trail, but she couldn’t find a way. Finally, it 
became clear that she could not do it on her own. I’d have to force her.
I got her leash. I’d pull her down and somehow support her weight part 
of the way. I stroked her head, offered her more treats, and told her she could 
do this. Then I hooked the clip to her collar, clenched the leash tightly, and 
pulled. 
The connection between us made all the difference. Once she gave in, it 
happened like a rumble of thunder. Her claws scraped the gray rock as she 
moved vertically headfirst. I braced myself as her body hit me, claws and 
all. I tried to grab some part of her, but her fur slid through my fingers as 
we stumbled toward halfway. I let go of the leash and she barreled past. She 
jumped onto the dirt below, then staggered around the clearing pretending 
that that crazy thing had not just happened. 
“Good dog! You’re the best dog ever!” I hopped down after her, scratched 
her ears, and pulled out more treats. “You did so good!” I sucked in big 
breaths as tears burst out. I caught her up into a hug, and as she licked my 
face, I could feel that her trembling matched my own.
Looking back up at the crack, one part of me felt shock. Another part was 
bragging to myself that I knew all along we could do it. I watched Gaia circle 
the area, panting hard, recovering her own sense of stability. It wasn’t just her 
saddlebags that didn’t fit her right. She wasn’t the same as she used to be. My 
girl wasn’t too old, but she wasn’t her young self anymore. I began to see that 
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the time we had shared together, just us two, had passed. Perhaps her role as 
family dog had come to suit her more than adventure dog. Perhaps my role 
had shifted too. There would be many day hikes to come, but I knew that this 
was our last backpacking trip together.
The Cornell Crack. AMANDA K. JAROS
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That thought mingled with the astonishment of what we’d just done and 
caused me to blunder over to a gray slab and drop myself down. I placed 
my hands flat on the rock as if that would steady me. They were impossible 
things. Had she, I, my life really changed that much? 
Suddenly I craved my baby. I had an ache in my chest that was only 
quenched when I held him close. Love and fear and a desperate quaking 
of more emotions than I knew existed bound me to Cedar. Sometimes it 
rose in my stomach, causing nausea. Sometimes it felt like my lungs simply 
couldn’t get enough air. But always, holding him against my chest was the 
only remedy, the only way to begin to ease the pain of it, almost as if the 
clipping of his umbilical cord had not truly severed the physical connection 
between us.
In those evenings back at home when I was trying to cook and Cedar 
was crying, I’d turn all the burners down, including the one that raised my 
own temper, and go to him, my voice soothing and stable. “Aww, what’s 
wrong, Cedar? Where’s Snuggly? It’ll be OK.” And when I picked him up, 
he’d wrap his tiny legs around my hips and grasp my shoulder with his 
chubby hands. We’d both take a few breaths into our relief at having found 
each other again. Our connection would overpower the hard feelings and I’d 
carry him back to the stove. I’d resume cooking with him on my side, both 
of us distracted by the giant bubbles spitting out of the pot and the steam 
swirling into our eyes.
I needed to be home caring for my son. But I also needed time alone to 
think and hike through the mountains. These needs existed together. If there 
was a way to reconcile the two, the answer hung over the rock ledge above me, 
invisible, ethereal, out of reach. 
When my legs had stopped stammering and my heart rate had slowed, 
I gathered up my water bottles and dug into my pack for some food. Gaia 
looked at me with hope in her eyes as I opened a chocolate bar. I pulled out 
some more of her treats and handed them over. 
Though he was 150 miles away, Cedar was also here, attached to me in 
inexplicable ways. Whether I hiked with a heavy backpack or a tiny day pack, 
I knew that for many years to come, if not forever, no matter what trail I 
attempted or how far I hiked, the weight that I carried would always include 
my son.
The sun kept on its path overhead as Gaia leaned against my legs, her dirty 
dog stink filling the air. My girl and I had walked many miles together. She’d 
kept her four big feet moving by my side over countless ups and downs. We’d 
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had struggles, but we’d never failed. Maybe if we had turned around at the 
Cornell Crack it wouldn’t have been a failure either, but simply a different 
route for us to travel. Either way, all paths led back home.
Amanda K. Jaros holds a master of fine arts in creative writing from Chatham Uni-
versity and is the editor-in-chief of Literary Mama. Her work has appeared in journals 
including Flyway, Terrain.org, Stone Canoe, Newfound, Pilgrimage, and elsewhere. She 
lives in Ithaca, New York, with her husband and son. Her amazing dog Gaia, who 
was the best hiking partner Jaros ever had, died in 2013.
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Letters
An Earl Shaffer Memory
Reading Mills Kelly’s historical piece on Appalachia Trail thru-hiking (“The 
Class of ’51,” Summer/Fall 2020) brought back a memory from 1968, when a 
friend and I were hiking the southern section of Vermont’s Long Trail. Stop-
ping at a lean-to, we were introduced to Earl Shaffer and told he was the 
first person to thru-hike the AT. Unfortunately, having just completed my 
freshman year of college, I was not smart enough to ask any interesting ques-
tions and don’t recall any details of our conversation that evening. I was left, 
though, with an impression that he was a quiet, unassuming man, which is a 
lot different than you might expect from someone today with such an accom-
plishment. Thanks for the article that brought back this memory.
—Douglass Teschner, Pike, New Hampshire
A Ranger Bill Memory
I enjoyed reading William Geller’s reminiscences of his experience as a ranger 
(“A Line of Scouts,” Winter/Spring 2020). I spent a week at Mead Base [Edi-
tor’s note: then called New Hampshire Daniel Webster Council Boy Scouts of 
America Mead Wilderness Base Camp] in the mid-1960s. I was a scout in 
Troop 142 from Moultonborough, New Hampshire. My older brother Tom 
attended the base a year or two before I did. The year I attended, 1966 I think, 
the rangers were Bill, Jerry, Dean, and Dave. I remember being impressed 
that Bill never bothered to wear a shirt, in spite of the mosquitoes!
My most vivid Mead Base memory was camping somewhere in the vicin-
ity of Black Mountain Pond where there was abundant luminescent wood. 
While we scouts were putting up our lean-tos, unaware of this natural won-
der, you used an axe to craft a totem pole. To our excitement, when darkness 
fell, we discovered first the bits of luminescent wood throughout the site, and 
then found that Bill’s totem pole glowed with luminescence!
My other vivid memory was cake, baked in a Dutch oven, with fresh-
picked berries. And a snack stop for instant pudding on the way up Sandwich 
Dome. Ha ha—the food memories are always vivid when backpacking.
That was one night of the typical route over Mount Israel, with stops 
at Guinea, Black Mountain, and Flat Mountain Ponds and an ascent of 
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Sandwich Dome. One of the guys in my patrol got bad stomach cramps at 
Flat Mountain Pond, and I think Bill ran back to the base for help, which 
impressed us scouts.
Mead Base was an influential experience for me. I went on to climb many 
of the New Hampshire 4,000-footers, majored in geology in college, moved 
to the Rockies, and worked around the world as a geologist. I am now retired 
in Idaho, and I am still downhill skiing, hiking, scrambling, bushwhacking, 
camping, and sailing. The leadership of Bill and the other rangers really made 
the Mead Base experience!
One question that has always haunted me: Where exactly was that camp-
site with the luminescent wood and the glowing totem pole?
—Charlie Visser, Boise, Idaho
Origin of a Remote Cairn
The Hancocks, North and South, found a special place in my heart (“The 
Hancock Loop Trail, Then and Now,” by Douglass Teschner, Winter/Spring 
2021), and even more in that of Guy Waterman, my husband. We began 
The cairn Guy Waterman built to memorialize his son, John, on the Hancock slide with 
the Osceolas visible in the background. DOUGLASS TESCHNER
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referring to these peaks as a massif, since they contained features that made 
them worthy of greatness. They are remote. They both have slides that make 
challenging climbs. They are thickly wooded, as any party will discover if 
they attempt to bushwhack from the top of the North Peak’s Arrow Slide to 
the ridge. They are forbiddingly steep. I remember, on a winter ascent of the 
trail to the North Peak, that the snow was so deep it was like climbing a lad-
der as we kicked our snowshoes into the slope nearly in front of our noses. 
Laborious and time consuming! The descent, however, was a glorious plung-
ing glissade at warp speed down a narrow shoot overhung with branches that 
delivered us to the bottom in no time at all. 
Doug noted, “Someone built a large cairn at the left/west branch of the 
downward arrow.” Guy built a cairn in that spot on September 9, 1982, as a 
memorial to his son John’s death on Denali a little more than a year before. 
Could this be the same cairn, nearly 40 years later? 
Doug emailed, “Photos show the cairn—including one visible from the 
trail way below (at start of left fork). I was surprised to see such a solid cairn, 
which makes your explanation probably true (although would it have sur-
vived so well over so many years?).” 
Doug also directed me back to Cecil Jones’s article in Appalachia, June 15, 
1967, “Hancock Adventure,” in which Cecil, after thanking all who had 
helped with the construction, a party of ten that included the young Doug 
Teschner, commented, “And a Mr. Waterman of the New York Chapter had 
the honor of being the first hiker over the completed trail.” 
Whenever Guy and I would explore the Hancocks—by trails or slides—
he would comment on that great pleasure of encountering Cecil Jones and 
his party just concluding their work that made those wonderful bristly moun-
tains more accessible to hikers. After building the cairn for Johnny, some 
sixteen years later, Guy went on to the summit, thus completing his tenth 
round. 
—Laura Waterman, East Corinth, Vermont
Douglass Teschner responds: I was thrilled to get Laura’s letter with the likely 
explanation of that unusual cairn. I was a regular visitor in the 1980s and 1990s 
to Barra, Guy and Laura’s off-the grid homestead, and I still mourn Guy’s death 
on Mount Lafayette on February 6, 2000. Thanks to Laura, I now have this great 
image in my mind of Guy, wearing his tam-o’-shanter, climbing the slide, selecting 
that location for the cairn, and his precise work to gather and assemble the stones 
into a fitting monument.
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Accidents
Analysis from the White Mountains of 
New Hampshire and occasionally elsewhere
Like many in the pandemic summer of 2020, feeling caged and, possibly, lethal, I sought release in our woods and on our mountain 
trails. There, where I’ve always preferred to be socially distant, I found an 
expansiveness absent in the confinements of cars, rooms, and even books. 
My feet could carry me deep into terrain, my eyes could see both details and 
scapes, and my other senses sharpened in familiar and unfamiliar ways. In 
short, I felt alive on trails. Even hopeful.
That thousands of other people, many of them new to the mountains, 
felt the same need became evident early in the season. Even as closures 
multiplied, trailheads filled, looking often like hastily assembled used car 
lots. That we had been warned or sworn off carpools only intensified the 
jams of parked autos. I learned all this via a few drive-bys and from friends 
who live in the Whites. Which sent me where I often go anyway: to obscure 
trails and ridgelines. I didn’t climb a handsome, high White Mountain 
until a midweek October foray on Mount Moosilauke. Even then I picked 
a day with 30-mph winds that would scatter any virus trying to surf the air. 
I felt uplifted and well scoured during my hours on the south and main 
summits.
Still, wherever, I went, whether on local paths or the home ridges and 
woods of Mount Cardigan’s Shem Valley, I took with me a redoubled impera-
tive—be conservative; don’t create a search or a rescue; just don’t. That is a 
familiar note to self, of course, and to date, I’ve been lucky enough to have 
met its command, but it had been underlined by what I knew to be a very 
busy—and so, risky—summer for the groups that gather us back when we go 
astray in the Whites. New Hampshire Fish and Game warned hikers not to 
try epic hikes. That advice is ongoing, I think.
What follow are selected incidents in the very strange summer and fall of 
2020.
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New . . . ish Norms 
On June 10, three teenage friends, Brendan L. (age 16), Casey O. (no age 
reported), and Isaac M. (no age reported) drove to Crawford Notch, parked 
amid the many, and at 2 p.m. set out up the Webster–Jackson Trail for Mount 
Jackson’s summit, 2.6 miles and 2,150 feet above. Brendan took the lead, and 
early on they lost the trail and scuffled with the brush for twenty minutes 
before rediscovering it. That omen predicted a hike that would soon become 
a problem, first for the three friends, and later for passersby and NHFG.
Only Brendan had hiked in the Whites before, and his experience was 
minimal. Isaac told NHFG Conservation Officer Glen Lucas afterward that 
by the time the trio reached Bugle Cliff, Isaac and Casey felt they’d used what 
energy they had. “Why press on, then?” Lucas asked, and Isaac answered, 
“Brendan powered through.” 
This powering landed the three friends atop Mount Jackson late in the 
day, which was, happily, a relatively mild one: Winds were light, and the tem-
perature averaged 46 on nearby Mount Washington. I say happily, because 
the trio carried no extra clothing, no water, and no food. The sum of their 
equipment came to a half-bottle of vitamin water and three cell phones. Feel-
ing that his friend, Casey, was dehydrated and unable to go on, Brendan 
used one of those phones to call for help just before 7:30 p.m. Though phone 
service was sketchy, CO Lucas was able to speak with Brendan, who reported 
Casey’s problem. Then, the call dropped. Lucas next got a return call trans-
ferred from 911 and learned from Brendan that Casey had been “seizing or 
having a panic attack.”
At some point during this trial atop Jackson, the trio was fortunate to 
meet a group of hikers who gave them water and some food, which calmed 
the friends and allowed them to begin moving again, albeit slowly. On his 
end of the line, Lucas, who had been trying to talk the trio toward descend-
ing, decided the news of a possible seizure or panic attack was an imperative 
to send help. Two COs drove to the trailhead, hiked up with the necessary 
added supplies (among them face masks, which the trio was required to put 
on), and met the three teens, who were being helped down by the passersby. 
Everyone arrived back at the parking area just after 11 p.m. 
Comment: The preceding story is so rife with errors that little comment 
seems necessary. But it appears here as example of an influx of novice hikers 
who flocked to the mountains (and to local trails too) when many of the usual 
summer diversions closed down. It also illustrates the complexity rescuers face 
when they get a call for help. Over the sometimes-uncertain connection of a 
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phone call, they must figure out how real the trouble is, the likelihood of self-
rescue or rescue effected by passersby, and the resources they can summon. 
In this incident, Lucas was hearing about exhaustion, dehydration, a possible 
medical event, and a complete absence of hiking essentials. All of that report-
age was questionable, as well, because the three hikers had no experience that 
could provide perspective. Add in that even on a “mild” night in early June, 
temperatures were likely to drop into hypothermia range, and the result is 
Lucas’s tempered decision to send help.
While Lucas waited in the parking area, he identified Brendan’s car, and 
when he shined his flashlight through the window, he saw marijuana para-
phernalia lying openly on the back seat. As marijuana was at that time still 
illegal, that meant he issued a summons for possession. Lucas also learned that 
one of the trio had smoked before they’d set out. Lucas also recommended, 
as you might expect, that the three hikers be billed for the cost of the rescue.
In the dark parking lot, at the end of his interview with CO Lucas, Bren-
dan offered this reflection: “I should have known better. I am an Eagle Scout.” 
Shouldn’t he have been prepared then? Lucas wanted to know. “Yes,” said 
Brendan. “My scoutmaster will be very disappointed.”
And . . . Again 
June 29 didn’t have a lot to recommend it for hiking, but amid its rain, Ryan 
E., age 21, and his brothers, Alexander E., age 18, and Noah P., age 16, set out at 
3:30 p.m. to hike along the Moat Mountain Trail to Diana’s Bath. That would 
allow roughly four hours for the nine-mile hike before darkness arrived. Their 
father, Adam E., would pick them up in the parking lot at around 8 p.m.
Adam spoke with his sons at 6:30 p.m. as they started down the Red Ridge 
Trail and again at 8:30 p.m., when they estimated that they were 30 minutes 
from the parking area. From then on, Adam had no further contact, though 
he tried both calls and texts to all three phones. At 9:30 p.m. Adam called 
for help.
NHFG’s Lt. Bradley Morse responded, explaining that the boys had prob-
ably reached a place without a cell signal. Morse said he would start for the 
Diana’s Bath parking lot and get there around 11 p.m. When Morse arrived, 
Adam had heard no more word from the boys. Morse called four NHFG 
COs, who drove to meet him. The weather was cool and wet; nearby Mount 
Washington’s Observatory recorded 4.84 inches of rain during the 29th and 
30th. Morse sent his searchers into the woods.
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The wet night passed slowly, until at 5:30 a.m. Adam got a call from his 
sons; he had them call 911, and the dispatcher noted their location coordi-
nates. The searchers covered the roughly half-mile to the boys quickly, finding 
them cold and wet but otherwise OK. They had fashioned shelter from their 
ponchos and simply waited out the night.
Comment: Again, little analysis is needed to find the group’s errors. With 
its late start on a stormy day, reliance on cell phones, and then a willingness 
to call and send searchers into the night woods, this incident pairs with the 
first as one of a growing number of retrievals rescuers are being asked to do. 
The rainfall is eye-catching; going out on such a day also points out the twin 
imperatives of being “on vacation” and being in the midst of an isolating 
pandemic.
Photo Op
July 18 lies in summer’s heartland, and these pages are often littered with the 
season’s effects. Plenty of fiery heat woes, but, of course, missing from them is 
the other apocalyptic doom, ice. Not so, however, on this day, when a curious 
hiker went up close to see the underside of the Tuckerman Ravine snow arch. 
And got a close-up of its tonnage.
The collapsed snow arch in Tuckerman Ravine, below Mount Washington, after rescuers 
dug out Alphonse. NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH AND GAME
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The day atop adjacent Mount Washington was a mild 55 degrees, 6 
degrees above normal, and mostly cloudy. As would be expected, lots of 
people were out on foot, and the Tuckerman Ravine Trail was bearing its 
share. Beyond the steep and wild terrain of the ravine and its central trail lay 
an added attraction. The prior winter’s substantial snowpack had left a snow 
arch where, once melt begins, the stream drops off the face and flows beneath 
the tens of feet of snow deposited by the winter winds. What remains in 
some years is an arch, snowy kin to the red rock arches of Utah. Such natural 
designs fascinate, draw our eyes . . . and us.
In the early afternoon of the 18th, 28-year-old Alphonse R. was part of 
a makeshift group of hikers who had left the trail to look at the arch. After 
taking photos and taking in the amazement of this delicately poised ice and 
snow, the hikers headed back to the trail and the rest of their day. Alphonse 
remained. He had with him a GoPro camera, and he wanted some selfies of 
him and the arch.
As he moved up into position, the arch collapsed. Nearby hikers described 
the sound as a “sonic boom.” Alphonse was somewhere in the blocks of bro-
ken ice and snow.
Events and bystanders moved quickly. Someone called NHFG at 1:30 p.m., 
reporting an “avalanche” that had trapped one, possibly two people. Calls 
went out, first to nearby NHFG COs and then to Androscoggin Valley 
Search and Rescue, where longtime rescuer and Mount Washington presence 
Mike Pelchat took the call. Pelchat, who knows the ravine’s terrain as well as 
any, said too little snow remained for an avalanche and speculated, correctly, 
that the snow arch must have fallen.
At risk to themselves, hikers stepped up into the blocks of ice and snow, 
located Alphonse and dug him out, moving him then away from the arch’s 
remains. Uncertain of his injuries, they waited for rescue. NHFG Sgt. 
Glen Lucas was working with spotty communication and arranging help, 
including the possibility of a helicopter rescue if the hiker’s injuries turned 
out to be severe. Over time and bumpy airwaves, Lucas learned that hikers 
had moved Alphonse from the snow and that no one else was beneath it. 
Clarity and relative calm arrived with Pelchat and veteran rescuer Diane 
Holmes, who assessed Alphonse as “banged up” but capable of moving 
with assistance down to Hermit Lake Shelter. They arrived at the shelter 
around 5:30 p.m. From there, an all-terrain vehicle transported Alphonse 
to Pinkham Notch, where an ambulance met him and took him to the 
hospital.
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Comment: Wonder is a strong lure. Be it precipices, waterfalls, or snow 
anomalies, we lean and walk toward them; we want to see them up close, 
to get the little jazz of awe. As we draw near, they fill our vision and minds. 
Sometimes we lose track of what’s around us—what’s, for example, under-
foot. Sometimes that brings trouble. This column points to repeated edgings-
out to see waterfalls that lead to viewer falls. Some measure of this fascination 
drew Alphonse and others to the arch that day. What separated them from 
him was his need to show a relationship with the arch. He wanted a close-up. 
That he waited until the viewing group had dissipated before he went under 
the arch suggests that he knew he was transgressing. That a section of arch 
later described as the size of a basketball court would fall on him was beyond 
his imagination. But imagining what can happen is our first line of safety.
A small suggestion of practice: When I arrive at a point of wonder or awe 
in the mountains, I pause. Before I step toward that view, that ice, that inflec-
tion point for the day, I look around, locate myself, check especially what sort 
of footing I’m on. Once I feel secure in where I am, I look back up or out, 
where awe can have its way.
Given what fell near and on him, Alphonse was that day’s equivalent of a 
lottery winner. He did, however, end up with a bill for his rescue, one I hope 
he paid with gratitude.
How It Should Go
At 4:30 a.m. on July 28, Giana D., age 26, and three friends, John F., Tracy S., 
and Dean G. (ages not given), left the Appalachia trailhead parking area on 
Route 2 to climb Mount Madison and traverse from there to Mount Wash-
ington. Atop Madison, they considered the weather (Observatory summary 
for July 28: average temperature 55, average wind speed 41.5 mph, mostly 
cloudy with a few showers) and decided to return to the parking area via the 
Watson Path.
On the way down, roughly a half-mile before the crossing of Snyder 
Brook, Giana stepped on a rock, which rolled. She felt a snap in her ankle; 
pain followed, and Giana and her companions agreed that she had fractured 
the ankle. From there, they began to work on an aided descent through the 
rough, bouldered section of the upper path. They made some headway but 
also determined that they were going to need help, and so they called 911. 
NHFG’s Lt. Mark Ober got word a little before 11 a.m. and called the party 
back, getting John F. on his cell phone. Ober used the phone’s coordinates 
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to plot the party’s location as over three miles from the trailhead. Ober 
explained that summoning rescuers for a litter carry would take some time, 
and the group agreed that they would use this time to try to get Giana farther 
down. Ober set about collecting rescuers from AVSAR and NHFG’s ranks. 
He arrived in the Appalachia parking lot around noon, and first responders 
climbed away from the lot just before 12:30 p.m. AVSAR’s Diane Holmes and 
Mike Pelchat reached Giana’s party just before 2 p.m.; they were soon joined 
by other rescuers. From the cell phone coordinates Ober could tell that the 
group of four had been able to get a half-mile down from the site of Giana’s 
injury.
The Watson Path is rough throughout its upper reaches. Its crossing of 
Snyder Brook poses a steep terrain challenge. COs Robert Mancini and 
Lucas decided that carrying a litter through that stretch would be slow and 
more difficult than carrying Giana piggyback. Which is what they did. From 
the intersection with the Valley Way (reached at 2:20 p.m.), the litter party 
worked steadily down 2.5 miles. Giana’s three friends took turns as carriers. 
Everyone was off the mountain by 5 p.m.
Comment: Lt. Ober’s report from this incident outlines an ideal response, 
both from the group of four hikers and the rescue crew. Following Giana’s 
rolled ankle, the group tested the possibility of self-rescue, concluding finally 
that they’d need help. When they called, they were able to say where they were 
and what had happened. Once the rescue was underway, the group returned 
to working their way down, shortening the upcoming litter carry with every 
step. Then, once joined by rescuers, Giana’s three companions took repeated 
turns as litter carriers. Finally, Ober’s usual check of a rescued hiker’s pack 
found that the group was prepared “with all ten essentials recommended by 
hikeSafe,” a safety program sponsored by NHFG and the U.S. Forest Service. 
I’ve included this rescue both for the excellent effort the hikers made and 
to point out that even when everything goes well, rescues go slowly and are 
labor-intensive. It took nearly seven hours for Giana and her group to get 
down after her injury, and that getting down took also ten volunteers and 
six NHFG COs. The volunteers averaged five hours of work apiece, while 
the COs averaged nearly seven hours of work each. Note also that adding in 
Giana’s three friends swells the litter party to nineteen, a good number for 
the frequent swapping out of carriers in rough terrain, where those carriers 
are often walking at the edge or just off the trail. The next time you’re on a 
favorite trail, take a look at the terrain beside you and imagine also carrying 
a litter while walking there.
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Lifted
On the morning of August 12, five friends awoke early at the Valley Way tent-
sites for the second day of a three-day Presidential traverse. As they hiked along 
the Gulfside Trail near Mount Jefferson, 35-year-old Scott A. began to founder. 
After conferring, the group decided to split up, and 36-year-old Christopher B. 
volunteered to walk Scott out along the Castle Ravine Trail. Scott’s struggles 
continued during the early descent of this rough trail, and Christopher offered 
to take his pack to ease the way. Carrying two overnight packs unbalanced 
Christopher, and, not far below the ridgeline, he misstepped, landing hard on 
his right leg. A snapping sound and shooting pain offered hard news: Chris-
topher had a significant injury that wouldn’t allow him to walk. The two men 
were four difficult miles from the trailhead; they called for help.
At 2:45 p.m. NHFG’s Sgt. Glen Lucas summoned CO Levi Frye to Lowe’s 
Garage in Randolph to help set up a rescue for the pair. Lucas had a good 
phone connection with Christopher, and he was able to ascertain their loca-
tion and have Christopher test his leg; Lucas also learned that, at around 
190 pounds, Christopher is a sizable person. The remote location, the trail’s 
rugged difficulty, the weight of the person to be carried, and the fact that 
there were two people in need of assistance prompted Lucas to check and 
see if he could request a New Hampshire Army National Guard helicopter. 
His request granted and the Black Hawk helicopter available, Lucas and Frye 
could direct the rescue from the valley.
Flying from NHANG headquarters in Concord, the helicopter reached 
the area and sighted the two men at around 6:15 p.m. First, it dropped a crew 
member using a jungle penetrator, a metal device about the size of a medium 
anchor, with wings that unfold for seating, or a point of attachment if the 
patient is in a liter. Typically, the cable attached to the penetrator is 250 feet 
long and the helicopter hovers between 70 and 130 feet above its target. The 
Black Hawk crew was able to extricate both men and then fly them to the 
Gorham, New Hampshire, airport. From there, Christopher was driven to 
Androscoggin Valley Hospital, arriving a little after 7 p.m.
Comment: As noted in prior columns, the NHANG flies mountain res-
cue missions as part of its training. When available, and when the weather 
allows it, NHANG brings speed and an ability to pluck injured hikers from 
hard-to-access parts of our mountains. As NHFG’s CO Frye put it, “A task 
this large would have called for nearly 50 rescuers to be able to safely and 
efficiently carry the injured hiker down from the highest levels of the Castle 
Ravine Trail.” I am not enthusiastic about the increasing prevalence of air 
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traffic and helicopter use over and in the Whites, but I do see how their use 
in this rescue makes good sense.
What makes less sense to me is the hiking group’s decision to split up. Of 
all the escape routes from the high ridgeline of the Presidentials, the Castle 
Ravine Trail, or the parallel alternative of the Castle Trail, is among the most 
difficult. The likelihood that Scott would need more help than simple accom-
paniment seems strong; that happened early in his and Christopher’s descent, 
when he took on Scott’s pack. Had all five men been together, the four fit hik-
ers could have divvied up Scott’s load, likely preventing Christopher’s accident.
Yes, it was day two of a planned traverse, and, yes, all five men traveled 
far (four came from Maryland, one from Connecticut) and so rebooting the 
trip for later would be difficult, but it seems common sense to see this retreat 
through together. NHFG’s Col. Kevin Jordan, veteran rescuer and head 
of the law enforcement division that oversees backcountry search and rescue 
in the state, has often said that he can’t understand how groups that plan to go 
out into the mountains together don’t resolve also to finish together. I agree.
Choosing the Castle Ravine Trail for retreat strikes me as going the harder 
way. Slabbing around Mount Jefferson would have brought the group to the 
Caps Ridge Trail, a shorter descent, and one more likely to be peopled with 
extra help in the summer. The Caps Ridge Trail is also a hard trail, and it ends 
on the seasonal Jefferson Notch Road, but during August finding a ride back 
to one’s car, especially when in need of help, seems likely. Imagining how we 
may best escape and how that shifts as we move through a day seems good 
practice for us all in the mountains.
Hard September
Every so often the White Mountain community hits a hard stretch wherein 
loss seems epidemic. September 2020 contained such a skein of loss. During a 
stretch from September 12 to 26, four hikers or climbers died in the mountains.
On September 12, 60-year-old Joseph G. died suddenly on the summit 
of Mount Jefferson. Samaritan hikers kept cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
(CPR) going for nearly two hours as rescuers scrambled to send a helicopter 
to the scene. A NHANG Black Hawk lowered a medic, who then brought 
Joseph up to be flown to the hospital. Sadly, all these efforts couldn’t keep the 
hiker alive.
On September 20, 34-year-old Benjamin K. was climbing the Moby Grape 
route on Cannon Cliff when a refrigerator-sized block of stone dislodged 
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above him. The stone slid across, severed Benjamin’s rope, and knocked him 
from the cliff. Despite efforts by rescuers and climbers in his party, Benjamin 
did not survive.
On September 25, 68-year-old Michael H. was climbing at the Rum-
ney Rocks when he fell 55 feet as a result of equipment failure. A climber 
with some experience, Michael had left his harness at home and fashioned 
a replacement from belts and straps he had with him; that makeshift har-
ness failed. Fellow climbers responded immediately, and medical help arrived 
soon, but the climber died on the scene.
On September 26, three friends hiked up to see Arethusa Falls. One of 
them (whose name was not available) went on ahead, and when his two 
friends arrived, they found his body. Apparently, the dead hiker had climbed 
and then fallen some 70 feet from the top of the falls.
Comment: I was reminded of the way the mountain community feels loss 
together by a brief comment I got in an email from Steve Smith, AMC White 
Mountain Guide editor and owner of the Mountain Wanderer bookstore in 
Lincoln, New Hampshire, “Been a tough couple of weeks,” Smith wrote as 
lead-in response to some information I’d sent on.
We in the mountain community can often see in our minds the exact loca-
tions of accidents, and we feel again our own proximity to accidents in those 
and other places. A current of connections runs from us to those who died; a 
quiet fellowship grows as we imagine what happened. We pause and think of 
all of us who feel called to go up.
Finding Refuge
September 12 weather was mild and clear, and as would be expected on such a 
Saturday along the Franconia Ridge, Mount Lafayette was chockablock with 
hikers. Among them was 50-year-old Patrik S., who had climbed into the day 
with his wife, Jennifer. Not long after noon, Patrik, who had suffered medical 
problems earlier in the year, experienced a seizure. A nearby hiker sent out a 
911 call, which went first to Maine, then to Vermont; at 12:49 p.m. NHFG’s 
Lt. Jim Kneeland got word and some limited information, but the earlier calls 
had been dropped, and Kneeland’s attempts to reach the unidentified caller 
didn’t get through.
What Kneeland did know was that the hiker in trouble had help from a 
nurse on the scene, who thought he had suffered a stroke (Patrik had reported 
having one earlier in the year). Kneeland then called the Appalachian 
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Mountain Club and asked that a caretaker from Greenleaf Hut go to the 
summit. At around 2 p.m. Kneeland heard from AMC that good Samaritan 
hikers had gotten Patrik to Greenleaf, where he had had another seizure. 
Greenleaf ’s caretakers, Eliza Hazen and Jake McCambly, told Kneeland med-
ically trained hikers advised against hiking any farther down, and Kneeland 
contacted the NHANG to ask for a helicopter. NHANG was readying a heli-
copter for an emergency on Mount Jefferson (see earlier “Hard September”), 
where a man had collapsed and those on the scene were performing CPR. 
Doctors on Jefferson reported thinking that the effort would be unsuccess-
ful, however. Kneeland conferred with Lt. Ober, who was directing the Jef-
ferson rescue and decided the Greenleaf flight would take precedence. When 
he called NHANG to relay this, he learned that NHANG had been able to 
scramble two crews and so would make both flights.
Just after 3 p.m. the helicopter and crew left Concord; they arrived above 
Greenleaf just before 3:30 p.m. and lowered their medic to the ground. At 
3:50 p.m., the Black Hawk lifted both the medic and Patrik to the helicopter 
and departed for the hospital.
Comment: Familiar themes run through this incident: rescuers working 
with patchy connections and partial information, the importance of pass-
ersby, and the importance of AMC’s huts. And overarching it all is the ques-
tion of speed of response, which, as information filters in, rescuers must try to 
answer. Here, as in an earlier incident, NHFG judged that helicopter rescue 
made sense. Passersby provided initial rescue response, getting Patrik to the 
hut and offering Lt. Kneeland the information he needed to summon an air 
rescue. Finally, the hut offered refuge and a place to wait at 4,200 feet.
The Huts’ Role in Summer 2020
The pandemic suspended much that is usual, and as it gained purchase in the 
spring of 2020, it became clear to the AMC that its huts couldn’t host their 
nightly swell of hikers who want to sleep and socialize up high. As anyone 
who has sat elbow to elbow at a table or clambered into and slept in a hut 
bunkbed can attest, a night in a hut is a close experience. Which is surely part 
of its lure—each night a little mountain community forms under the wing of 
some of our most powerful images of self, a hut crew of 20-something people 
bursting with life.
Once that possibility had been scotched, the question arose: What now? 
Fleetingly, AMC thought it would close the buildings, simply have a shuttered 
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summer. But that proposed absence worried many, among them those charged 
with safety in the Whites. I’m not alone when I characterize the huts and their 
crews as rescuers-in-place; often they are the best kind of rescuers—ones who 
don’t have to go out at all—because their advice has directed or rerouted hik-
ers who were headed for trouble. As a number of NHFG COs have repeated 
to me over time, “Who knows how many accidents and rescues hut crews and 
caretakers have prevented over the years. No one can count them all, but they 
are a huge number.”
It then made sense to open the huts as stopovers for day hikers, and, sig-
nificantly, as refuges when trouble broke out in someone’s body, or rained and 
blew down from above.
AMC Huts Manager James Wrigley described the hope and work of sum-
mer 2020’s huts this way:
While we often identify the huts as fun places for folks to stay in the back-
country with the amenities of a hotel deep in the woods, the pandemic 
allowed us to show that they are more than that. The huts are places of refuge 
for people who are in trouble, information centers for novices hiking in the 
White Mountains, research stations in the backcountry, and places that offer 
basic services to mitigate impacts to the natural world. These aspects of the 
huts are as important as the centers of community offered by the meals and 
lodging provided in a normal year.
So in 2020 we opened the doors to our buildings and put caretakers in 
place to fulfill the less considered but no less important functions of the 
huts. We offered bathrooms to the droves of hikers that came through, reduc-
ing human waste on trails. We plumbed water spigots to the outside of build-
ings to offer safe drinking water to hikers passing through. While this seems a 
service more than impact mitigation, keep in mind that New Hampshire was 
in a drought for much of 2020 and that water sources are often quite sensitive 
ecological areas. So in many ways, offering water at huts was as much about 
impact mitigation as it was about keeping hikers hydrated.
Wrigley also put me in touch with Lakes of the Clouds summer caretaker 
EB (Emma Brandt in the world beyond the Whites). EB reflected on that 
summer from safety and SAR points of view:
I was going to be the Lakes hutmaster for summer 2020, but as April drew to 
a close and the state of the pandemic was only worsening, I was offered a 
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caretaker position there instead. The huts hadn’t seen such a drastic shift in 
operations since World War II, when so many young men were abroad that 
they had older couples filling in for the summers. This summer, instead of a 
lively croo* of eleven, Lakes was run by two rotating pairs of caretakers and a 
researcher. We worked week-on week-off with pared-down amenities. We had 
no overnight guests, only sold prepared food, kept the lingering of folks inside 
to a minimum and offered trail and camping advice. Aside from ensuring we 
could concentrate bathroom use to our Clivus composting toilets instead of 
the fragile alpine flowers, the most vital reason for staffing the huts this sum-
mer was to provide emergency shelter and rescue resources. 
The huts first and foremost are a refuge. The shelter that became Lakes 
of the Clouds was first built because of the deaths of Father Bill Curtis and 
Allan Ormsbee as they were en route to the 25th annual meeting of the AMC 
on the summit of Mount Washington in 1900. The alpine zone and Mount 
Washington are known for having the “world’s worst weather,” an example 
being that this summer during Hurricane Isaias the peak gust on the summit 
was 147 mph. At the hut we were unable to safely leave the building during the 
peak of the storm and had to bring in all our research equipment, which can 
tolerate 80 mph gusts. Thankfully we only saw a couple people that day, all in 
the morning before the storm picked up. 
While we only left the hut once to go assist a hiker during my weeks at the 
hut, we likely prevented countless SARs by simply having the doors open and 
offering hot drinks, food, water, and trail advice. A number of times, I offered 
a cup of hot water to folks who seemed unable to spring for a hot chocolate 
or tea but were obviously borderline hypothermic. People were able to change 
out of wet clothes or just get out of the elements for a little to warm up. 
Lakes of the Clouds also has an emergency shelter in the basement that 
we reserved for injured parties we didn’t have to monitor in the hut. We had 
several groups use the space this summer due to knee injuries or exhaustion. 
It’s a very rudimentary space but can prevent mild issues from turning serious. 
While I was at the hut, we did have three more serious incidents, two of 
which necessitated  having someone stay overnight in the hut so we could 
monitor them. For two incidents, hikers arrived at the hut needing care for 
heat exhaustion and a head injury respectively. On a particularly busy Saturday 
in July, we also had to send our researcher a little way down the Ammonoosuc 
Ravine Trail to attend to a hiker in need of assistance. What we thought was 
* AMC huts’ unique spelling of “crew.”
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dehydration or hypoglycemia turned out to be more serious, and this hiker 
was with us in the hut and being monitored for roughly 24 hours. We were in 
nearly constant contact with the AMC SAR person on call, who did have to 
consult with the AMC’s physician. In the end we were able to hike the patient 
out the next day after recovery, but had we not been able to offer shelter, food, 
water, and medical advice, it could have become a much more serious issue. 
In many of these incidents, the key element was having the hut and its 
staff right there. Had NHFG responded to these incidents, or other inci-
dents that may have come about without the hut there, it would have been 
more costly and time consuming. People hiking in the White Mountains 
have come to expect the AMC huts.
Back at the Trailhead: Steward Notes
As noted at this column’s outset, last year people crowded onto many White 
Mountain trails, and among us were novices drawn by the promise of time 
outside the close rooms of quarantine and simplicity of putting one foot in 
front of the other and going somewhere.
In recent columns, I’ve included a few notes from a USFS volunteer who 
works as a trailhead educational and safety steward. The federal initiative has 
gained purchase as one way to serve the public who would go up. Although 
the USFS steward program was suspended in 2020, Chris Elliot continues to 
view hiking in the Whites with a steward’s eye, and I have a few more notes 
from his COVID summer:
After my stay as a volunteer at Highland Center in July, I also spent a weekend 
at Cardigan and then had another stint at Highland. The trails were packed, 
and the trailhead parking would often be a half-mile long on either side of 
the road. Everywhere I went, and I probably climbed fifteen mountains this 
summer, it was the same story. The Conway Sun reported a two and a half–
hour wait to get access to Diana’s Bath parking lot. Ferncroft Road leading 
into the Wonalancet area was jammed to the point of causing issues with 
neighbors. As the summer wore on even the conservation areas, nature trails, 
and smaller 2,000 foot mountains were being explored. Frustrated with out-
of-staters driving to Sentinel in the Ossipee Mountains, one resident put up a 
sign that said, “If it doesn’t say Live Free or Die on your license plate, get the 
F*** out of here.” 
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I’m not sure what will happen with WMNF steward program next year. If 
there was ever a time when some guidance at the trailhead was needed it was 
this last summer, and while I can’t prove it, I bet USFS revenue from recrea-
tional fees was down. As a steward I was in a position to remind people of the 
fee payment. I hope it will start up again next summer. I do believe it can be 
done safely with six feet of distance and mask wearing. I worry that the trails 
will be unable to take another year of poor hiking habits. A trail clean-up day 
in early August throughout the Whites generated over 300 pounds of trash. I 
found a sub-woofer at the trailhead I maintained!
Coda
The core of this column is always its selection of incidents from which we all 
can learn to wander more wisely. Each time I write about an incident, how-
ever, I know that I’ve left a lot out. There are always more factors that work to 
shape each person’s approach and response to difficulty, and the terrain and 
weather also offer nearly an endless series of Xs on my list of accidents that 
could be accounted for and discussed.
But clearly covering a number of incidents requires compression. So, 
when I find a writer who pursues and shows the full story of an incident, who 
admits the reader to its sweep and details and aftermath, I want to read what 
he or she has written. That was surely true of Ty Gagne’s first book, Where 
You’ll Find Me (TMC Books, 2017), the story of Kate Matrosova’s last climb. 
Even though I’d written two lengthy essays about this 2015 incident, I found 
new and compelling details in his book. “This guy does remarkable research,” 
I recall saying to myself. 
Gagne has returned with a new book, The Last Traverse (TMC Books, 
2020), and in it he gives full account of both a tragic death and a heroic 
rescue effort. The incident, set high on the Franconia Ridge in winter 2007, 
admits the reader to the lives of two climbers trapped above treeline by a 
walloping storm, and it gives voice to the many rescuers who trudged and 
flew into the teeth of that storm. As with his first book, Gagne’s research is 
superb, as is his ability to bring the story’s people to you, and you to the site 
of their struggles.
Gagne is a risk assessment expert who leads the New Hampshire Public 
Risk Management Exchange (Primex), an insurer of and adviser to public 
entities in New Hampshire. He brings both a keen professional eye and warm 
humanity to his mountain writing. I always emerge from reading his work 
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with a more nuanced understanding of how risk and emergency are best met 
in the mountains.
New on the Block
As we reached the new year, and the days began to add their increments of 
light, I got further good news. I will be joined in this column by another 
backcountry presence and voice. Scott Berkley, a friend over time, has agreed 
to become assistant accidents editor. Scott brings his own experience to this 
work. Starting with six seasons of work in the AMC huts, he’s gotten to 
know the White Mountains in all seasons on foot and, more recently, on skis, 
exploring ravines and ridges across the ranges. Scott’s time as a member of a 
hut crew has also given him a close look at the trends in mountain travel over 
the past decade, especially as trail-goers have started going faster and packing 
lighter. On snow, Scott’s been involved with the burgeoning backcountry 
ski world in the Northeast, working to outfit new skiers and teach them safe 
travel methods. Scott’s winter work and travels have also been informed by 
avalanche courses in New Hampshire and Quebec. Scott and his partner, 
Phoebe, are moving to Sharon, Vermont, this year, where their backyard hill 
looks out to Mount Moosilauke and the Kinsmans. A longtime Appalachia 
enthusiast from the Millennial generation, Scott should be well positioned to 
keep us apprised of what’s afoot in all seasons in our hills.
—Sandy Stott
Accidents Editor
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Alpina
A semiannual review of mountaineering in the greater ranges
High Peaks, January 2021
For the past five seasons, these reports have ended with the news that K2 
(8,611 meters) remained the last of the 8,000-meter peaks without a winter 
ascent. Not this year.
The Nepali team that climbed K2, eleven days before their January 16 summit day. 
NIMSDAI/RED BULL CONTENT POOL
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On January 16, the summit was finally reached. The feat was justly cele-
brated around the globe. K2 is a formidable objective in any season; it is often 
considered the hardest of all fourteen mountains higher than 8,000 meters. 
Climbers must endure much technical climbing. The summit party com-
prised ten Nepalis, all but one a Sherpa. First summit parties for the previous 
thirteen peaks were never more than four. Not one of these was Nepali. The 
K2 summit team was drawn from three different parties on the mountain. 
They paused just below the top, so that all ten could reach it together.
One of them, Nirmal “Nims” Purja, used no supplementary oxygen—a 
rare accomplishment in any season. (This is the same man who astounded 
the climbing world in 2019 by summiting all the 8,000ers in less than seven 
months, breaking the former record by over seven years. He had planned to 
paraglide his descent from K2, but 100-mph winds destroyed his equipment.)
In an exclusive interview, Alpina Assistant Editor Michael Levy (in Colo-
rado) asked Nims (in Kathmandu), “Why do you think you guys succeeded 
where no one else could before?” Nims said, “Because we are the best climb-
ers in the world. Many people say, ‘Oh you guys are lucky.’ But there are 
still more than 60 climbers out there on K2, or something like that. Nobody 
else did it. And many expeditions tried before us. You need the best to make 
something like this happen. And that’s a fact. Don’t take that as an arrogant 
statement, but that’s a reality.”
Not all went well in the Karakoram in January, however. A Spanish 
climber, Sergi Mingote, died after a long fall on K2; on a nearby peak Alex 
Goldfarb, a Russian-American going solo, suffered a similar fate. Climbers 
trying Broad Peak abandoned the climb.
In Nepal, a small but very strong group was attempting Manaslu when 
they encountered an enormous crevasse and had to look for another route. 
Though they found an alternative way forward, they did not make the summit.
Exactly How High Is Everest?
Unlike most of the rest of world, Americans render mountain heights in feet, 
rather than meters. Several figures were common in the twentieth century, all 
above 29,000 feet—2 above, 141 above, most recently 29 above.
Now Chinese and Nepali officials have made new measurements. The 
result: Everest stands 29,032 feet (8,849 meters) above sea level. Earthquakes, 
warming temperatures, and movement of tectonic plates could alter this. But 
not by much.
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Some Hard Climbs
In August 2019, the very difficult Pakistani Karakoram peak Link Sar (7,041 
meters) finally saw a first ascent, before which it was one of the highest 
unclimbed mountains in the world on which climbing is permitted (certain 
sacred mountains have never been summited). In addition to great technical 
difficulties, the climbers had to deal with access intermittently being denied 
for military reasons. The previous eight attempts had failed. The successful 
American team consisted of Graham Zimmerman, Steve Swenson, Chris 
Wright, and Mark Richey. After provisioning an advanced camp at 4,700 
meters and staying there for weeks, they climbed the remaining 2,300 meters, 
making four bivouacs. The ascent earned a well-deserved Piolet d’Or award.
Readers may be heartened to know that Swenson and Richey were in 
their 60s. 
Roraima
Of special note was the ascent, by a mostly new route, in November and 
December 2019, of the northern prow of Guyana’s remote Mount Roraima 
(2,810 meters), which also lies in Brazil and Venezuela. The approach is a 
week’s trek through dense tropical rainforest. Conditions improve little when 
you emerge and try to reach the prow. Climber Leo Houlding said about the 
climb in an article in the 2020 American Alpine Journal that they ascended 
“a slime forest of fantastically contorted, stunted trees and dangling icicles of 
transparent ooze.” This is a great route, but unlikely to see many repeats. The 
original party of six were accompanied to the top by two Guyanese who had 
never climbed before!
K6
Despite the many closures resulting from COVID-19, a number of note-
worthy climbs took place. Among the most impressive was an October 2020 
Karakoram venture of a young Seattle-based American couple, Jeff and Priti 
Wright. They had an impressive record at lower altitudes: the six great north 
faces of the Alps, Patagonia’s Cerro Torre, and Denali (twice). But now they 
were going much higher: K6 Central (7,155 meters), previously unclimbed, 
and K6 West (7,040 meters), which had seen only two ascents. They encoun-
tered very steep ice and then deep snow on the high ridge from West to Cen-
tral. A bold achievement by an unsupported party of two.
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The Pandemic Devastates Nepal’s Tourist Economy
The year 2020 was a devastating one for Nepal. When the pandemic began in 
March, significant areas had to be closed down. Income from tourists, trek-
kers, and mountaineers largely vanished. (In 2019, tourism brought in more 
than $2 billion.) Early in November Bhadra Sharma and Jeffrey Gettleman of 
the New York Times reported, “The trails snaking through the Himalaya are 
deserted, including those leading up to Everest Base Camp. Fewer than 150 
climbers have arrived this fall season, immigration officials said, down from 
thousands last year.”
This inactivity did not, however, make Kathmandu a healthier place. In 
early January the Kathmandu Post reported that the “Kathmandu Valley was 
found to be the most polluted city in the world.”
But there have been heartening developments, albeit with unpredictable 
consequences. With a new bridge, the Khumbu region has become accessible 
by land, an alternative to flying to the precarious Tenzing-Hillary Airport, 
also known as the Lukla airport. It is a scary place to fly out of, and more so 
to fly into. The new road should bring down prices throughout the Khumbu, 
as transportation of goods will be much less expensive.
El Capitan Fast and Free Ascent
Last November Emily Harrington became the first woman to free-climb in a 
single day the great Golden Gate route on El Capitan, the 3,000-foot-high 
Yosemite monolith. The climb took 21 hours, 13 minutes, and 51 seconds. The 
feat was a testament to her perseverance: She had taken a serious fall on the 
route a year earlier, in which the rope partially wrapped around her neck and 
Yosemite Search and Rescue responded.
In Memoriam
Ang Rita Sherpa (1948–2020) died September 21, 2020, in Kathmandu. 
He holds the record for ascents of Everest without supplementary oxygen: 
ten. Also without supplementary oxygen, he climbed three other 8,000-meter 
peaks: Kangchenjunga, Dhaulagiri, and Cho Oyu.
“He was a climbing star, and his death is a major loss for the country and 
for the climbing fraternity,” Ang Tshering Sherpa, a former president of the 
Nepal Mountaineering Association, told Reuters. 
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Doug Scott (1941–2020). Scott participated in many great climbs in the 
Himalaya and Karakoram, often as expedition leader. He made an astound-
ing 45 climbing trips to Asia. Among the more remarkable:
• In 1975: At the end of a struggle on the very difficult southwest side of 
Everest, he and Dougal Haston reached the summit around 6 p.m.—
very late by current standards. They had descended only 300 feet when, 
overcome by darkness, they were forced into a bivouac. They were at 
approximately 28,700 feet—higher than anyone had ever spent a night 
in the open. Not only did they survive, they lost no fingers or toes to 
frostbite.
• In 1979: With the kind of small party he had come to favor, Scott 
pioneered a very challenging new route up Kangchenjunga, third 
highest of the world’s mountains. It had been climbed only once since 
its first ascent in 1955.
• In 1977, the most amazing of all: Picture your first ascent of an 
extremely intricate and difficult peak in the Karakoram, and now you 
have started a tricky rappel down a vertical face. The sun has just set. 
You have only one companion. You have just broken both your legs. 
This is where Doug Scott found himself on the Ogre, a fearsome peak 
in the Karakoram.
Doug Scott during the Everest expedition in 1975. CHRIS BONINGTON
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His companion, Chris Bonington, later asserted that no one else could 
have survived the harrowing predicament.
How he and Bonington, assisted by two team members, descended the 
mountain is one of the greatest self-rescues ever. Scott struggled on his 
knees, Bonington broke some ribs in a rappel accident, and the team was 
hit by a two-day blizzard. But all four climbers reached base camp safely. 
Scott described this astonishing epic in his 2017 book The Ogre (Vertebrate 
Publishing).
Like Edmund Hillary, Scott resolved to help Nepalis whose impoverished 
lives he had seen up close. In 1989 he founded Community Action Nepal, 
self-described as “A UK-based charity whose aim is to help some of the poor-
est people on the planet—the mountain people of Nepal.” It has been at work 
for 45 years. Scott continued his fundraising for the organization even after 
being diagnosed with brain cancer in March of last year. Bonington told the 
British paper News & Star, “Doug was a great—an amazing—climber. But he 
put so much back through what he’s done with Community Action Nepal—
in founding the charity, and the work he’s done.”
Hamish MacInnes (1930–2020). MacInnes, one of the great British climb-
ers of the later twentieth century, died last November in his native Scotland, 
at the age of 90. He was known for his mountain rescue work. 
On one famous occasion, he was the one who needed to be rescued. In 
1958 he and five companions were attempting the fearsome Bonatti Pillar 
on the Petit Dru, in the Chamonix region of the Alps. As they were settling 
down for a bivouac, a rock whizzed down from above and broke MacInnes’s 
skull. It was too hazardous to retreat, so up they went the next day, with Don 
Whillans assisting MacInnes. Whillans also managed to get the party down 
by rappelling in a storm. MacInnes later wrote that Whillans was “probably 
the greatest British Alpinist ever.”
MacInnes is known for the invention of the all-metal ice axe and a light-
weight foldable alloy stretcher. The former revolutionized technical ice climb-
ing, and the latter revolutionized the possibilities for mountain rescue.
Readers may have seen him on screen without knowing it: He was a climb-
ing double in films including The Eiger Sanction, The Mission, and Five Days 
One Summer, a role that was especially rewarding as the female star became 
his real-life girlfriend.
He climbed on Everest four times. His first trip, in 1953, was totally unau-
thorized—no visas much less financial support. With a single companion, he 
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reached the mountain only to find that Tenzing Norgay and Edmund Hillary 
had just made the first ascent.
Hamish MacInnes. JOHN CLEARE
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George Whitmore (1931–2021). The last survivor of the three-man team that 
made the first ascent of Yosemite’s El Capitan in 1958, George Whitmore, died 
of complications from COVID-19 on New Year’s Day. The summer before 
El Cap, he was part of a highly productive expedition to Peru’s Cordillera 
Blanca, where he made two memorable summits. When he, Warren Harding, 
and Wayne Merry pioneered their route, few climbers believed El Cap was 
even a possibility. Whitmore lived to witness the face becoming dotted with 
routes, many done without direct aid, and one climbed in under two hours.
But, as reported in the Fresno Bee, “Whitmore’s nephew Randy Fisher 
asked Whitmore a few years ago if he would put his El Cap climb on the top 
of his list of accomplishments. Whitmore told him he wasn’t sure he’d even 
put it on the list.” He would likely prefer to be remembered for his conserva-
tion work in California, which helped protect many of the state’s spectacular 
natural resources.
Cesare Maestri (1929–2021). The great Italian climber made many remark-
able ascents when very young in the Alps and Dolomites. He gained a great 
reputation for skill and daring. A number of his hardest climbs, such as the 
very difficult Soldà-Conforto on the Marmolada in the Dolomites, he did 
solo. He even down-soloed extremely challenging routes.
He is best remembered, however, for his claim to the first ascent, in 1959, 
of Patagonia’s ferocious Cerro Torre. His narrative was questioned from the 
start and is now widely discredited. The unhappy story may be found in 
Kelly Cordes’s book The Tower (Patagonia, 2014, and reviewed in Appalachia, 
Winter/Spring 2016). Maestri undoubtedly did climb Cerro Torre in 1970 by 
another route and stopping shy of its summit ice cap, but with the very con-
troversial use of a huge air compressor to drive hundreds of expansion bolts. 
He left serious climbing in 1978. In later years, when questioned about Cerro 
Torre, he could be angry and defensive. 
—Steven Jervis, Alpina Editor, with thanks to Michael Levy 
Sources include Kathmandu Post, the New York Times, and Alan Arnette’s blog.
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In Memoriam
Mike Micucci
The outdoors community in the northern White Mountains of New Hamp-
shire is bound together by a handful of energetic, enthusiastic personalities, 
each sharing love of the mountains and forests with anyone they meet. This 
love of place crosses generations and organizations. These people are our glue, 
and when we lose one of them, a small part of the North Country departs, too. 
Michael Micucci, of Randolph, New Hampshire, who for four decades 
inspired and served the White Mountains community as outfitter, rescuer, 
caretaker, and more, died at home on October 22, 2020, of cancer. He was 66. 
His wife, Sally Penrose Micucci; daughter, Isobel, 17; and son, John Michael 
Owen, 15, were with him. The night before, three of his best friends had gath-
ered at his bedside for their weekly “Guy Night,” playing guitar over pizza 
and good beer, much as they had done for nearly twenty years. 
Mike Micucci on Mount Monroe with his daughter, Isobel. NANCY HIRSCHBERG 
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Mike was born on February 13, 1954 and grew up in the 1960s and 1970s 
not far from the Androscoggin River, on McFarland Street in Gorham, New 
Hampshire. He graduated with a degree in environmental conservation from 
the University of New Hampshire, then spent a brief period away from the 
North Country, working for the Xerox Corporation.
He came of age in a time when the mountain community was both 
smaller and more tightly knit than it is now. Rare was the person who worked 
or volunteered for just one organization. If you lived in the North Country 
long enough and loved the mountain lifestyle, you naturally moved around. 
Mike’s involvement with the region touched nearly every mountain organiza-
tion. During his life he volunteered or worked for the Wildcat ski area, U.S. 
Forest Service, Mount Washington Observatory, Mount Washington Auto 
Road, Randolph Mountain Club, Androscoggin Valley Search and Rescue, 
and the Appalachian Mountain Club.
For a few years starting in 1978, at age 24, Mike worked as a weather 
observer and photographer at the Mount Washington Observatory. The sum-
mer before, he had already put in a season at the base, working as a stagecoach 
driver for the Mount Washington Auto Road.
Mike was an active four-season search-and-rescue volunteer for decades. 
He served on the board of directors of AVSAR, including a stint as treasurer. 
“His levels of physical fitness, strength, and EMT training set an impor-
tant example for longtime and new members,” recalls past President Diane 
Holmes. “His unique talents, good humor, and organizational skills helped to 
build the strong organization that exists today.”
Mike contributed much time and boundless energy to the Randolph 
Mountain Club. He began volunteering for RMC in 1976, after college, when 
he worked as the club’s first spring caretaker at Gray Knob. Steve Chase, who 
worked later both as a caretaker and on the trail crew, remarks, “Mike was a 
pioneer caretaker who ushered in a new era at Gray Knob Cabin and Crag 
Camp—a year-round RMC presence,” Chase said. “He would show up at 
Crag Camp with his mountain boots, 60/40 parka, wool balaclava, and gla-
cier glasses—and always an ear-to-ear grin.” Mike was not just enthusiastic 
for his job—he enjoyed working with the public, too, a theme throughout his 
life. “He treated everyone he met on the mountain as part of a special com-
munity and was a role model for initiates like me. We wanted,” said Chase, 
“nothing more than to follow in his footsteps.”
During his 25 years running Gorham’s Moriah Sports, however, he truly 
became a North Country fixture. He embodied the single best source of 
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information, energy, and enthusiasm for the mountains and trails of the 
region. He started the shop in 1983. Moriah Sports was the region’s go-to 
outlet for hiking, cycling, camping, and paddling gear. Mike bailed out many 
a northbound Appalachian Trail hiker after their pass through the White 
Mountains left them with shredded and broken gear.
Mike was always encouraging others to get outside. From his Moriah 
Sports he led twice-weekly rides and epic adventures to Montreal. He sold 
kayaks and then led trips to Lake Umbagog, long before the area received 
National Wildlife Refuge designation. He founded the Wildman Biathlon, a 
running and bike race that operated for years in Shelburne and on Wildcat 
Mountain. Once, riding down in the old Wildcat gondola after the final run 
to the top of the ski area, one athlete turned to him in shock and muttered, 
“I’d like to meet the guy who had this idea.”
He ran the Mount Washington Road Race a dozen or more times. One 
year he entered his father, Joseph R. Micucci, and teased him, “Put up or shut 
up!” His father completed the race, not easily. The story is legendary in the 
Micucci family. More recently he helped start and was co-race director for the 
Randolph Ramble trail race. I was not a dispassionate observer of Mike’s life. 
For 25 years we played together in the mountains. I could count on Mike for 
an adventure in the mountains, whether it was a wintry predawn ski or a trail 
run to one of the RMC cabins at the close of a long summer day. His energy 
rarely flagged. 
Mike was a role model for me and many others. He was wonderfully funny. 
Once on a backcountry ski trip, he helped brainstorm the Eleventh Moun-
tain Division, a parody of the Tenth Mountain Division. Team members 
included Major Chaos and General Malaise. Maya Angelou wrote, “People 
will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but they will never 
forget how you made them feel.” You could not be around Mike and not 
smile. He harbored few if any grudges and was modest and self-deprecating. 
We had each other’s backs during tough mountain rescues, and on 
hot summer days we would grab Ben & Jerry’s ice cream and run it in 
to the RMC trail crew. With friends, we hiked, bushwhacked, trail ran, 
backcountry skied, cycled, and paddled our way through the region. Most 
memorably, for a dozen or more winters we would leave AMC’s Pinkham 
Notch Visitor Center many weekday mornings, skin up to Tuckerman 
Ravine, visit the Hermit Lake caretaker, and get first tracks down the Sher-
burne Ski Trail. Mike said there was no such thing as a bad morning on 
the Sherburne.
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Mike and Sally married in 2002. She is a physical therapist who had emi-
grated from the United Kingdom to the United States in 1996 and settled in 
Gorham. A few years after their marriage, Mike suffered a bout with prostate 
cancer. He told Sally that, if his life were going to be shortened, he wanted 
to stop working full time and primarily be a stay-at-home father. So, in 2008, 
he sold Moriah Sports, and his family became the center of his world. He 
relished his new role. In the years that followed, Mike rejoined the RMC 
board of directors, serving as vice president and co-chair of the Trails Com-
mittee. He returned to the Auto Road as a stage driver, later managing that 
team. He worked at AMC’s front desk at Pinkham Notch Visitor Center. 
Appalachia Editor Christine Woodside remembered, “Mike was often work-
ing at Pinkham when I went there to give talks. He always made everything 
go smoothly. I loved talking with him—he never minded my asking about his 
life.” One interaction has stayed with her. “I got involved in trying to revive 
a dying man on the Tuckerman Ravine Trail. Later, I ran into Mike by the 
Visitor Center. He told me not to overdo it the rest of the day. I could tell,” 
Woodside said, “he knew well the emotional hangover that rescuers deal with.”
In his final days, Mike wrote his own obituary, telling one friend that 
everyone should do so. “It makes you realize what’s important.” Facing the 
choice between a short time without chemotherapy or a somewhat longer 
period with debilitating drugs, Mike chose the former. “Many people fight 
a courageous battle against cancer,” he wrote in his obituary, “but Mike 
Micucci willingly chose to accept the inevitable and let the disease take him 
on its schedule.” Modest and self-effacing, he might fall in the category of the 
courageous. 
He left with “one unfulfilled dream—to be with his children through 
the next episodes: graduations, college, careers, and possibly families of their 
own. To help when needed, get out of the way when not.” His sense of humor 
stayed with him to the end. He wrote that he “passed away at home sur-
rounded by his beloved family and with a full head of hair and all of his own 
teeth.” 
His survivors, besides his wife, children, and father, include his sister, Eliz-
abeth “Liz” Micucci Jackson of Gorham. His mother, Jean Welsh Micucci, 
died in 2015.
At his request, Mike’s service was limited to family and a small number of 
friends. On October 26, they gathered at the Randolph Church to say their 
farewells. He rests now in the Randolph Hill Cemetery behind the church 
within sight of the Northern Presidentials. Unlike the popular quotation 
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from the Book of Ecclesiastes, “To everything there is a season, and a time to 
every purpose under heaven,” sometimes people can leave too soon.
An upbeat, supportive, enthusiastic, wise mountain friend is gone. The 
North Country without Mike Micucci is a lesser place. All of us who crossed 
paths with Mike, whether for an hour or a lifetime, were lucky. 
—Doug Mayer
Doug Mayer worked at the Mount Washington Observatory and for the RMC, 
where he served as trails chair for many years. A longtime Randolph resident, he 
currently lives in Chamonix, France, where he runs the trail-running tour company 
Run the Alps. 
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News and Notes
COVID-19 Timeline
This timeline of the new coronavirus and the disease it caused, COVID-19, as 
it tracked across public lands in the Northeast, picks up in July 2020, where it 
left off in the previous issue. Across the Northeast, similar waves of closures, 
partial reopenings, and adaptive staffing solutions told a story of collective 
response to confusion. 
Starting during the height of summer recreation, this timeline’s format is 
slightly different than that last one. It goes month by month, showing how 
backcountry groups served the public despite the threat of disease. It ends 
with the first vaccination of search-and-rescue professionals. It shows how 
stewardship organizations adapted to balance risk with their missions. 
July–August 2020
Appalachian Mountain Club: AMC’s eight high-mountain huts offer infor-
mation, search and rescue, and hiker amenities including water, restrooms, 
and food for sale. They remain closed to the public for overnight lodging. 
Each hut averages two crew members per hut. 
AMC staffs backcountry campsites in the White Mountain National For-
est, beginning with Liberty Spring, Garfield Ridge, Guyot, and Nauman. 
Campsites were open to the public full time, with caretakers on site on a cycle 
of ten days on and four days off. During the days a caretaker is not on site 
AMC encourages users to pay the $10 fee in a lockbox. Kinsman Pond, 13 Falls, 
Ethan Pond, Imp, and Speck Pond campsites are staffed only on Saturdays.
The AMC professional trail crew operates at its traditional capacity, 
although AMC cancels teen trail crews and volunteer vacations. 
Green Mountain Club: Green Mountain Club staffs Long Trail campsites 
and lodges with a reduced team of twelve caretakers in the field, supported 
by roving field coordinators. While not running the GMC’s Long Trail Patrol 
(Trail Crew), GMC retains a small group of experienced trail crew members 
to focus on a small list of immediate trail and campsite project needs working 
with longtime GMC volunteers. 
Randolph Mountain Club: RMC keeps the Perch shelter and platforms 
and the Log Cabin open to the public. Gray Knob and Crag Camp remain 
closed throughout the summer and year-end. The RMC staffs a caretaker at 
Gray Knob. 
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September 2020
Labor Day Weekend through September 7: AMC stops staffing campsites 
except Liberty Spring, Garfield Ridge, Guyot, and Nauman. At those four, 
caretakers work the same cycle of ten days on and four days off. Tradition-
ally AMC withdraws staff from campsites in a phased approach throughout 
September. 
AMC withdraws staff from its high huts and closes them for the season 
earlier than usual. (Usually, huts close in a phased schedule starting in late 
September.) 
October 2020
AMC stops staffing backcountry campsites in the White Mountain National 
Forest. This matches usual practice. 
Baxter State Park closes its gates to the public. Hiking, skiing, snowshoe-
ing, climbing, and camping are permitted according to Maine state guide-
lines. This matches its usual practice. 
GMC closes its field season and no longer staffs campsites. 
December 24, 2020
New Hampshire Health and Human Services administers the first doses of the 
COVID-19 vaccines to first responders, including search-and-rescue personnel. 
—Sally Manikian
Shelter Caretaker Program Turns 50
Perched high in the rugged boreal forest in New Hampshire’s Franconia 
Notch, Liberty Spring Tentsite is a haven for backpackers seeking a place 
to bed down for the night and rest their aching muscles after a long day of 
hiking. Located directly off the Appalachian Trail, the tentsite turns into a 
bustling Grand Central station in the summer, full of thru-hikers, camp and 
college groups, and first-time backpackers on trips lasting from a weekend to 
several months. An Appalachian Mountain Club caretaker lives and works at 
the campsite from Memorial Day through Columbus Day where they teach 
campers about backpacking etiquette, maintain the composting outhouse, 
and work on the trails. Although caretakers spend most of their time working 
by themselves, their interactions with their guests have defined their role in 
the backcountry for 50 years.
In the late 1960s, a backpacking boom in the White Mountains cre-
ated problems AMC’s Trails Department had never dealt with before. 
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Advancements in outdoor gear and an increase of expendable income and 
vacation time afforded people with more opportunities to camp with family 
and friends. At the time, AMC’s trail crew, with help from the New Hamp-
shire Chapter, maintained seventeen shelters between Kinsman Notch and 
Andover, Maine. The influx of visitors strained the department’s ability to 
provide adequate services at the campsites, including repairing structures, 
disposing of litter, and offering wood for designated fire pits. Furthermore, 
backpackers were cutting new campsites in the forest, which resulted in more 
waste and ecological damage. 
In the midst of this predicament, trail crew members Ed Spencer and 
Mark Dannenhaur wrote a report in 1969 titled “The A.m.C. Shelters—What 
Future?,” which recommended action items that AMC’s leadership and Trails 
Department should take to quash the rising backcountry issues. In the report, 
the authors noted, “It is ironic that while the AMC prides itself as being at the 
forefront of the conservation struggle, its own facilities are destroying their 
natural surroundings.” They go on to state, “The White Mountains wouldn’t 
be able to maintain even their semi-wilderness character . . . unless there is 
careful planning on the part of the Forest Service and the AMC.” The report 
spurred AMC into action and in the summer of 1970, the Trails Department 
embarked on new era of backcountry campsite management. 
Bob Proudman stands in front of the new Garfield Ridge Shelter in 1971. AMC ARCHIVES
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The department chose Liberty Spring as its pilot campsite for many of 
the improvements, as the popular destination “exhibit[ed] the greatest overall 
destruction, yet offer[ed] the greatest possibility of a meaningful change.” 
Upgrades included replacing the campsite’s aging shelter with tent platforms 
to disperse parties at separate sites, thus limiting the impact on the environ-
ment and providing a more primitive camping experience. To reduce waste, 
trash was burned and nonburnables were crushed and flown or packed out. 
In addition to flying refuse out of the backcountry by helicopter, the depart-
ment also refurbished the outhouses so waste could be flown out in metal 
containers instead of digging new pits into the mountainous ledge every time 
one filled. 
The most notable change the Trails Department implemented was, for the 
first time in AMC’s history, staffing a backcountry campsite with a full-time 
caretaker. As part of its pilot project, the department wanted to test whether 
an ongoing presence at Liberty Spring would minimize littering and tree cut-
ting through onsite outreach and education. In their report, Spencer and 
Dannenhaur advised AMC leadership, “If one is not present at the major new 
facilities, all the precautions and developments which we have proposed will 
improve nothing for the ignorance of a few hikers will start each area on the 
way to degeneration.”
In a story about the pilot program featured in Appalachia (December 
1970), trail crew member Steve Page wrote that in addition to working on 
trails, planting trees, and assigning tentsites, the caretaker’s primary job is 
education. “Very few people who hike in the backcountry consciously seek 
to destroy the environment, but often, carelessly and thoughtlessly, they do,” 
he wrote, adding that the caretaker’s “function is to show hikers how to enjoy 
the mountains without destroying them.” Page, a Pennsylvania native who 
started rock climbing with his local AMC chapter in 1966, was the first care-
taker at Liberty Spring Tentsite. He recalls that not every backpacker was 
fond of the caretaker pilot, but by teaching his guests about his role in car-
ing for that place, many eventually came around to accept the concept. By 
1972, the department had hired caretakers to work at four popular campsites: 
Guyot, Ethan Pond, Speck Pond, and the newly built Garfield Ridge. Prog-
ress was being made and AMC’s leadership was taking note. In AMC’s 1972 
annual report, Trails Supervisor Bob Proudman lauded the program by saying 
“The trail crew has risen to the task of managing primitive facilities under the 
pressure of increases in public use. In doing so, they have set an example of 
the true possibilities that the manager may engage in.” 
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The Formative Years
What began as an experiment in 1970 evolved, by 1996, into a stand-alone 
program consisting of a full-time manager and a seasonal field coordina-
tor, group outreach coordinator, and twelve caretakers overseeing fourteen 
campsites. In the 1990s, Hawk Metheny, shelters field coordinator and then 
supervisor, bolstered the campsites with new infrastructure. He and his staff 
converted the last remaining pit privies to batch–bin composting systems. 
They created “beyond the bin” liquid separators for all the sites. Metheny 
was named the backcountry management specialist in 1999. He remained in 
that position until 2010, when he left AMC to work for the Appalachian Trail 
Conservancy. By 2011, many of the aging shelters were in need of repair.
Sally Manikian, campsite program and conservation manager from 2010 
to 2016, presided over the restoration of Gentian Pond and Ethan Pond 
shelters and the replacement of Eliza Brook and Garfield Ridge shelters. As 
overnight numbers rose steadily over the years at the campsites, the program 
developed innovative management practices to prevent any unnecessary dam-
age to the campsites and the environment. 
The Overflows Are Overflowing
Today, the White Mountain National Forest is experiencing another surge 
of hikers and backpackers. In 2018, the campsites registered a record 18,500 
overnight stays at sites staffed by caretakers. The next year the number stayed 
high, with 18,300 overnights. Had the COVID-19 pandemic not occurred, 
Backcountry Campsite Manager Joe Roman was anticipating a record-
breaking year in 2020. Roman has watched numbers grow from about 800 
visitors every year since 2012 and worries that the campsites are at the point 
of being unsustainable. Caretakers follow the adage of never turning away a 
guest from staying for the guest’s safety and to consolidate camping impacts 
in one location. But now, Roman notes, that policy is hampering their abil-
ity to provide safe and enjoyable services. On busy weekends, caretakers are 
sometimes left with no other space for guests to camp than in overflow spots 
and even undesignated areas. “We have a lot of anecdotal evidence from sur-
veys,” Roman says, “that reveals that while visitor numbers are rising, the visi-
tor experience is dropping.” The more people caretakers try to accommodate, 
the greater the impact on the campsites and the campers’ experience (and 
likelihood that they will want to go back). “Our campsites are for all ability 
levels, but especially beginner backpackers, so we want their first experience 
to be good,” Roman says. “We want people to come back to the woods, and 
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we want to be able to cater to them. If that’s going to happen with the way 
numbers are rising, we have to change in some way.” 
On December 10, 2020, Roman and Metheny hosted a virtual reunion to 
celebrate the caretaker program’s 50th anniversary, and 60 past and present 
caretakers attended. Tapping the knowledge and experience the group pos-
sessed, Roman and Metheny led a discussion about the future of the program 
and the ways it could address the visitor use issues at the campsites. Everyone 
agreed that although there isn’t a clear answer about what to do next, care-
takers have and will always be up to the task of setting a sustainable course 
for the next generation. Joan Chevalier, the first woman caretaker at Guyot 
in 1976 and one of the first women to join the trail crew in 1977, recalled 
her caretaking experience influenced the rest of her life. After leaving AMC, 
Chevalier’s work took her all over the world. She noted that when she returns 
to hike in the Whites, she can see more signs of use on the trails but believes 
it would be worse without caretakers. “It’s great to see that the program has 
grown as the use has grown because the Whites are such a fragile place,” she 
said. “Fifty years later, I’m really excited to see that the program is so robust 
and playing such an important role in protecting the Whites. It strikes me 
that the caretaker program is more important than ever.” 
—Ryan Smith
The Great Experiment’s Next 50 Years
The great experiment of AMC shelter caretaking begun 50 years ago com-
bined stewardship, education, trail work, and fee collection. Considering this 
half-century, my first instinct as a former caretaker and former campsite pro-
gram manager was to turn to the report the first caretaker, Steven Page, wrote 
for Appalachia. 
Since I became this journal’s News and Notes editor in 2010, I have liked 
to use and publish original documents. I often encourage a person who built 
a platform, led students, or advocated for the federal legislation to write us a 
report. This section of Appalachia is experimental, lively, and our attempt to 
continue the journal’s tradition of providing a historic record. 
I had considered reprinting Page’s report in full. It’s timeless. The job 
description Page held still holds true today, right down to the transplanting 
of trees, one of the little-known tasks caretakers perform as they rehabilitate 
trampled ground. When I ran the caretaker program, I would open the staff 
training week with that quotation from Page that Ryan Smith pointed to in 
his mini-history of the program earlier. Page’s remark hints at the unique role 
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of caretakers. They mitigate recreational impact through hands-on work, and 
they do the emotionally exhausting work of telling campers, one by one, how 
they can become conservationists. 
That dual mission is the unique role of the White Mountain caretaker pro-
gram and other similar programs around the Northeast and the country, a crit-
ical part of the recreation-management response team across our public lands. 
I believe we still have far to go in many other ways. My first four seasons in 
the program (2007–2010), our female employees hovered around 15 to 20 per-
cent of the staff, including myself. Hired into my full-time job in 2010, I was 
the only full-time woman in the Trails Department at the time, and of the 
fifteen seasonal employees I supervised, only two were women. Pay was set at 
minimum wage, which in New Hampshire was and has been commensurate 
with federal minimum wage ($7.25 an hour at the time). I was the only female 
full-time supervisor, and only one woman, and two gender-fluid people have 
held the seasonal leadership role of field coordinator in 50 years. When I left 
the program in 2016, more than 50 percent of the staff were female and start-
ing wages were $10 an hour, still far behind what could be called livable. All 
employees have, to the best of my knowledge, been white.
AMC caretaker Steven Page welcomes campers at Liberty Spring in 1970. AMC ARCHIVES
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I look back to look forward. How will the caretaker program merge its 
mission with representation between now and the 75th anniversary? For 50 
years, the program has been stable in mission and technique but also stable in 
gender and diversity. I hope that in 25 years, Page’s original report will truly 
be a historic one, and the voices discussing it will be different than ours today. 
The hard and constant work of the past will influence new voices, new ideas, 
and new identities. I can’t wait to see what comes next. 
—Sally Manikian
Appalachia Archives Now Hosted on 
Dartmouth Library’s Digital Commons
In March, the Winter/Spring 2021 issue of Appalachia journal became avail-
able in PDF form on the Dartmouth Digital Commons website, managed by 
the Dartmouth Library.
Published continuously by the Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC) 
since 1876, this mountaineering and conservation journal is America’s 
longest-running.
Dartmouth Digital Commons (DDC) is a publishing platform and repos-
itory for scholarly, research, and educational outputs created by the faculty, 
staff, and students of Dartmouth. The connections between Appalachia and 
Dartmouth are strong. Since the outdoor boom of the late 1800s, both insti-
tutions have promoted adventure in New England and the world, and schol-
arship about mountains. DDC hosts archives of AMC’s Appalachia Journal 
in PDF form. New issues of Appalachia will be added to DDC’s website 
three months after subscribers to the journal receive their physical copies in 
the mail. Additional back issues of Appalachia will be added over time. This 
digital content will be free and accessible to all.
“This project marks a significant step toward expanding Appalachia’s com-
munity of researchers and adventurers worldwide, to people who might not 
know about AMC or the contributions its journal has made to the history 
of mountain exploration,” said AMC President and CEO John Judge. “We 
thank Dartmouth Library for joining with AMC in this important mission 
of extending adventure articles and research to new and diverse audiences 
around the world.”
Access to Appalachia Journal on Dartmouth Digital Commons is available 
at https://digitalcommons.dartmouth.edu/appalachia.
—Nina Paus-Weiler
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Books and Media
AMC’s Best Day Hikes in the Berkshires: 
Four-Season Guide to 50 of the Best 
Trails in Western Massachusetts, Third 
Edition
By René Laubach and John S. Burk
Appalachian Mountain Club, 2020, 304 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-62842-121-7. Price: $18.95 
(paperback).
In an era when outdoor enthusiasts 
increasingly use the internet to pick a hiking des-
tination, prefer to rely on GPS rather than use a 
compass, and scan a QR code with a smartphone 
at a trailhead sign instead of carrying a map, why in the world do we need 
guidebooks?
For the best answer, thumb through any volume in the vast catalogue 
that the Appalachian Mountain Club has been publishing for more than a 
century. Beginning with the iconic White Mountain Guide in 1907 (now in 
its 30th edition), these treasured resources do so much more than list descrip-
tions, maps, distances, and directions. They give expert observations, histori-
cal perspectives, and just plain interesting reading.
AMC’s Best Day Hikes in the Berkshires: Four-Season Guide to 50 of the Best 
Trails in Western Massachusetts, meets all these lofty objectives.
Authors René Laubach and John S. Burk go far beyond paying homage to 
such highlights as Mount Greylock, the Bay State’s tallest peak, and Bash Bish 
Falls, its most spectacular cataract. The authors also guide readers to less cel-
ebrated but still stunning sanctuaries, including Sandisfield’s Clam Reserve, 
a “remote, deeply wooded river valley (that) possesses a true wilderness char-
acter,” and Egremont’s Jug End State Reservation and Wildlife Management 
Area, which features “bucolic meadows with a stunning backdrop of ridges 
clothed in mixed woodlands (that) beckon hikers to enjoy a landscape that 
evokes a time before commercial development.”
Then there is Mount Washington—no, not the famous peak in New 
Hampshire’s White Mountains, but the westernmost and southwesternmost 
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town in Massachusetts, where there are wonderful places to explore, includ-
ing Sages Ravine, Bear Mountain, Mount Frissell, and the Appalachian Trail. 
This third edition contains ten new hiking itineraries, includes essays on 
nature, and offers background on the region’s rich history. There also are 
assorted updates and revisions to previous editions.
As in all AMC guides, Best Day Hikes in the Berkshires contains route 
maps, rates hikes by degree of difficulty, and provides GPS coordinates for 
every trailhead.
Many hikers go ahead and pack smartphones or wear fitness watches, 
recording distance, elevation gain, and calories burned. But they should 
never overlook the well-researched advice from experienced adventurers and 
insights only accessible in a comprehensive guidebook. 
—Steve Fagin 
White Mountain Winter Recreation Map & Guide
Appalachian Mountain Club, 2020, fold-out map.
ISBN: 978-1-62842-117-0. Price: $9.95. 
Don’t have room in your backpack for a thick 
guidebook and worry about losing the signal on your 
smartphone? Still want a handy, comprehensive, and 
reliable source of information on the best places to 
cross-country ski, snowshoe, or winter hike in the White 
Mountains?
Easy: Pick up a copy of the White Mountain Winter 
Recreation Map & Guide, which has all the info you’ll 
need to hit the trail in 30 areas ranging from Tuckerman 
Ravine to Waterville Valley.
It’s waterproof, tearproof, folds small enough to stick in your pocket, and 
weighs next to nothing.
Kudos to cartographer Larry Garland and author David Goodman for 
their simple, useful resource.
—Steve Fagin
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Best Backcountry Skiing in the 
Northeast: 50 Classic Ski and 
Snowboard Tours in New England and 
New York
By David Goodman
Appalachian Mountain Club Books, 2020, 
352 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-62842-124-8. Price: $21.95 
(paperback).
“It doesn’t matter where you go, only 
that you go,” urges David Goodman in his pref-
ace to Best Backcountry Skiing in the Northeast. 
Unfortunately, as backcountry skiers both avid and novice alike know, where 
to ski, getting there and back, and staying found are often the biggest chal-
lenges. Skiers venturing out into the mountains are often left wanting for 
solid guidance on finding ski tours that promise good snow and enjoyably 
steep terrain, relying instead on some combination of intuition, word of 
mouth, and Google Earth. 
Hikers and climbers have long turned to guidebooks, but backcountry 
skiing’s culture of semi-secrecy and possessiveness has often kept informa-
tion on the lowdown. The past decade has brought internet ski forums and 
an explosive increase in skiers entering the backcountry. The norm of bush-
whacking for hours only to be shut down by a barrier cliff or a deep stream-
bed has started to seem bizarre and outdated. To skiers uninitiated in wild 
snow, it’s more than a little off-putting. Why can’t we backcountry skiers have 
good, reliable sources of information on where to ski, and what we’ll encoun-
ter when we’re out there?
David Goodman, prophet of New England powder-hunting, is here with 
his latest answer to the problem, an updated edition of his classic backcoun-
try skiing guide. The somewhat new, mostly unchanged guidebook could 
hardly have come at a better time: As COVID-19 has closed commercial ski 
areas, more and more backcountry-curious skiers are looking beyond resort 
boundaries. 
Goodman makes it easy to understand the range of backcountry tours 
available in the New England mountains, ranging from Nordic-skiing jaunts 
through lower hills all the way up to technical, steep-skiing descents in the 
Adirondacks and the Presidential Range of the White Mountains. A scale of 
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four difficulty ratings allows prospective ski tourers to select at a glance tours 
that suit their abilities. Gear recommendations distinguish between flatter 
trails better served by traditional Nordic equipment and high-alpine terrain 
necessitating a ski mountaineer’s kit. 
Each tour’s section includes a brief history—part human, part geologi-
cal—of the terrain, followed by an impressively detailed set of directions and 
navigational advice that would put many other guidebook authors to shame. 
Goodman’s rich historical writing runs alongside a sometimes dreamlike level 
of topographical detail. Skiers will want to photocopy pages to take in their 
packs but also keep it on a bedside table to read about early New England 
skiers descending Tuckerman Ravine or cutting routes on Vermont’s Mount 
Mansfield.
Best Backcountry Skiing first came out in 1988 and has been revised twice 
since then. It explains and describes how the New England backcountry 
landscape has changed in the years since it was last updated, in 2010. Good-
man adds sections on the newly established glade zones areas in Maine, New 
Hampshire, and Vermont. These are fresh backcountry venues that arose out 
of collaborations between the nonprofit Granite Backcountry Alliance and 
Catamount Trail Association and partner landowners such as the U.S. Forest 
Service, local land trusts, and state parks. Glade zones in places like Roch-
ester, Vermont’s Brandon Gap and Randolph, New Hampshire’s Crescent 
Ridge, high-elevation forest favored by incoming winter weather systems, 
have become favorites for new and old skiers alike with excellent tree-skiing 
lines trimmed by volunteers in accordance with guidelines for sustainable, 
forest-friendly glading. Best Backcountry Skiing provides a solid overview of 
each glade zone and explains the key role of managed backcountry terrain in 
the broader skiing ecosystem. Importantly, Goodman emphasizes how to ski 
responsibly in these areas that, by virtue of their popularity and easy access, 
are prone to overcrowding and high traffic on snowy winter weekends.
In a coronavirus-hampered ski world, when more and more skiers are 
primed to make the jump to the wild and beautiful world of backcountry 
skiing, many of the newly inducted will find Goodman’s latest book invalu-
able. Perhaps the most frustrating thing about hunting for wild snow is also 
the most awe-inspiring: soft-snow conditions on Mount Washington one day 
may be all rime and firm crust after the next windstorm; a North Country 
glade drifted deeply with untouched powder may have hundreds of tracks 
crisscrossing it a few short hours later. Best Backcountry Skiing in the Northeast 
points its readers toward skiing in the right places at the right times while 
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reminding them that their tracks will soon disappear and that they must leave 
room for all whose stories of exploring wild snow are yet to come.
—Scott Berkley
Scott Berkley helps outfit new backcountry skiers in Jackson, New Hampshire, 
and is the newly appointed assistant editor of the Accidents section. 
An Ice Climbers’ Guide to Southern New 
England and Eastern New York
By Todd Swain
K. Daniels & Associates, 2020, 496 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-7344373-1-7. Price: $44.95 
(paperback).
Todd Swain’s new ice climbing guidebook 
is a must have for any ice climber who lives in the 
Northeast. After nearly ten years of research and 
hundreds of interviews with local climbers, this 
new guidebook covers 200 areas within south-
ern Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont; all 
of Massachusetts; Connecticut and Rhode Island; and a sliver of eastern New 
York. This guidebook comes at a time when staying local and minimizing 
travel is more important than ever. As Henry Barber writes in the foreword, 
“When the local ice is in, it might be smarter to stay near home and climb 
instead of heading north to wait in line for a longer classic.”
With this book in hand, climbers can explore their own backyards, tak-
ing the pressure off more popular climbing areas. As the years pass, I find 
the exploration aspect contributes more to my love for climbing versus the 
actual route, and this guidebook will motivate you to get out and see what’s 
just around the corner. Additionally, as is pointed out in the book, many 
accomplished alpinists started at home before going into the bigger mountain 
ranges of the world. These small training grounds shouldn’t be forgotten, and 
now Todd Swain has documented them. 
The book breaks down each climbing area by state, listed in alphabetical 
order and each with its own color code that makes it easy to navigate. Within 
the state, the climbing areas are then ordered alphabetically as well, and each 
area contains an introduction, brief climbing history, directions with GPS 
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coordinates, and route descriptions. I appreciated the multiple map scales, 
starting with a statewide map, allowing you to get an idea of where the climb-
ing area is within the state. Once broken down, most areas then include at 
least one map that shows the parking areas, the access trail, and cliff locations. 
Color photographs are included, with some that were taken during the first 
ascents. The historical and current photographs are fun to look at, and they 
help find you your way around. Each climb is fully indexed under both the 
route name alphabetically and under the difficulty rating, ensuring it won’t 
take long to find what you’re looking for. The layout and organization of the 
guidebook is excellent.
What makes a great guidebook is not just accurate route descriptions, but 
a little storytelling along the way. The book starts with an overview of the 
climbing history of southern New England, and throughout you’ll find some 
stories from the locals who helped shape the climbing scene of that area. I 
recommend this book as both a valuable climbing resource and as a good read 
that will leave you excited for the ice to form.
—Courtney Ley
Black Woman in Green: Gloria Brown and 
the Unmarked Trail to Forest Service 
Leadership
By Gloria D. Brown and Donna L. Sinclair
Oregon State University Press, 2020, 190 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-87071-001-8. Price: $19.95 
(paperback).
ISBN: 978-0-87071-005-6. Price: $11.99 (ebook).
Americans are finally acknowledging how 
much gender, race, and class have affected peo-
ple’s access to outdoor activities, and this signifi-
cant book tells a story of a determined public 
servant who was the first Black woman to become a supervisor in the U.S. 
Forest Service. 
A university press has brought out this story, but it does not read like 
an academic work. It comes close to sounding like the reminiscences of an 
engagingly opinionated and entertaining woman—one with an uncommonly 
good memory for details—speaking to her relatives at a reunion.
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Brown recounts her rise from the transcription pool at the Forest Service 
in Washington, D.C. to jobs in the federal Bureau of Land Management to 
supervising national forests in Oregon and California. Her groundbreaking 
career began after her husband died in a car accident in 1981, and she needed 
to provide for her family. She benefited from the Civil Rights Act and the 
Equal Employment Opportunity Act, but clearly her resourcefulness, tenac-
ity, and calm good sense were the engines of her success. 
In addition to telling the story of Brown’s quite interesting life, this book 
provides first-person insight into how things actually worked in government 
agencies when anti-discrimination laws first came into effect. It also shows 
how those agencies reacted to a shift in priorities from timbering and resource 
extraction to wider public uses, and how subsequent budget cuts affected the 
work of those agencies.
She acknowledges how much she was helped by people who responded 
to the new laws by encouraging her and giving her a chance to prove herself, 
crediting many by name. She is similarly straightforward about those who did 
not, both in the agencies and the communities she and her family lived in. 
Anyone interested in the modern history of federal land agencies or curi-
ous about how they actually function will find much to like in this book. 
So will anyone who wants to see how normal human beings make history 
just by being themselves, doing their jobs well, and working for a better life 
for everyone. 
—Nat Eddy
Black Faces, White Spaces: Reimagining 
the Relationship of African Americans to 
the Great Outdoors 
By Carolyn Finney
University of North Carolina Press, 2014, 194 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-4696-1448-9. Price: $27.95 (paper-
back; also available as an ebook for $19.99).
A few years back we took a young friend 
hiking up Mount Garfield. We camped at Gar-
field Ridge Campsite. He is Black, which is 
significant to this little story. Sitting on top of 
Garfield, he looked over the rocks and green 
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ridges rolling down and away. He said that when he was growing up in South-
ern California, his family had never gone to the mountains for vacation. “It 
just was not on our radar.” Down in the valley the next day, we waited in a 
sandwich shop for our lunch. He looked around, smiled wryly, and asked us, 
“Do you see anyone who looks like me?”
He was so right. The White Mountains of New Hampshire—actually, 
public parks and lands across North America—have been largely white places 
of retreat for generations. Carolyn Finney examines this problem in this 
eight-part academic essay exploring African Americans’ relationship to the 
land, society’s barriers that have kept them from it, and ways the culture has 
ignored and failed to appreciate their closeness to the land.
In this book, first published seven years ago, Finney combs through envi-
ronmental and cultural studies seeking all the conditions that have left Blacks 
feeling either unsafe or unwelcome if they traveled to backcountry and wil-
derness forests and parks in the United States.
Some of the barriers go back to slavery, Jim Crow, and segregation. Finney 
lays out what studies social scientists have done and have yet to do. Blacks 
have been deeply involved with the land for centuries, but “their environmen-
tal experiences have been marginalized, whitewashed, or simply left out of the 
dominant narrative,” Finney writes.
For white people who believe that the natural world is everyone’s safe 
place, this book should blast open a dam and let through unexplored ideas. 
Finney’s fascination with this problem runs deep. She backpacked for five 
years in Africa and Asia and grew up on a twelve-acre estate in Westchester 
County, New York, where her parents were caretakers who found themselves 
disenfranchised from the land when it was sold. Finney was teaching envi-
ronmental science at the University of California when she wrote this book, 
and today she’s a scholar in residence at Middlebury College who continues 
to write and speak about diversity in natural spaces. Everyone should listen to 
and change as a result of her work.
—Christine Woodside
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In Search of Amos Clough 
By Robert W. Averill 
Self-published, 2019, 370 pages. 
ISBN 978-1-893863-04-0. Price: $75 (large-format 
hardcover).
One of the aspects of the White Mountains 
that is so captivating is that it’s not just the natu-
ral landscape and all its facets that demand our 
attention—the human history of the region also 
has an undeniable fascination. Sometimes that 
allure manifests itself in the broad sweep of history, but at other times distinc-
tive individuals merit our focus and even affection.
One of these individuals is pioneer White Mountain photographer Amos 
Clough, and Robert Averill has performed a labor of love in hunting down 
his story. Clough is not well known—but he deserves to be, and Averill does 
his best to explain why. Clough hailed from Warren, New Hampshire, in the 
shadow of Mount Moosilauke. Born in very modest circumstances in 1833, he 
was enthralled by the new art and technology of photography and was daring 
enough to embrace it as an occupation.
In the White Mountains, Clough is best remembered for his role in two 
bold expeditions. He spent several weeks in the winter of 1869–1870 atop 
Mount Moosilauke with J. H. Huntington, shivering in storms and exult-
ing in sunny cloudscapes atop that peak, allowing him to photograph views 
seldom seen by lowlanders. The Moosilauke experiment was a prelude to an 
even more challenging endeavor the following winter—establishing a weather 
station atop Mount Washington with Huntington and others. Clough, along 
with fellow photographer Howard Kimball, documented the exploits of the 
expedition and captured the rime-covered scenery, in cold, windy, and very 
demanding conditions.
As memorable as those two summit experiences were, Clough also recorded 
the day-to-day life of valley towns with his cameras. Photos of simple village 
scenes, portraits of local individuals, and the like add to our knowledge of life 
in the White Mountain foothills, and beyond, in the late nineteenth century.
As is the case with most people of that time, Clough left few records of 
his life. Averill has done yeoman’s work in tracking down what little docu-
mentary evidence there is of this photographic pioneer. Of special note is 
the inclusion of the full original text of Clough’s Moosilauke journal, which 
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has not previously appeared in print. Averill adds more general information 
about the era to flesh out our understanding of Clough’s milieu. For the most 
part, Clough’s photographs must speak for him, and this volume is lavishly 
illustrated with Clough’s work. Many of the stereoviews that Clough cre-
ated—from Mount Moosilauke, Mount Washington, and other locales—are 
reproduced with high quality, and the book includes a stereo viewer so that 
the 21st-century reader can enjoy the views as originally intended.
Alas, Amos Clough died before his time, succumbing to illness in 1872, 
not two years after his exemplary service on Mount Washington. Robert 
Averill has done a noble job in helping to keep his memory alive in this note-
worthy volume. 
—Peter Crane
Waymaking: An Anthology of Women’s 
Adventure Writing, Poetry and Art
Edited by Helen Mort, Claire Carter, Heather 
Dawe, and Camilla Barnard
Vertebrate Publishing, 2018, 296 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-910240-75-5. Price: $26  
(paperback; also available as an eBook).
Good ideas often occur in motion. The 
one for this collection grew from two women 
running together during their lunch hours. 
How, they wondered, would women describe adventure? Somewhere along 
their route, they decided to find out.
These tales, published by a British press, tell not so much about conquer-
ing the natural world as of collaborating with it. Themes you might expect in 
a book by women are certainly present: meditations on motherhood, body 
image, solitude, risk. But there is also the adventurer who migrates back and 
forth between research camps in Greenland and Antarctica (“I live as if inside 
a ping-pong ball”), the one who inhabits her van, the one who spends a 
year roaming the British national parks while sleeping under a canvas, the 
trail-runner summiting a 5,100-meter pass in Nepal, and the boulderer who 
prefers to climb in the dark. There is wit (“the rainforest is a companionable 
misfit”), cartooning, memorable imagery (sunset is “the hinge of the day”). 
For one writer, biking in the Scottish Highlands creates a “feral equilibrium 
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with nature.” Yes, seeking equilibrium instead of competition, and sometimes 
in the harshest conditions. The landscape for one landscape painter was so 
cold that her paint froze before it could hit the canvas. 
Many of these waymakings occur in places the rest of us won’t manage to 
climb, hike, swim in, camp by, tarry near, or gaze at. Sometimes the names 
alone are exercise: Ambleside and Troutbeck, Dollywaggon Pike and Her-
mannsdalstinden, Clogwyn y Garnedd and Higgar Tor. Twisting your tongue 
around the syllables might be adventure enough. 
It speaks to the integrity of the editors—and of their collaborative spirit—
that royalties from the book will be split between a rape crisis charity and the 
John Muir Trust. There is no personal profiteering, and though it’s always 
nice to see your name in print, the writers, cartoonists, photographers, and 
painters here seem to have nothing to prove in their travels to anyone but 
themselves. In the ego-driven times of today, nature for the sheer love of it 
is a gentle relief. “I’m happiest walking upstream,” muses one solitary brook-
wader who prefers countercurrent direction. She means it literally, of course, 
but if nature offers a metaphor, we must take it and run.
—Elissa Ely
Paul Preuss: Lord of the Abyss
By David Smart
Rocky Mountain Books, 2019, 248 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-77160-323-2. Price: $32 (hardcover). 
Emilio Comici: Angel of the Dolomites
By David Smart
Rocky Mountain Books, 
2020, 248 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-77160-456-7. 
Price: $32 (hardcover). 
The angel. The devil. And the lord. These 
three characters ring out from David Smart’s new 
duo of rock-climbing biographies set in the early 
twentieth century. 
The “angel of the Dolomites” was Emilio 
Comici, an Italian known for his graceful climbing 
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and compassion toward other alpinists. The “devil of the Dolomites” was 
Tito Piaz, who looked somewhat demonic with his “craggy face and piercing 
eyes” and was said to have made a Faustian bargain that enabled his hard and 
dangerous climbing. The “lord of the abyss” was Paul Preuss of Austria, who 
climbed unroped and “dominated the rock like no other, with ideals, chivalry, 
and speed.” 
These vertical pioneers overlapped in the mountains of eastern Europe 
in the early 1900s, pushing alpinism to previously unimaginable heights and 
forcing the climbing community to rethink the spirit and ethics of their bur-
geoning sport in ways that are still echoing. In these meticulously researched 
books, Smart—the founding editor of Gripped magazine—weaves mountain-
eering history and European politics to give overdue recognition to the angel, 
the devil, and the lord. 
These three climbers were among the first to ask: What is the right way to 
climb? Who decides? What is cheating, and is it ever OK to cheat? Smart asks 
the reader to consider: Where do free-spirited ideals meet the hard realities 
of politics and war? Who and what determines the legacy of a climber’s life? 
The elder of the three was Piaz, born in 1879 near the Dolomite Moun-
tains. He first made a name for himself at age 20 with a solo ascent of the 
600-foot-tall Winkler Tower (5.7*), one of the Vajolet Towers. His most dar-
ing climb was in 1910, when he soloed the first ascent of the Piaz Crack (5.7), 
part of a 600-foot-long route up Punta Emma in the Dolomites. 
Then along came Preuss, born in 1886, who said Piaz was climbing wrong. 
Real climbing was done without the pitons and ropes that Piaz had relied 
upon for aid and protection. In 1911, Preuss completed the first solo, ropeless 
ascent of the 2,000-foot-tall West Face of the Totenkirchl (5.8), considered 
the hardest rock climb in the Alps at the time. Days later, he soloed the 
1,000-foot-tall East Face of the Campanile Basso (5.8) and down-climbed the 
same way. (The route was not repeated by anyone with or without ropes for 
more than a decade.) 
After climbing the Campanile Basso, Preuss took refuge at the Vajolet hut, 
where Piaz was the longtime caretaker. As the men traded stories over bottles 
of wine, Piaz told an increasingly rowdy crowd that Preuss had seized the 
mantle of top climber. When Preuss demurred, Piaz took out a pair of pistols 
and challenged him to a gunfight unless he accepted the compliment. In that 
* According to the climbing scale of the Yosemite Decimal System. The same difficulty was not 
free-climbed in the United States until the 1940s.
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standoff, Piaz was announcing that climbing had a new champion, albeit one 
who was proving difficult to follow. 
Decades before Royal Robbins chopped dozens of bolts on El Capitan in 
Yosemite and a full century before the climber Hayden Kennedy removed 
125 bolts from a route up Cerro Torre in Patagonia, Preuss was the first elite 
climber to rage against artificial means of ascent. He not only eschewed 
pitons, he frowned on ropes and rappelling. “If you cannot climb down,” 
Preuss said, “you should not climb up.” There was a romantic purity to his 
ethics. To him, “mountains were to be accepted just as they were,” Smart 
writes. “To use pitons and ropes was to sin against the truth.” 
In a counterintuitive way, Preuss was trying to increase mountain safety 
by forcing climbers to be self-reliant. Back then, hemp ropes were unlikely 
to hold big falls. The leader carried a hammer and dozens of pitons that were 
tediously pounded into cracks. Before the advent of the carabiner in 1921, 
the only way to secure into a piton was by untying the rope, threading it 
through the piton ring, and re-tying. It was all so dangerous and insecure that 
it was almost safer to climb solo—which was Preuss’s point. Without ropes or 
pitons, he argued, climbers would proceed with more caution. (It’s not such 
a crazy idea. Research has shown that wearing a bicycle helmet, for example, 
leads cyclists to take more risks.) 
Even among climbers who disagreed with Preuss about the use of pitons 
and ropes (which was most), there was an appreciation for how he drew “a 
distinction between their use and abuse,” according to Smart. If everyone 
couldn’t agree on the right way to climb, Preuss did convince his peers that 
there was a wrong way. 
Then along came Comici, who had to contend with the legacies of the 
devil and the lord as he proved himself in the 1930s. The youngest of the three 
men, Comici found himself wading into questions of ethics: Did he place too 
many bolts? Did he rely on rope tricks to ascend? 
As a way of vanquishing critics and self-doubts, Comici took up the solo 
path forged by Piaz and Preuss. In 1937, Comici soloed the Fehrmann Dihe-
dral (5.7) on the 1,000-foot-tall pillar of Campanile Basso. When he signed 
the summit log, he saw the name of the only other person to solo the route: 
Preuss, in 1911. Comici then outdid Preuss by completing the hardest solo 
ever, on the 1,800-foot-tall north face of Cima Grande (today rated 5.10+). 
The feat would be unrepeated for 24 years. 
There is much to enjoy in these two books, which both received accolades 
at the Banff Mountain Book Competition. They tackle sticky issues such as 
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how Preuss dealt with anti-Semitism and how Comici idolized the fascist 
dictator Benito Mussolini. Smart offers surprising discoveries, such as how 
Preuss climbed with the children of psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud.
One complaint I have is that Smart did not include the grades of these 
century-old climbs according to the Yosemite Decimal System, so I was con-
stantly checking Mountain Project and SummitPost to get a better apprecia-
tion for the bold climbing that was done with rudimentary equipment and 
“basketball shoes.” It also would have been helpful to have more context into 
how these figures fit into the greater historical arc of climbing. Passing men-
tions of Alex Honnold seemed to have been hastily added, and there was no 
mention of New England’s Henry Barber and Canada’s Peter Croft, two of 
the greatest solo free-climbers and logical extensions of Preuss and Comici. 
Given how neatly these two books fit together, I wondered why I wasn’t 
reading one big book that pulled together the lives of these pioneers. I only 
hope that Smart will deliver more. Preuss, the lord of the abyss, died in 1913 
while soloing. Comici, the angel, died in 1940 when his rope frayed. Only the 
devil lived to old age.
—Stephen Kurczy 
All That Glitters: A Climber’s Journey 
through Addiction and Depression
By Margo Talbot
Rocky Mountain Books, 2020, 186 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-77160-433-8. Price: $25 (paperback).
Margo Talbot’s searing memoir is a siren 
call to untold numbers of people: Heed the hid-
den maladies that lurk beneath the surface. Peo-
ple aren’t always what they project to the world, 
just as the glittering ice that Talbot dedicates her 
life to climbing can be different than it appears. 
Strike that apparently solid uniform ice with an axe, and cracks spread every 
which way, to the core. 
Talbot emerged a climber after decades of depressive episodes and destruc-
tive behavior. “I had come to understand that depression was an internal 
struggle on an invisible battlefield,” Talbot writes late in her memoir. “While 
my physically injured peers were being taken out to luncheons and showered 
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with books and gifts to keep them busy in their convalescence I hunkered 
down for another solo journey into the depths of my own psychic hell.”
All That Glitters begins with the story of Talbot’s troubled childhood in 
New Brunswick, Canada. Talbot traces the roots of her lifelong battles with 
depression to the absence of parental love. Her family life was devoid of phys-
ical affection or even words of affirmation. Her mother seemed to reserve her 
love for Talbot’s younger brother. Vague allusions to sexual abuse—which 
we learn about toward the end—appear here and there. The one refuge the 
young Talbot finds, even at an early age, is solitude in nature. 
In years of therapy, Talbot writes, the two “immutable laws of psychology” 
she learned are that “depression is repressed anger, and anger is repressed sad-
ness.” That anger and sadness are palpable throughout the book. Talbot brings 
us into her all-encompassing, debilitating depression through a prose that is 
sparse yet visual. Late in the book , after her boyfriend Grant has left her, 
Talbot says she “fell into the abyss that had been waiting for me all my life.”
The core of the memoir, the backbone that leads the reader from one 
episode into another, is how Talbot deals with said depression. One way is 
through relationships with men like Grant: One boyfriend beats her; another, 
in a plotline straight out of a Hollywood potboiler, uses her as a means of 
reducing suspicion from the authorities during his international drug-smug-
gling escapades. But the main way she self-medicates is with drugs and alco-
hol. Talbot recalls starting drinking when she was barely a teenager. She can 
outdrink all the boys and has blackouts where she doesn’t remember a thing. 
Though she goes through periods of sobriety, alcohol serves as a gateway drug, 
and by the time she is in her 20s and 30s, Talbot has gone through an acid 
phase, a cocaine phase, and even a freebase phase. 
The third act of All That Glitters is where climbing comes in—a redemp-
tion of sorts. Talbot returns to nature and rediscovers the soothing qualities 
that drew her to it as a young girl. Through mentorship from other climbers 
in the Canmore, Alberta area, she becomes an ace ice climber, tackling classic 
routes like The Weeping Pillar (rated WI 6, a very difficult climb on seasonal 
waterfall ice). Ice climbing evolves from simply an outlet that “kept her sane” 
to the animating and central focus of her life. The people she meets—espe-
cially the strong female figures—are the most supportive she has ever known; 
she becomes a successful and sought-after climbing guide, even guiding cli-
ents on Antarctica’s highest peak, Mount Vinson. By the end of the book, an 
older and wiser Talbot has learned many lessons, not the least of which is that 
she too deserves to be happy.
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Counterintuitively, the crux passage in this memoir of a climber of frozen 
waterfalls has no climbing or movement in it whatsoever. Talbot recounts sit-
ting in a chaise longue in her apartment, staring out the window for sixteen 
hours, and feeling like she had “spent the afternoon with Death, and that 
he and I had talked things through and come to a bargain.” Upon emerging 
from her meditative dream state, Talbot feels “calmer than I had in years, not 
happy, but indifferent, unequivocal, impassive.” “That day I had a feeling in 
my bones that my years of depression were over,” she writes. 
Of course, it’s never quite as easy as that. As someone who struggles with 
depression myself, and who has used—and written about—how I self-med-
icate with climbing, Talbot’s story is one of both hope and caution: It is not 
a how-to manual for coping with grief or despair, but an anecdotal investiga-
tion that says: Hey, like me, you also deserve to be happy. But it takes work. 
—Michael Levy
Eager: The Surprising, Secret Life of 
Beavers and Why They Matter
By Ben Goldfarb
Chelsea Green Publishing, 2018, 287 pages.
ISBN-13: 978-1-60358-739-6. Price: $17.95 
(paperback).
When historians look back at the animals 
 that have had the greatest impact on the evolution 
of our nation, they often focus on the horse, which 
provided settlers with transportation; the buffalo, 
which once roamed the prairie in vast herds, offering Native Americans sus-
tenance and clothing from their hides; the cow, whose milk became a house-
hold staple; and the ox, which helped farmers move rocks and plow fields.
In his informatively fascinating book, Eager: The Surprising, Secret Life of 
Beavers and Why They Matter, Ben Goldfarb makes the case that the large, 
semiaquatic rodents have shaped the landscape by building dams and have 
influenced many other aspects of our culture.
He writes, “Practically since humans first dispersed across North 
America via the Bering Land Bridge—replicating a journey that beavers 
made repeatedly millions of years prior—the rodents have featured in the 
religions, cultures, and diets of indigenous peoples, from the nations of 
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the Iroquois to the Tlingit of the Pacific Northwest. More recently, and 
destructively, it was the pursuit of beaver pelts that helped lure white peo-
ple to the New World and westward across it. The fur trade sustained the 
Pilgrims, dragged Lewis and Clark up the Missouri, and exposed tens of 
thousands of native people to smallpox. The saga of beavers isn’t just the 
tale of a charismatic mammal—it’s the story of modern civilization, in all 
its grandeur and folly.
Eager, which earned Goldfarb the 2019 PEN/E. O. Wilson Literary Sci-
ence Writing Award, documents how the beaver has long been unfairly 
demonized as a destructive pest—an unfortunate characterization that all too 
often has led wildlife “experts” to continue exterminating them when the 
animals cross paths with humans.
Goldfarb, a skilled, widely published journalist who holds a master of 
environmental management degree from Yale School of Forestry and Envi-
ronmental Studies, is at the forefront of a new generation of nature writers 
destined to continue the literary legacies of such stalwarts as John McPhee, 
Bill McKibben, Rachel Carson, and E. O. Wilson.
He writes with authority, charm, passion, and I daresay, a compelling 
eagerness.
—Steve Fagin 
Winter 8000: Climbing the World’s 
Highest Mountains in the Coldest Season
By Bernadette McDonald
Mountaineers Books, 2020, 268 pages.
ISBN: 978: 1-68051-292-2. Price: $21.95 (paperback).
Trapped in their tents by storms or other 
inconveniences, mountaineers have long cheered 
themselves by reading about even greater miser-
ies than theirs. A reliable text is Apsley Cherry-
Garrard’s classic  Worst Journey in the World 
(Hammondsworth), the 1922 book about a tragic 
expedition to the South Pole. Bernadette McDonald wrote a fresh contender 
with this compilation of first winter ascents of thirteen of the fourteen sum-
mits in Asia’s Himalaya and Karakoram that stand higher than 8,000 meters 
(nearly 26,250 feet).
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Until 1950, none had been climbed; by the end of 1964, all had. The suc-
ceeding years have seen ascents of many kinds by various routes, repeat climbs 
on the easier ones—and winter attempts. 
The first winter summit of an 8,000er was in 1980, on the highest (not 
the hardest), Mount Everest. On the last day of 1988, the seventh of the four-
teen was climbed (Lhotse). The thirteenth was Nanga Parbat in 2016. By the 
beginning of 2016, only the two most formidable remained to be climbed in 
winter: Nanga Parbat and K2. The former, known as the “killer mountain,” 
features what is often called the highest alpine wall anywhere. It is a challenge 
even in (somewhat) warmer conditions. After some 30 winter attempts, the 
summit was finally reached in late February 2016. 
That left K2. For the continuation of the story, see this issue’s Alpina.
McDonald wrote one chapter for each 8,000er, in order of first winter 
ascent. She paints a remarkably immediate picture of the climbers’ strivings, 
failures, and occasional successes. They suffered terribly. Of the 47 “selected 
climbers” she writes about, 17 died in the high peaks in winter. A number 
of them disappeared. One was Maciej Berbeka. In 1988, the Polish climber 
made the first winter ascent of one of the forbidding Karakoram giants, Broad 
Peak. Or so he thought. He learned, however, that he had reached only a 
sub-summit, slightly lower than the high point. For years his “failure” raged 
within him. In winter 2013, at age 59, he returned to Broad Peak. He reached 
the true top, but he and his partner died on the descent. 
The summit parties of twelve of the thirteen winter ascents described here 
included at least one Polish member, usually more. Poland’s climbers were 
denied travel during the years of communism and so missed many of the early 
Himalayan prizes. Other climbers portrayed include Simone Moro (Italy), 
Alex Txikon (Spain), and an American, Cory Richards, who was part of an 
international team that made the first winter ascent of Gasherbrum II in 2011. 
McDonald does not shy from the hardships of these winter climbs (in case 
you want to try one). “It is so cold your lungs feel as if they are burning,” she 
writes. “Exposed skin freezes in minutes. Your extremities are horribly vulner-
able and if immobile or constricted in any way can freeze as solid as wood. 
Fingers and toes die, turn black and must be amputated.” McDonald won-
ders, as would most readers, why human beings volunteer for such hardship. 
“The degree of suffering that these winter athletes seem willing to embrace is 
hard to comprehend.” Certainly true. Remember that even warmer and more 
hospitable peaks can entail a lot of pain.
—Steven Jervis
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Our Winter/Spring 2022 issue of AppAlAchiA brings stories about two mountain ranges that define eastern New York state: the Catskills 
and the Taconics. 
The Catskills, home to famous landmarks like the cliffs of the Shawan-
gunks and Kaaterskill Falls, are also a “land of little rivers” that is “meant for 
those who would look twice,” travel writer T. Morris Longstreth wrote a cen-
tury ago. In that spirit, writers look closer. Artist Hovey Brock writes about 
the flood waters of the Neversink River, which are ushering in a new climate 
age. Tracy Raczek honors Catskills locals who know the land intricately.
John Seward tells about the geologists who fought over whether the 
Taconics—which span New York’s border with Connecticut, Massachusetts, 
and Vermont and include Mounts Greylock and Everett—formed right there 
or rode in on cataclysms from elsewhere. 
Moving east and north, former AMC Director of Research Ken Kimball 
describes AMC’s role in ending the controversial Northern Pass power line 
project in northern New England. 
We will bring you another history story by William Geller, this time about 
pack animals in the southern White Mountains; a new pandemic-inspired 
essay from the winner of the annual Waterman Fund contest; a father-son tale 
of bad weather on Mount Washington; our “Accidents” and “Alpina” reports, 
news and musings, reviews of books and media, and much more. Watch for 
that issue in December 2021, and stay in touch, please.
—Christine Woodside
chris@chriswoodside.com
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